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ABSTRACT
Experts advise string teachers to identify and model successful string teachers and
programs. However, there is a scarcity of literature that examines this subject. There is
literature that examines exemplary band teachers and programs, and these works can be
useful to the string teaching profession. However, string teachers ·can benefit more from
literature that specifically examines exemplary string orchestra programs and teachers.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to gather information from a renowned public
school string teacher about the components of his successful string orchestra program.
The researcher conducted a personal interview with James Hainlen, retired director and
chair of the Stillwater, Minnesota Public School's orchestra program. The researcher
questioned Hainlen on components of the Stillwater string program. Hainlen' s comments
from the interview are presented in chapter five of this paper. Many components of
Hainlen' s string program were like those discussed in existing literature pertaining to
teaching band and orchestra. The researcher attributed the success of Hainlen' s string
program to a combination of his school politicking skills, a well-planned curriculum, a
high standard for musical performance, accurate and thorough record keeping, special
events planned for students, and the personal connections he made with students at all
levels of the string program. These topics seem to be somewhat overlooked in the
existing literature about string teaching.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Why Public School String Orchestra Programs Are Important

Paul Lehman said, "Music makes a difference in kids' lives. It exalts the human
spirit. It enhances the quality oflife" (2001, p. 1). Nearly all people are drawn to music
of some kind. "Music study rewards self-discipline in a uniquely integrated experience
of process with product and a uniquely powerful synergy of being with belonging"
(Gates, 2000, Ch. 4, p. 3).
The National Association for Music Education (MENC) advises "that every
student at every level should have access to a balanced, comprehensive, and sequential
program of instruction in music, and the other arts, in school, taught by qualified
teachers" (Opportunity to Learn Standards, 1994, p. 2). For the good of providing all
students in the nation with a comprehensive school landscape, students need music in the
school curriculum (Goodrich & Wagner, 2002). To further this notion, as Mary Wagner
states, "a music program that does not have a string orchestra program is not a
comprehensive music program" (Goodrich & Wagner, 2002, p. 5). A music program that
lacks string orchestra shortchanges and limits students (Goodrich & Wagner, 2002;
Hamann & Gillespie, 2004).
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Not all students are interested in band or choir-"the large number of students
who play piano or guitar points to this" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2004, p. 16). Furthermore,
orchestra literature "is one of Western culture's greatest treasures," and it "reflects a
broader historical perspective than one finds in other instrumental literature" (The
Complete String Guide, 1988, p. 4). In addition, a music program that lacks strings
denies wind and choral students the opportunity to perform a full array of music literature
(Dillon-Krass & Straub, 1991; Goodrich & Wagner, 2002; Hamann & Gillespie, 2004;
Strategies for Success, 1994; The Complete String Guide, 1988). Without strings,
literature written for full orchestra, or for chorus and orchestra, cannot be performed in its
entirety.
Opportunities to play string instruments are available for people of all ages, from
young students who can begin a string instrument on a size that fits them, to post high
school study and participation in college and community orchestras. Many college
scholarship opportunities exist for students who play string instruments (Hamann &
Gillespie, 2004; Goodrich & Wagner, 2002). One of the approximately 1800 adult
orchestras in the country may serve as a lifelong leisure activity to string players, and
string orchestra may become a career for many individuals (Hamann & Gillespie, 2004;
Strategies for Success, 1994).
Recent research has shown that there is a relationship between the study of music
and improved test scores and spatial-temporal reasoning (Goodrich &Wagner, 2002).
Music education has enjoyed publicity following this research. Although, music teachers
and advocates realize that focusing on the non-musical benefits of music reduces the
value of music in its own right. A focus on how music aids the brain in relation to other
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subjects causes music to look like a means to other seemingly more important ends. In
addition, music educators may be held accountable for proving the relation (Goodrich &
Wagner, 2002). Music would then risk being considered successful only if it had shown
an enhancement of intellectual skills in other subjects (Plummeridge, 2001 ). There can
be potential positive effects for using the argument that music study will aid learning in
other areas, as it may be the only justification that allows parents, administrators,
legislators, and community members to understand the importance of music education.
One of the most easily understandable justifications for music education is the
success and joy that students feel and show through participation in music (Plummeridge,
2001; Reid, 1980). Integral to this is a teacher with a strong and positive teaching style
who provides students with positive musical experiences. Students gravitate towards,
and want to learn from, these types of teachers. As James Hainlen said, "kids do not
gravitate towards weak people" (personal communication, October, 2006). Moreover, as
MENC advises, it is vital that music be "taught by qualified teachers" (Opportunity-toLearn Standards, 1994, p. 2). Naturally then, an outstanding and exemplary string
teacher can inspire students to find joy and success in orchestra, and thus can inspire
other individuals to acknowledge the importance of strings in schools.· Therefore, an
important question for string educators to ask is, what makes an outstanding and
exemplary string teacher?

Need for the Study

String experts have advised string teachers to "identify and emulate model
orchestra programs" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2004, p. 20). Hamann and Gillespie (2004)
advised string teachers to ask professional colleagues to identify the best orchestra
programs. "Ask the teachers of those programs how they developed their programs to be
successful. Ask them for suggestions for how best to develop your program" (2004, p.
20). Elaine Colprit (2000) said:
I found no published investigation in string education that document[ ed] events in
the student-teacher interaction in relationship to identification and achievement of
performance goals. For researchers and teacher educators hoping to facilitate the
development of string teaching expertise, the primary tasks are to identify the
behaviors of expert teachers and to clearly define what novice teachers must learn
to do. Examination of expert string teaching in small increments, segmented by
topic of instruction, may reveal what aspects of student performance expert string
teachers choose to address and what they do to facilitate positive change in student
performance. (p. 208)

Similarly, Keitha Hamann said, "exemplary string programs provide a model for
improving string teaching and learning " (2000, p. 1). Yet, there seems to be a scarcity of
literature that examines exemplary string programs and teachers. Vincent Kantorski
(1995), and this author, found a dearth of research related to exemplary school string
programs or string program evaluation.
There is an adequate pool of works about the success of specific band programs
and teachers, and these works can certainly be instructive to the string teaching
profession. However, string teachers can benefit more from literature that specifically
examines exemplary string orchestra teachers and programs. The lack of literature in this
area of string teaching has led to this study.
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study, therefore, was to gather information from one of the
nation's renowned public school string teachers about the components of his successful
string orchestra program.

Limitations
This researcher was limited to examine a public school string program and teacher
in the upper mid-west. Time constraints limited the researcher to one personal interview
with the subject. Since the subject had retired from public school teaching, no first-hand
observations were made of the subject's teaching or conducting. Additionally, all
statements made by the subject were given in retrospect.

Delimitations
Because this study examines only one string program, and each string program
and school district has its own idiosyncrasies, the reader should be cautious in
generalizing this information for use with another string program.
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CHAPTERII
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

Of the works that have examined band programs and teachers, Brian Norcross' s
book, One Band that Took a Chance: The Ithaca High School Band From 1955 to 1967

Directed by Frank Battisti (1994), stands as a good example. Other forms of work have
been produced about exemplary band directors and programs, such as Garwood Whaley's

A Creative Approach to Music Excellence: Bishop Ireton Symphonic Wind Ensemble
(Rogers, 2003), which is in the form of a narrative-style film. This film provided
information similar to that given by Norcross (1994); both sources examined the
components of the program that have contributed to success.
This author has found only one source that examined the success of a string
program and teacher. The Academy award winning film Small Wonders (Miller, 1995)
was a documentary about Roberta Guaspari-Tzavaras's struggle to keep violin instruction
in the city schools of East Harlem, New York (Dallman, 2004; Miller 1995). The
documentary displayed parts of Guaspari' s violin program including recruiting methods,
Suzuki-like teaching methods, advocacy efforts, and a fund-raising concert in which her
students performed with 14 of the world's best violinists, including Isaac Stern, Itzhak
Perlman, Midori, and Mark O'Connor.
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Articles about String Teaching

There are many articles that pertain to teaching string orchestra. Recently, several
of these articles have been compiled into a book by l\1ENC, entitled Spotlight on
Teaching Orchestra (2005). However, of the articles about teaching string orchestra,

most have only covered portions of the profession. This author found some articles on
the components of successful string programs.
An article by Jan Szot (2000) covered several components of a successful string
program, and is appropriately titled "The Development of a Successful String Program."
Szot stated that a steady progression in skill development, and opportunities for students
to hear good string playing, are necessary to a successful string program. Szot also
refered to a 1949 article by Edwin Gerschefski, in which the author identifies two key
ingredients found in successful programs-"a well-formulated program, and the staff to
carry it out" (2000, p. 30). Szot commented that these ingredients are just as valid today
as they were when Gerschefski wrote the article. In addition, Szot (2000) wrote:
The most important ingredient is a determined leader: someone who will provide
the impetus to establish and maintain the string program with driving force. Such
a leader must contend with financing, time-tabling, curriculum, inspiration,
concert preparation and organization, and staffing. These are the essential
elements of a well-formulated program. (p. 30)

In Pamela Tellejohn's 1989 two-page article, "Ensure Your String Program's
Success," she advised string teachers to measure program success by the size, balance,
and skill levels of the high school orchestra(s). The higher the number of students
involved in orchestra, the more attention the program receives from administrators.
Additionally, the higher the number of students involved in music, the more who want to
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become involved in music. She said, "if you want to protect your program, you must
remain highly visible at all times and be ready to help when needed" (Tellejohn, 1989, p.
2). Tellejohn also advised that music teachers in all areas support each other's programs.
In addition, she suggested starting large beginning classes, and that the string teacher
"must be a master at pedagogy on all string instruments as well as in classroom
management" (p. 1). Tellejohn continued to say that students must be given careful and
thorough evaluation on performance skills-"evaluation will help students strive for the
highest standards" (Tellejohn, 1989, p. 1).
Douglas Engelhardt's 1976 article, "Successful Beginning String Programs," is
written toward starting a brand new string program. However, his suggestions can also
apply to existing string programs. Engelhardt' s suggestions for administrative support
are different, but not contradictory to those of Tellejohn' s. He said:
Administrative support is generally given to programs that are well planned,
successful with both students and parents, and show only modest increases in cost
each year. The program that has a sound educational and philosophical basis has
a better-than-average chance for success .... Once it is shown that the children are
involved successfully, parental support will follow automatically. Strong parental
support can have tremendous influence on the administration, and administrative
support is necessary for survival. (p. 2)

In addition, Englehardt (1976) advised that every lesson be planned carefully, and
that a detailed sequence of learning moves gradually. He also stressed the importance of
presenting performances so students can display what they have learned.
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Books

Some books about teaching string orchestra have mainly covered teaching ideas
for technique and skill development (Green, 1966; Klotman, 1996; Lamb, 1990). A few
other books have been written about the·building and teaching of a successful string
orchestra program (Dillion & Kreichbaum, 1978; Hamann & Gillespie, 2004). In
addition to providing teaching ideas for technique and skill development, these two books
provide information regarding the administration of a string program (Dillion &
Kreichbaum, 1978; Hamann & Gillespie, 2004). All four of the above mentioned books
were written for the intended audience of university level students who are preparing for
a career in string teaching. The topics covered in these books are important to a
successful string program, and the authors are certainly knowledgeable and reputable
string experts. However, none of these books include information about specific
successful string programs and teachers. These sources do not provide examples of string
programs which have put the information to use-even in spite of a recommendation by
experts to do so (Colprit, 2000; K. Hamann, 2000; Hamann & Gillespie, 2004).
Approximately three decades ago, as Jacquelyn Dillon and Casimer Kriechbaum
presented clinics and workshops to public school music teachers and university students,
four specific needs became apparent to them:
(1) A method of teaching string technique in large, heterogeneous classes rather
than depending on private teaching or small, like instrument classes; (2) A
concrete analysis of the many factors necessary to consider in the organization of
an orchestra program including, setting up a new program with the school
administration, recruiting students for an orchestra program, and maintaining the
orchestra program once it is started; (3) A comprehensive overview of the many
facets of teaching necessary for an efficient instruction on all levels - elementary
through high school; and (4) A statement concerning the most important

administrative problems that face the director and/or supervisor of an instrumental
group and/or music department. (1978, p. i)

Dillon and Kriechbaum (1978) adapted their clinics and workshops to meet these needs,
but it also became apparent that string teachers needed to know:
... how to handle the great concerns that existed among them about a myriad of
other string and orchestra teaching problems. As there was also a lack of books
treating everyday problems such as: the psychology of rehearsals; the recruiting
of string students; retention of students in the program; how to teach musicianship
to young students; how to choose music for groups; ad inifitum .... " (p. i)

Dillon and Kriechbaum intended that their book, How to Design and Teach a Successful
School String and Orchestra Program (1978), would fill several of these needs.
As previously stated, one of the topics Dillon and Kriechbaum (1978) recognized
as important was how to set up a new string program. The first chapter deals with many
aspects of this issue-goals for each level of playing, budget and purchase of instruments
and equipment, recruiting, and also a thorough discussion of how orchestra classes and
lessons should be scheduled in the school day. Other chapters and sections of the book
discussed topics such as room set-up, tuning, the beginning lessons, the second and third
years of instruction, junior high instruction, high school instruction, supplementary
instructional materials, step-up instruments, performances at concerts, festivals and
conventions, uniforms, selecting music, rehearsal procedures, effectiv~ communication,
and fund-raising, among many other topics.
More recently, another book has been published about the components of a
successful string program-Strategies for Teaching Strings: Building a Successful String
and Orchestra Program (2004) by Donald Hamann and Robert Gillespie. Since it is
primarily intended for college string methods course students, who may or may not be
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string players, the book contains a description of the string family instruments, selection
of string instruments, care and maintenance, holding the instruments, and so forth. The
authors also give a history of the school orchestra program and strategies for defending it.
A large portion of Hamann's and Gilespie's book (2004) is spent discussing
performance goals and pedagogy for each level of playing ability (beginning,
intermediate, and advanced). For each level, the authors give performance goals and
objectives for bowing skills, instrument position and left-hand skills, music reading, and
aural skills. The authors provide pedagogical ideas for teaching specific string
techniques, such as "thumbs up" and "thumb bends" for introducing bow holds to
beginners, "trill slurs" for teaching slurs, and "paper slides" for teaching shifting. The
authors also provide charts of solutions to common playing problems. They also discuss
the planning of rehearsals, rehearsal techniques, teaching improvisation, recruiting and
retention.
Mary Wagner and Kathlene Goodrich (2002) provided examples from specific
successful string programs and teachers when they included responses about the
experiences of string educators on individual topic areas. For example, two pages of their
book contained comments from Bob Phillips about "fiddling" in his high school orchestra
program, and another two pages of their book held responses from Beth Gilbert about
"strolling strings" in her junior high school. Wagner and Goodrich (2002) used the same
format for specific individual teaching experiences about chamber music, full orchestra,
tours, improvisation, and creating a web site. Responses and contributions from string
educators were interspersed accordingly throughout the book along with ideas from the
authors themselves. Wagner and Goodrich (2002) also included examples of rubrics,
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checklists letters and other documents that individual string educators have used and
'
'
found to be effective.
There are valuable books that pertain to both band and orchestra teaching and
administration. For example, Teaching Band and Orchestra: Methods and Materials, by
Lynn Cooper (2004) discussed several components that are important to an instrumental
music program. The format of this book is similar to those of Hamann and Gillespie
(2004), and Dillon and Kriechbaum (1978). Among many things, Cooper discussed
building a curriculum, selecting literature, organizing the music library, rehearsal
strategies, room set-up, organization and filing, performances at concerts, festivals,
competitions and tours, public relations, program goals, and keeping up with what is new
in the music profession.
Another book that pertains to band and orchestra teaching is MENC' s Strategies

for Success in the Band and Orchestra (1994). This book discussed recruiting, record
keeping, communication, axioms for success, and scheduling, among other topics.
Other publications by the American String Teachers' Association (ASTA), and
MENC, add to the literature on teaching string orchestra and can be used in conjunction
with one another. Dillon-Krass and Dorothy Straub (1991) compiled several topicsrational, recruiting, goals, scheduling, staffing, facilities and equipment, to name some.
A joint publication of the ASTA, MENC, and the National School Orchestra Association
(NSOA) covered a rationale for string orchestra in schools, the start grade for orchestra,
recruiting, public relations, care of instruments, construction and quality of instruments,
and writing instrument bids. Teaching Stringed Instruments: A Course of Study, "is a
discussion of appropriate skills and concepts in sequential order to be taught in string
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classes," offering "a discussing of effective ways to teach those skills and concepts"
(MENC, 1991, p. ix). An additional MENC publication is Strategies for Teaching

Strings and Orchestra (Straub, Bergonzi, Witt, 1996). This book was an idea created by
MENC to help string orchestra educators implement the K-12 National Standards for
Music Education. In this volume of the Strategies for Teaching series, Straub, Bergonzi,
and Witt gave examples, designed for string orchestra classes in grades 5 through 12, of
teaching strategies that meet the National Standards.

Research Literature

As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, a content analysis of string
research has revealed the lack of research regarding string program evaluation and
exemplary school string programs. Vincent Kantorski reported in A Content Analysis of

Doctoral Research in String Education, 1936-1992 (1995), that the category of "string
program evaluation" received the least attention; only 3 .10% of doctoral dissertations in
string education were on the topic of string program evaluation. Because of this,
Kantor ski advised:
Many exemplary public school programs that have flourished over the years,
often in spite of fiscal environments that seriously threatened school music
programs, might offer doctoral researchers the opportunity of identifying
important elements of successful instructional paradigms. Dissertations in which
ethnographic and other qualitative research methods are used might be especially
useful for investigations concerning string programs. The results of the current
study suggest that, while a variety of topic areas within string education seem to
have well-established lines of research, others may need to be enhanced by the
efforts of doctoral students as they initiate and complete the process of writing a
dissertation. (p. 296)
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In his review of research, David Nelson (1983) also found a scarcity of research

II
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in string teaching. He stated:
String teaching and performance are among the least researched areas of music
education. String teaching in the studio is -often centered on schools of playing
that can be linked to the pedagogy of an artist-teacher. String class teaching is
often based on the pedagogy developed in the studio, resulting in the use of
techniques not meant for group instruction .... The analysis and evaluation of
various learning theories, for use as models in the development of instructional
objectives and sequencing, is an area of research that might be of great benefit to
the string educator. (p. 39)
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Since Kantorski' sand Nelson's reports were published, few studies have been
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added to the body of research on string program evaluation. Erika Schulte completed a

J

I

doctoral dissertation in 2004 entitled An Investigation of the Foundational Components

1

and Skills Necessary for a Successful First-Year String Class: A Modified Delphi
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Technique Study. As Kantorski (1995) suggested, Schulte aimed to identify "important

elements of successful instructional paradigms" (p. 296). Schulte stated:
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In terms of what we teach, why we teach it, and the qualities of those who teach
it, we have mostly scanty, anecdotal information. Therefore, research is needed to
clarify and define those elements that are foundational for the success of a firstyear string class of K-8 students. (p. 29)

Although Schulte examined string programs and the elements that promoted
success, she did not examine an entire string program but rather the crucial components
for a successful first year. Thus, Schulte' s research may not fit into the category
Kantorski called "string programs" or "string program evaluation." Schulte's dissertation
may be better placed in categories called "techniques/skills" and/or "curriculum
designs/instructional strategies," which Kantorski determined were more researched.
Schulte did state, however, that there is a need for research on her topic: "Although there
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is a growing body of research in the area of string education, there is very little research
that addresses the structure and approaches used in the first-year string class, at the
elementary level" (2004, p. 8).
Also following Kantorski's 1995 Content Analysis was the doctoral dissertation
completed by Claude Masear, entitled The Development and Field Test ofa Model for
Evaluating Elementary String Programs (1999). Masear' s research seems to fit into the

category which Kantorski termed "string program evaluation." However, like Schulte's,
Masear's research does not examine the entire string program.
The dissertations by Schulte and Masear both contained information that was
valuable to this author's research on the components of a successful string orchestra
program. In building the case for their research, both Schulte and Masear examined
issues such as a teacher's school building assignments, scheduling, amount and duration
of instruction time, the appropriate age for beginning orchestra, and so on.
The Journal ofString Research has come into existence since the turn of the 21st
century, and has made available additional research literature on string teaching. Some
of the research published in this journal are reviews of the literature (Hamann, 2000;
Mishra, 2000; Moss, 2002). Mishra (2000) examined 50 research reports that discussed
string technique and pedagogy. Topics discussed were vibrato, bow hold, intonation,
whether to begin in third or first position, and other topics. Moss (2002) reviewed
literature related to new string program development. Keitha Hamann (2000) reviewed
literature related to the aptitude, attitude, and achievement of string teachers or learners.
Also since the turn of the 21st century, but not presented in the Journal ofString
Research, Hamann and Frost (2000) examined the relationship between private lesson
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study and practice habits.
Dating further in the past, a review by Kantorski (1992) reviewed research
pertaining to string intonation. Similar to this topic, other string research has pertained to
the approaches of specific skills, pedagogical approaches, and methodology. Bergonzi
(1997), and Smith (1987), examined the effects of finger placement markers on the
performance of beginning string students. English (1985) compared the effectiveness of
the amount of piano accompaniment in beginning string class instruction. Salzberg and
Salzberg (1981) examined positive corrective procedures on incorrect left-hand position
in elementary string students. Salzberg (1980) examined the effects of a visual chromatic
stroboscope on intonation. Cowden (1972) examined the intonation and rhythmic
achievement of fourth-grade students who began playing violin in first position, versus
fourth-grade students who began playing violin in third position. Jacobs (1969) observed
the kinesthetics involved when performing correct and incorrect tones.
Some other research pertained to school string orchestra programs. For example,
Gillespie and Hamann (1998) collected data to determine the status of orchestra programs
in public schools in the United States. Smith (1997) examined the number of school
districts in each state of the U.S. that offered string instruction and at which grade levels.
Colprit (2000) did not examine school string programs, but rather, 12 violin or cello
studio teachers who used Shinichi Suzuki's philosophy and principles. She observed and
analyzed the teacher-student interactions during private lessons (Colprit, 2000). Other
studies focused on aspects of the Suzuki. Like Colprit, Duke observed "private, Suzukibased string teaching conducted by well-regarded teachers," and described the
characteristics and behaviors which took place during instruction (1999, p. 304).
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CHAPTERIII
METHOD

Subject

The present study was an oral history. Only one subject was selected for this
study. James Hainlen was selected as the subject for this study due to his national
reputation and documented success as a string teacher. Hainlen possesses an exemplary
teaching record and has been hailed by administrators, peers, and colleagues as an
outstanding teacher. He has written and lectured on the subject of teaching string
orchestra, and has over 25 years of experience as an orchestra teacher. Hainlen was
willing to be the subject of this study and made himself available for a personal
interview.

Procedure

In October of 2006, the researcher drove to Hainlen's home in Stillwater,
Minnesota to conduct an oral history interview. A four-hour block of time was set aside
for the interview. The researcher had prepared a list of questions intended to cover
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several components of a string orchestra program (see Appendix B). Not all planned
questions were asked in the interview, however all components the researcher had
intended to cover were discussed. The interview covered the following components:
Teacher-student contact time, recruiting and retention, home practice, teaching methods,
rehearsal structure, planning for performances, selecting literature, major events (tours,
national convention performances, etc.), program support, and Hainlen's goals and
philosophy of teaching orchestra.
Hainlen was allowed to read the list of questions and prepare his answers prior to
the interview. Hainlen was free to decline to answer any of the questions, as well as stop
the interview or take a break at any time. To protect minors, Hainlen was advised not to
use the names of former students during the interview. He was told that names of adults
could be used if not referred to in a negative or harmful manner.
The interview was tape-recorded using two recording devices, a tape recorder and
a video camcorder. The main purpose of this was to provide a back-up recording in case
one of the devices did not work properly. The use of a video recording also allowed the
possiblity for the researcher to note any of the subject's gestures that may have
emphasized his statements.
The information given by Hainlen on the recordings of the interview is included

I
I

in chapter five of this paper. Hainlen was allowed to proof the chapter prior the final
copy of the Independent Study being submitted to the University for approval.
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CHAPTERIV
HAINLEN'S EDUCATION, BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION, AND REPUTATION

Education

Hainlen graduated from the University of Minnesota with a Bachelor's Degree in
Music Education in 1970. He studied with Dr. Marvin Rabin at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison for his Master's Degree in String Performance from 1976 to 1978.
Hainlen worked on his PhD in Education Policy and Administration at the University of
Minnesota. He completed his oral comprehensive exams in 2001, but did not yet have
the dissertation finished. He stopped work on the dissertation for a time due largely to
the worsening of his Meniere's disease-a condition caused by an imbalance of fluid in
the inner ear which causes extreme vertigo and sustained, loud noises in the ears
(Washington University, 2005). (This disease also led to his retirement from teaching.)
Recently he has once again been working to complete his doctoral dissertation: The
Process ofPolitics: A Study of the Political Process Leading to the Establishment of the
Minnesota Center for Arts Education. The projected completion date for his PhD in

Education Policy and Administration is Summer, 2008.
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Teaching Career

Following the completion of his Bachelor's degree in 1970, Hainlen moved to
New York City to write a conscientious objective case to the war in Vietnam. He spent
three years in New York City. While there, he took advantage of the arts opportunities
available. He attended many concerts of various genres, and also studied violin with a
member of the New York Philharmonic.
In 1973, Hainlen applied for his first teaching position. He was hired by the
Stillwater School District as the string orchestra teacher for one junior high school and
seven elementary schools-which at that time was a half-time position. In 1976 Hainlen
left Stillwater to pursue his Master's Degree in Madison, Wisconsin. Following the
completion of his Master's Degree in String Performance he stayed in Wisconsin for one
year to teach. After that year, the Stillwater School District asked Hainlen to come back.
He accepted, and began teaching again in Stillwater in 1979. At that time he was also
named chairman of the entire Stillwater orchestra program. He remained chairman of the
Stillwater School District orchestra program for the next 24 years, until his retirement
from teaching in 2004 due to the health problems he suffered from Meniere's disease.

Accomplishments and Recognition

During Hainlen's time in Stillwater, the orchestra program nearly tripled in sizefrom 200 to 700 orchestra students in the district, from one high school orchestra with 15
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students to three full orchestras and one chamber orchestra at the high school, and from
one half-time orchestra teacher to six full-time orchestra teachers. Not only known for
growth in student numbers, Hainlen's orchestras were well known for their excellence
and advanced level of playing. Hainlen' s Concert Orchestra traveled extensively and was
selected on numerous occasions to perform for national, regional, and state Music
Educator's convferences (see program in Appendix D). In addition, with Hainlen as
chairman, the entire Stillwater orchestra program was selected as the Meritorious
Orchestra Program by the Minnesota Chapter of the American String Teacher's
Association in 1993. Hainlen was also honored in 1994 as the Minnesota Orchestra
Music "Educator of the Year," and in 1995 as the American String Teacher "Educator of
the Year" for Minnesota.
Hainlen was an articulate arts advocate. He was adept in school politics,
leadership, and communicating the meaning of music (see Appendix E). Poetry was also
an important part of Hainlen' s music curriculum. He presented speeches on some of
-these topics at several national, regional, and state MENC and ASTA conferences (see
Appendix E and F). He also presented classes, lectures, and seminars on these topics at
colleges such as, St. Olaf, Gustavus (see Appendix G), the Cincinnati Conservatory, the
University of Wisconsin, and others.
Hainlen was well versed in school building design. He chaired the committee of
building design for Stillwater High School, and also served on the building design
committees for several other school districts. In his retirement, colleagues continually
have sought Hainlen' s help and guidance when advocating for their music programs.
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To aid in his music advocacy efforts, Hainlen made it one of his lifetime tasks to
be able to talk about the meaning of music. Three times Hainlen was selected for
national grants to study and pursue research at Harvard University and New York
University. These grants were given by The National Endowment for the Humanities,
The National Endowment for the Arts, and The Bush Foundation. Hainlen' s research
focused on the relationship between metaphor in poetry and meaning in music.
Hainlen' s connection of music and poetry in his teaching strategies were well
noticed by students, parents, and colleagues. The connections were demonstrated
through special events such as, "The Music of Language and the Language ofMusic"-a
seminar in which Hainlen brought in guests to lead students in writing poetry and musical
compositions-and in the annual "Lullaby Concert," which the high school orchestras
presented for area children and parents.
Hainlen was also well known for making interdisciplinary connections in his
curriculum and concerts. A visible example of this included the special seminar,
"Playing with Your Brain," during which neurologists from San Antonio and North
Carolina spoke about brain research and music. Another obvious example included the
1988 "Constitution Concert," on the 200th anniversary of the United States Constitution.
In addition to the creative concerts, seminars, and clinics, Hainlen hosted many
world-renowned musicians to work with the Stillwater orchestra students. Some of these
performers include Sir Neville Marriner, the Julliard String Quartet, Miami String
Quartet, Jennifer Koh, Leila Josefowicz, the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, and the
Minnesota Orchestra.
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Literature Pertaining to Hainlen as a Teacher and Conductor

Janet Barrett, Claire McCoy, and Kari Veblen sought the expertise and
contribution ofHainlen, among many other experts, in their work titled Sound Ways of

Knowing: Music in the Interdisciplinary Curriculum (1997). The book was written for
teachers who may want to make interdisciplinary connections with students. The book
presents ideas for teaching and learning in which music (along with history, cultures, and
the other arts) are integrated throughout curriculum and learning experiences for
elementary and secondary students. In some parts of the book, ideas from specific
persons are referenced, but more often the ideas are a composite of the ideas of the
authors and the book's many contributors. Hainlen was interviewed and observed on
several occasions by the authors to gain ideas for their book, however the authors did not
attribute any ideas specifically to him.
In the article, "Drawing Creativity Out of Your Students," published in the April
1995 issue of Teaching Music, E;onne Nolan, MENC staff writer, reported on some
teaching strategies used by Hainlen to enable students "to think of the creative process
rather than of just the product" (p. 1). In one of his strategies, Hainlen gave his students a
map of Yellowstone National Park, and asked if they could see the beauty-the
mountains, the trees, and the incredible sky. Of course students said, "no, it's just a
map." His point was, "despite the completeness and accuracy of the map, no one can
really know the beauty of Yellowstone without being there" (Nolan, 1995, p.1). The
students came to understand that what they create is as beautiful in relation to the notes
on the page as Yellowstone is in relation to the map. Hainlen said, "the notes are not the
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music as the map is not Yellowstone" (Nolan, 1995, p. 1). In addition, Hainlen has used
the chord structure and ornamentation found in Baroque music to explore creativity and
improvisation with his students. Hainlen has also used improvisation to teach students
about the creative process. He noted that often the first style of improvisation that comes
to mind is jazz. Because jazz improvisation is often under-represented in the string
world, Hainlen had a jazz specialist work intensively with his students to the point that
they were able to improvise on the spot at a concert (Nolan, 1995, p. 2).
Hainlen's conducting expertise and experience was a focus of Frederick Harris,
Junior's doctoral thesis: The Communication ofMusical Feeling and Its Implications for
Preparing Future Conductors (July, 1999), and Harris's subsequent book publication

entitled Conducting with Feeling (2001). Harris, conductor of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Wind Ensemble, used responses from Hainlen, as well as 11 other "wellestablished conductors" (such as Frank Battisti, Frederick Fennell, Gustav Meier,
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, and more) to explore "how a conductor develops feelings for a
piece of music and communicates those feelings to an ensemble" (2001, p. vi). Harris
attempted to "shed an objective light on a seemingly elusive but crucial aspect of musicmaking" (2001, p. vi). Harris asked each of the 11 conductors 10 questions. The
responses from the 11 conductors, often quoted, are intermingled throughout Harris's
book. Hainlen's responses to the questions provided information as to how he studied
and conducted musical works, as well as how he communicated his musical ideas with
his orchestras.
As a prelude to further questions, Harris asked the conductors what makes the
experience musical when conducting an ensemble. Hainlen responded with some

prerequisites, "a musical experience must be rhythmically accurate," and, in regards to
articulation, students must "bow with their wind instruments and breathe with their string
instruments-getting them to think what the other sections do. Until this happens, it's
not a musical experience" (Harris, 2001, p. 17).
In response to further questions from Harris, Hainlen noted that he studied
musical scores a year in advance "to become very familiar with the motivic patterns"
(2001, p. 27). Hainlen went on:
I think that you don't play musically until you play the space between the motive.
As you get close to that feeling you have to have deliberateness about your
ambiguity. Music reflects our life because it has both specificity and ambiguity.
If I try to nail down the ambiguity, then I ruin it. If I try to deal only with the
specificity, then it's dogmatic. The students ought to be able to figure out the
motive quickly from your explication of it. But then as you approach it, you need
to back away from it so it has more of a sense of revealing and ambiguity at the
same time. There can't be a certainty when you go on stage, because then it
becomes dogmatic. (Harris, 2001, p. 27)

Harris (2001) then states:
Hainlen' s interest in the meaning and degree of nuance of a particular musical
- cletaih speaks-to the importance of having a supreme command over the content of
the music. His eloquent description of musical ambiguity is an example of the
kind of inquiry that a conductor may develop not only as a result of study of the
score but also from contemplation of it. (p. 27)
0

Harris asked how the conductors communicated musical feeling. In describing
the answers to this question, Harris noted that some musicians are opposed to attaching
an extra-musical idea or narrative to a piece of music. Harris then said, "many of the
conductors interviewed, however, feel strongly about the value of using a narrative or
referential idea when sharing music with others" (2001, p. 43). Harris (2001) quoted
Hainlen with the following:

What helped me [to use referential ideas in my teaching] was having professional
musicians coming into the school to present clinics. They were constantly
loading [their sessions] with analogies, and stories, and narratives, which may or
may not have had anything to do with the piece. But that was the way they
communicated, and it freed me to do the same. Because I think public school
training in colleges denigrates anything except pure music whereas [when] you
get into a professional realm the musicians are very clear, very expressive, they're
even a little bawdy. Because they very quickly have to connect with a piece.
They don't do it intellectually, they do it metaphorically, analogously, and it's
very different from what public school teachers are taught in college programs.
(p. 43)

In regards to attaching extra-musical ideas and narratives to the music, Hainlen also said,
"[it is] better to give a richness about the music that interests the students than to be
academically correct, lacking the kind of emotion that we're all drawn to music to portray
for us" (Harris, 2001, p. 46).
Hainlen indicated that the context of the creation of a composition is helpful in
learning and performing the piece and is important in the communication of musical
feeling (Harris, 2001, p. 45). Hainlen said, "an antecedent of a musical experience is
essentially the creation of an atmosphere, some kind of narrative. I really believe that
music touches some kind of human narrative" (Harris, 2001, p. 42). Harris (2001) quoted
Hainlen:
Music, like art, is rooted in context, so unless you sketch out the context for the
student, they're bereft of it. ... To them, anything that happened 35 years ago is
old. Thirty-five years ago or I 00 years ago or 400 years ago - it's about the
same .... I think you have an obligation to create the context in which the piece of
music was created. I don't think that has to be extensive.... So you can say that
it was far different for Mozart to write a requiem than to write a particular piano
concerto because he needed some money! The music sound like "I need some
money." There are letters that he wrote to his father explaining this point. That's
far different than being compelled to write a piece because you faced your own
death in some fashion .... (p. 45)
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To further emphasize the point that everything musical is not written in black and
white, Hainlen created worksheets for his students for every piece of music they
performed. Hainlen had the students ascribe emotions to each piece, sometimes even to
each measure of a piece. Hainlen did this in a lecture setting, which he held every Friday,
and then he referenced the information during rehearsals (personal interview, October
2006; Harris, 2001 ).
Hainlen also brought in a dance instructor every year to work with the orchestra to
add a metaphorical kinesthetic element to music. Harris (2001) used the following
example:
[The orchestra was] having trouble attaining the right feeling with a particularly
difficult passage in a Sibelius symphony, so [Hainlen] had them perform a
physical exercise jumping around chairs. This exertion cause them to pant, so he
told the students, "okay, when you play this passage you should be metaphorically
panting at the end." He explained, "I never had to conduct that passage again,
because their bodies had a physical emotion to go with it. (p. 47)

The December 2000 issue of School Band and Orchestra reported 50 directors in
the United States who had made a difference in their student's lives. One director was
chosen from each state in the U.S. Hainlen was recognized as the director from
Minnesota. In the section about him, Hainlen described his awards and accolades, his
proudest achievement, reasons for his success, and his personal teaching philosophy.
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Literature Written by Hainlen

Hainlen contributed as a research associate for the "Teacher Resource Guides" in
Teaching Music Through Performance in Orchestra (Littrell, 2001). The Teaching
Music Through Performance in Orchestra book series was written and compiled by

expert string orchestra scholars and teachers. The book series is a guide for any person
seeking a further understanding of orchestral repertoire. Part one-"The Teaching of
Music"-of each of the books is devoted to practical advice on various topics relevant to
teaching string orchestra. Part two--"Teacher Resource Guides"-provides the most
significant orchestra repertoire (categorized by levels graded one through six) and
information about each musical selection (Littrell, 2001). Hainlen contributed teaching
ideas for and information about Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G Major by Johann
Sebastian Bach (grade 5) and Five Variants ofDives and Lazarus by Ralph Vaughan
Williams (grade six), both in the first volume of the book series.
A journal article written by Hainlen, entitled "Orchestra Success Pyramid," was
published in the American String Teacher in May of 2005. In this article Hainlen
presented the·scenario of the all-too-typical rehearsal that is scattered in focus-a teacher
stops the rehearsal several times, each time giving the students another aspect of the
music to focus on and correct. Instead, Hainlen suggested the use of "a hierarchy or
framework of sequential musical ideals that lead to an artistic performance over time"
(2005, p. 64).
The Orchestra Success Pyramid included four important domains of group and
individual effort: Values, Decoding Symbols, Musical Skills, and Mental Concentration.
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The base of the pyramid held foundational values and skills such as teamwork, problem
solving, caring, motivation, effort, consistency, focus, etc. Teaching these values and
skills are not only valuable for success in life but also for success in orchestra (Hainlen,
2005).
The next level of the pyramid, "Decoding Symbols," included control of the
tempo, finger speed, knowledge of key signatures, finger patterns, shifting, modulations,
rhythms, control of the tempo, etc. This level of the pyramid is to remind teachers about
the importance of teaching musical symbols to their students. Music teachers already
understand music and therefore often forget that students may need help in recognizing
musical symbols.
Hainlen placed "Musical Skills" near the top of the pyramid. This level focused
on musical skills that create a polished performance-tone quality, balance, phrasing,
dynamics, vibrato, bow direction, bow distribution, etc. Hainlen suggested that teachers
not wait until students are experienced players to teach these skills; these skills should be
taught to string students at all levels of ability.
At the top of the pyramid was "Mental Concentration" or "Artistry." Hainlen
(2005) had this to say about the top level of the pyramid:
People tend to say that a performance is artistic but stumble on the descriptors.
Nadia Boulanger used the five words in the Success Pyramid to describe artistry
in a journal article. I have used these words with many levels of students, and
they elicit profound responses. (p. 66)

The six words used to describe this level of the pyramid were attachment,
sensation, belief, knowledge, feeling, and memory. Hainlen wrote, "it may be tough to

say what belief looks like, but it is not tough to recognize when a student doesn't believe
that what he or she is doing is important" (2005, p. 66).
To conclude the article, Hainlen (2005) wrote:
Interestingly, younger students, or those with the least ability, tend to concentrate
their critique at the top of the pyramid. Perhaps they cannot hear the obvious
intonation errors or they are not alert to the specifics of rhythm, but they know a
successful performance when they hear (and see) it. Intuitively, we all know what
moves us about music, and the Success Pyramid is a systematic framework for
moving students to an artistic performance at any level of proficiency. (p. 66)

Hainlen' s Retirement

Since his retirement in 2004, Hainlen has been active with the International
Hearing Foundation as well as tutoring reading at a local elementary school. He has also
been active as a clinician and consultant to string programs in the Midwest, and conducts
the Roseville String Ensemble, an adult orchestra.
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CHAPTER V
COMPONENTS OF HAINLEN'S ORCHESTRAS AND THE STILLWATER
ORCHESTRA PROGRAM

This chapter contains responses given by James Hainlen during the personal
interview given by the researcher in October, 2006. This source information will not be
referenced again in this chapter. All un-referenced quotes and other information in this
chapter are from the personal communication dating October 2006. Although topic
headings are given throughout this chapter, some topics are discussed in more than their
named section due to the multitude of information given by Hainlen. Block quotations
are left doubled spaced throughout this chapter for ease of reading.

The Stillwater Orchestra Program in Context of the Stillwater Community

Although there has been a general increase in the number of students involved in
many public school string programs (Gillespie & Hamann, 1998), the increased number
of students involved in the Stillwater orchestra program is noteworthy because of the
kind of community it is. Stillwater is approximately 30 miles from the Twin Cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, MN. It is a rural town with a population of around 12,000.
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Other small towns near the Twin Cities do not have such successful orchestra programs,
and many do not have an orchestra program at all.
One might think that a reason for the growth in the number of string students in
Stillwater was due to a general growth in Stillwater's population. However, that is not
the case. Hainlen noted that the student population of Stillwater High School remained
fairly constant during his time there. In fact, at one point the student population actually
declined. He attributed much of the increase in the number of orchestra students to his
methods of recruiting and retention, and to his effort to make every orchestra student feel
like an important part of the program.

Recruiting and Retention

Accurate Data
As chair of the entire string program, Hainlen kept a multitude of very specific
and current data about the program. He met with the entire string staff one evening a
month to discuss a synchronized curriculum and teaching ideas. At the meetings, the
string staff would let Hainlen know about changes in student involvement. Hainlen
further explained how he kept records regarding recruiting and retention:
I kept an absolute spreadsheet every month, (see Appendix H) of every kid in the
orchestra program in the entire district. I knew exactly what the numbers were on
every instrument, in every grade, in every school. You could call me any day and
I could say, 'We have only one string bass player coming in the seventh grade.
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We need to start somebody new.' So at our next meeting we would say, 'we need
to start a string bass player. Start looking in sixth grade for a string bass player,
or fifth grade. We have to have one.' And that way, we started getting really
consistent numbers coming through on all the string instruments. It wasn't an
accident.

The researcher then asked, "would you say [it was] worth your time to do all the
recording of data and numbers?" Hainlen responded, "oh, had too ... yeah. You have to
have that if you are going to run a program."
Next the researcher asked Hainlen:
If the numbers of students on each instrument were pretty consistent how did you
direct kids to choose an instrument? In other words, did the students get to pick
which instrument they wanted, or did you guide the students in choosing?
Hainl en answered:
We guided it. Which was totally the opposite of band's philosophy. Band would
start two to four times more kids per year than we did. My goal was to start
whomever wanted to start....
My goal was-and we articulated this as a department-our goal was if
we started a hundred kids, we knew that we would probably have between eight
and ten percent dropout by Christmas time. But the goal was then, after
Christmas, that we would start more than IO kids to replace that. So every year,
our goal was to have 10 percent more kids playing at the end of the year than

started at the beginning. Which means that by the time you had attrition you had
to add. So we always started a second class of kids at Christmas time.
I had very specific goals. And then [I would] do the calculations on
spreadsheets so that I knew what the dropout rate was for each grade, from each
teacher, for each school-everything. If we were having trouble, we tried to
figure out right away why.
We accepted a 10 percent drop out rate between sixth and seventh grade as
natural. We didn't try to cover up for that. Ten percent of those kids shouldn't be
playing anymore. They've had a good experience [and] they're welcome to come
to concerts. We stay in contact with you ... 'If your brother and sister want to
play, let us know.' But, it's fine for [some students] to make that decision.
Then we wanted numbers to be totally stable during junior high school. I
accepted between 10 and 12 percent dropout rate between ninth and tenth grade.
Anything more than that and I would try to figure out what was going on. And
then, I wanted no drop outs between tenth grade and nyelfth grade.
I wanted to communicate to the kids that 'you are so important to us that
we will do anything to work with you,' and 'we don't want you to quit at all.'
Whereas, the band philosophy was, 'let's start 300 kids.' And [the band] would
literally lose 150 [students] at Christmas. I think kids still-I mean later on, if
you want to look at some of the letters and stuff-the kids say, 'I knew I was
important to you.'
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Grade for Beginning the String Orchestra Program

Throughout Hainlen' s career in Stillwater, students could begin a string
instrument in fifth grade. When asked if this was his choice, Hainlen said:
My choice, yes because I observed, and can still observe school systems where ...
[The] hardest parts about playing strings, well about playing music, can be
divided into two separate areas. One is learning a symbolic system of music, and
the other is learning the muscle memory to produce sound on that instrument.
Muscle memory is actually much easier than the whole musical symbolic system.
And my observation of school systems that start [orchestra] in fourth grade is that
the string teacher spends all of the time teaching the kids how to read notes and
count, and whatever-the rehearsal techniques. And then, it gets establishedbecause a certain number of those kids started early just to do that, and they still
want to play trumpet or flute, or whatever-and then when they move to the band
it's suddenly easier because they're not dealing with the symbolic learning but
dealing just with the muscle memory issues. So, learning how to play trumpet,
then, seems easier because the string teacher spent all of fourth grade teaching
them how to read notes, how to count, what a time signature is, all of that-which
is so much of what beginning a string program, well, a beginning musician is. So,
you just spend your time-and I know school system, after school system, where
over 50 percent of the kids quit the string program and go to the band program in
fifth grade. I wanted to simply be heads up. We're both going to start at the same
time, and we both have the same amount of time to do it.

Recruiting Strategies

When asked to further explain the recruiting strategies used by the Stillwater
string staff, Hainlen had this to say:
I would read all articles from American String Teachers [Association], and call
people throughout the country. We were always looking for what the most
effective recruiting way was. And then I would survey kids when they exited
twelfth grade and ask them, 'why did [you] start? What do [you] remember about
starting?'
There [are] two factors for recruiting. One is encouraging the kids to see
themselves as string players, however you do that-it doesn't matter if you play
jazzy music or pop music, or whatever, [students] somehow have to identify that
they want to do that. So we would have a very varied program of a
demonstration.
The other thing that you have to convince kids, is that they want to study
with you. It is an incredibly personal thing. I cannot tell you the number of kids
that came to me in tenth grade and said, 'I've been waiting for five years to study
with you, since I started an instrument.' And, you wanted that to be true for all of
the string teachers-so I'm not at all just pointing that back to me. But, if you
think you can follow a formula of playing [for example], one Hoedown piece, one
Mariachi piece, one classical piece, and one whatever, and somehow [demonstrate
that] strings can be played in all these different settings, and that's going to make
the kids want to play with you-but you come across as a really lousy
personality-it's not going to work. [Only] a few kids are going to start.
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On recruiting day'we [teachers] would deliberately say, 'what are we
going to do?' At first we didn't recruit with the band, but then we started
recruiting at the same time [as the band] so it took away the sense of competition.
Actually it just increased it. (Smiling.) But anyways, we were at least doing it at
the same time.
I would sit in the audience with elementary kids-fourth graders on the
floor right next to me--and I moved through the whole audience, talking to them.
One of the other [teachers] was playing and talking and [I'd] just lean over to [the
students]. Plus, I had already visited all of the forth grade rooms the year before,
and played all the string instruments [for the students]. We arranged to have a
classroom-set of instruments from the music dealer, and we would go in and teach
kids how to hold the instrument in one half-hour lesson per classroom, or
something like that.
We tried every single [recruiting method] in the world, and still, when you
ask kids [upon] exiting the high school program, 'why did you start?' It was
things like, 'I liked the green color inside the case.' (Laughing.) 'My sister
played.' 'My aunt played.' Very few of them even remembered the
demonstration. So, I'm still as much informed today about recruiting as I ever
was. I would do the same thing, and then you ask kids to sign up on a sheet and
give some indication.
Stillwater [demonstrates string instruments] now in the spring [of fourth
grade], so the instruments are all ready to go in the first week of [fifth grade].
Whereas before we used to [recruit during] the first three weeks of school (and
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[that would] kill us), and we would start [teaching beginners] in the forth week of
school. So, kids were making these decisions-barn, barn, barn-and I thought
that was way too quick, and way wrong. So, we started working with the band
teachers and they said, 'let's move it to the spring.' So, kind of after your spring.
concert in secondary school, then the next two weeks are devoted to elementary.
And the kids get a chance to sign up for band or orchestra, think about it, take it
home, change their mind over the summer-and I think it's a much more
thoughtful decision.
[For the fourth grade demonstrations] we arranged for each [classroom]
teacher to give us a half-an-hour of time, and then we would bring in some high
school kids with me, or graduates or something. And I'd bring in the sixth
graders to help, too, and they would be moving through the room. Obviously, you
wanted the sixth graders there for the identification purpose of being the oldest
kids in the elementary school. And, we would teach all of the kids how to hold
the instrument and pizzicato the open strings in about 45 minutes, or something
like that. It was really cool. And, the kids were so positive. I would always say,
'it doesn't mean you are going to play this.' It's just to show them how easy it is;
how fun it can be to make music.
[Parent night was held] in the fall, and now it's in the spring. [We would]
go into the classrooms during the day, and then the orchestra has always had two
nights of sign up. The band does it in one night, so they do three times as many
kids in one night. But again, I wanted two nights so we had time with each kid
and each parent to do that philosophical thing of letting them know how important
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they were to the program. I wanted to meet every kid and every parent
personally ... shake their hands and thank them for coming, tell them that they
were going to be successful, and that I was looking forward to having them play.
And that was even when I was the high school teacher; [when I was] only [at the]
high school, I still wanted to meet every one of those kids and parents personally.
I would post all of the kids' names on the mirror in [my] bathroom-in the whole
district and memorize their names. And I would have a sheet in my car of every
kid in the orchestra program, and I would go down their names and their parents'
names. So, until we reached about 300- or 400-kids I knew every kid by name
and which elementary school they came from and where they went. They knew
that I cared about them ....
We have a whole packet that we gave [to beginning string students and
their parents] on learning notes, and flash cards, and a welcome to the program,
and what you can expect. I would have things like, paragraphs from my high
school graduates, and things like that, about how important [orchestra] was ....

The researcher asked Hainlen if he and the other string teachers ever went to
seventh and eighth grade classrooms to recruit new students. Hainlen said:
No, there were individual kids coming to [us]. ... But, I would go to the sixth
grade classrooms and say, 'anybody who wants to start can come see me.' So,
there was a deliberate intent in sixth grade to get kids to play.

Hainlen clarified that there was not a demonstration or instrument trial for the sixth grade
classes as a whole, but he would do a personal demonstration and trial for any student
who was seriously interested in playing.

Recruiting to Balance Attrition
The researcher said, "you mentioned already, [in regards toJ after the Christmas
concert or the second semester in elementary school, that you would recruit fifth graders
again ... did you do that in any other grade?" Hainlen responded:
All the grades, yeah. Well, we did two things. I would find out who had quit the
band, because they had this enormous drop-out rate. And I found out that a lot of
those kids still wanted to be in music, but it just hadn't worked out. So I would
say, 'well, would you like to try viola? I really need a viola player.' Or, 'you
have perfect hands for string bass. Let's try string bass.' And, I got excellent
students. And then, I would stay after school in elementary school, and their
parents would come pick them up, and they would get [for exampleJ a month
private lessons with me for half-an-hour. And those kids almost always caught up
by the end of the year. It was amazing. Just amazing. Any sixth grader who
wanted could start.
Then we got a little bit more selective. They had to have some music
experience to start [late in orchestra]. We weren't starting kids in junior high
school, [unless] if they had [for example] play[ed] piano, and said, 'hey, I want to
play violin too.' Then we would start them.
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There were occasionally a few kids in high school that I would start as
tenth graders. I don't know, emotional reasons, this or that. One kid came to me
and said, 'my grandpa used to play string bass and would like me to play string
bass. Could I start as a tenth grader?' And I said, 'that's a great reason to start
string bass.' In three years the kid ended up just loving string bass, and playing in
college. So, yeah, I think it's also experiential in that sense that you want kids to
find and love something about music and about themselves.

Retention During the Transition Between Schools

The [retention] thing that's really crucial is [the transition from] ninth to
tenth grade-or, for us, [the transition from] junior high to high school. [For]
other people, [the transition] from middle school to high school. I worked on that
[transition] extremely hard. In the fall I would go conduct each of the junior
highs [orchestras]. Then [those students] would come up to the high school the
week of fall concert. All the ninth graders from both junior highs would combine.
We would have picked a piece of music, they would listen to a high school
rehearsal, and then I would rehearse them for an hour and they would see all of
these ninth graders combined from both schools and how much bigger it was, how
much better they sounded-we deliberately picked a great piece of music and
we'd rehearse that, and we would see how they would play. And then again (we
had lunch together; we'd bring a bag of lunch, and sit on the floor and have lunch
together), I would just move through the whole room working the crowd, [saying,
for example] 'you are important. I want you to play in high school,' [that] kind of
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stuff. Literally, saying that to them. And, 'are you taking private lessons? If not,
you might want to start before high school.' They would have then, they would
get the guidelines for what was necessary to play in the various high school
orchestras; at what level of proficiency that they had to play. But, [I made] it very
clear they didn't have to be in the best orchestra to be the best.
By the way, music teachers make a very grave error [if] they assume the
best players in their group are also the best students in school-which is often the
case. But they [may] also make the opposite assumption, that kids who don't play
· an instrument well are not good students in other areas of the school. I've seen
this over, and over, and over, where a kid is just an adequate orchestra player but
they are a great physics student. .. You start finding that about kids, and you start
helping them develop their strengths in all ways. It's not just. saying, 'I'm just
going to concentrate on the best kids.'
My last year, I remember a little girl came to me and said, 'I know I'm not
in the concert orchestra because I play well, but when we get to talking about
poetry, you know I love poetry, that's why I'm in the concert orchestra.' And I
said, 'you're right.' And she said, 'I won't get in the way, but when we .... ' She
had marvelous insights.
The other thing about recruiting, by the way, is recruiting band kids to
play in the [full] orchestra. That's a huge issue, because a lot of string teachers
don't feel very competent in recruiting band students. So I would go to
elementary band concerts, and junior high band concerts, and listen to the best
kids and call their parents and say, 'is your kid taking bassoon lessons? I just
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heard the concert last night and your eighth-grade son is an outstanding bassoon
player. If you're interested in taking lessons, give me a call and I'll help; I'll line
him up with a good bassoon teacher.' I got far more kids studying privately in
band than any band teacher did. Because, I knew I had to have solo quality
players that played the trumpet, [for example], or who wanted to play. So, it
worked.

Policy for Students Who Wanted to Quit

The researcher asked:
If students wanted to quit orchestra-you said there was that 10% expected drop-

out rate-did you let students who wanted to quit [actually] quit, or were there
some [students] that you [advised] not to quit? Did you treat every student the
same, who wanted to quit, or was it based on [his or her] ability?
Hainl en answered:
Let's take fifth and sixth grade first. When I first came to Stillwater, kids could
quit anytime they wanted. And, I put an end to that. We had a letter of agreement
with parents that [the student] could quit after the Christmas concert, or ·could quit
after the spring concert. In between that, they were committed to the program.
Life in Minnesota is bleak in February, and nobody wants to do anything;
everybody wants to quit everything, and just burrow in-including kids. And,
that's just about when it's the very, very worst time in [kids'] developmentthey're starting to realize that this is a struggle; this is not easy. And so, by
simply turning to kids and saying, at Christmas time, 'you are now agreeing to
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I:

play through the spring concert. And at that point, if you want to quit, you can.
But, in between now and then, you may not quit.' Now, if they quit and walk out
the door, and their parents deliver the instrument suddenly, there's nothing you
can do. But, more often than not, by simply putting those two mechanisms in
place-'you can quit after the initial trial period, or you can quit at the end of the
first year'-our retention just shot up by not allowing them to quit anytime you
had a bad day.
And, the thing about quitting is that it's like a cold-it's catchyespecially if it's a popular kid, you know, or somebody who has influence with
one of the kids, or whatever. If that one child quits, then their friend quits, and
then the other two kids quit that are friends with them, and pretty soon it's like
bird flu-it just goes through the whole orchestra ... and you can't stop it because

it got started and you couldn't stop it.
Now, there were times that I'd simply looked at kids and said, 'you're not
going to quit, you're too good. Are you telling me you're discouragecn L~t' ~ talk
about what we do in life when we're discouraged. Discouraged is different than
giving up.' And, again, I can't tell you how many kids sent me letters-even after
they graduated from high school and were working-which said, 'I remember·
when you explained, in elementary school, the difference between giving up and
being discouraged. Nobody had ever told me that before. And I was discouraged,
but I was determined, then, not to give up.' And I think you're looking at each
child and trying to help them, rather than viewing it (I initially viewed it) as if a
child quit that I was at fault; it was my fault they quit; I wasn't in the zone. So I
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started saying, 'it's really not about me. It's about the kid. And I have to go to
them and ask, what's going on?'
So then I developed that whole series of things. And, that [issue] really
changed. So then, we implemented that as a policy to the district-' [orchestra
students] can only quit at those two points in elementary school. And in junior
high, you can quit at the end of the year, but you can't quit mid-year. In high
school, same thing-you can quit at the end of the year, but you can't quit midyear. Because, you're making the commitment and it is in writing for the whole
year. You're signing on that you're going to play these concerts, you're
committed to the orchestra as a member of this ensemble.
Now, there were circumstances that came up where it was best to part
ways. But, I think, maybe just for my first three years, maybe four years, when I
was still taking it personally-somebody would say 'I'm qu1tting,' and when your
job is on the line and kids start kquitting, then you start sweating. You really sweat
it. But,' that's when I came up with the attitude that no kid would ever quit and I
would be angry at it. And, I over and over would say, 'if that's your decision,
we're still friends. When I see you in town, when you graduate, when I see your
parents, you have to know that we're friends. That you tried the instrument, it
hasn't worked out. If you want to come back next year, that's fine. But, we are
friends.' That changed that whole quitting thing from such huge anxiety from me,
to saying 'it's just not working out for them at this point.' And lots of kids, by the
way, came back. Lots of kids would come back after a year, or a half year, or
whatever.
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I would see myself initially, because nobody talked me through how to do
this, but I would see other people, too, getting mad at kids for quitting on them'you quit on me.' It was this personal thing. No, they quit playing the violin. It's
not you personally. Now, yeah, there were a few personal times in 28 years, but
those were real isolated situations.

Students with Low Playing Ability

The researcher asked Hainlen what he did when a student had low ability on a
string instrument. Did he advise the student to quit, or did he encourage the student to
keep playing? Hainlen answered:
I kept special education kids all the way through the program. I would seek out
kids who were in wheelchairs that functioned with both hands. I would work with
people to get special supports on their wheelchairs. Anything. Anything.
There's some really touching stories-there really are-of kids who never
thought they could play because they saw themselves as being disabled, or
whatever. And when you just simply sat down next to them and said, [for
example], 'as long as you can move your fingers, it's going to be alright.' And
they maybe didn't play for a long time, or maybe they didn't play all the way
through, because at some point, it's going to catch up. But, those kids still see
and tell me they still remember it.
If there was a kid I really wanted to continue playing, I would have a talk

with them about it. But if they really wanted to quit,' then I would say, again, 'it's
a positive decision in your life. You are going on to other things. I want you to
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always like music, but it's a positive decision.' So, I wouldn't go out of my way
to guilt them into staying to anything. 'We'll miss you, but my life is going to go
on.' And there were a few times that it was really good they quit. Those I refer to
as really positive. (Laughing.)

The researcher inquired further, "what about students who functioned physically
fine, but mentally maybe they were learning disabled, or just weren't 'quick,' or 'good' at
their instrument?" Hainlen answered,
I still tried to keep them in orchestra. I still tried. I'm thinking of a particular girl
who was learning disabled, could not play any pitches at all. (Obviously, when I
started we only had one orchestra during school, so everybody played in one
orchestra.) [But] by the time she came through we had two [orchestras]. I finally
arranged that she had to come in three times a week before school, and we would
sit at the piano and she would sing a note and I would find it with my voice, and
together we would walk up and find Do. For two years I worked with that girl so
she could learn to sing a scale. She played through her senior year and she
probably never did play a single note in tune. It didn't make any difference
because she was willing to try and it was important. It was unbelievably
important for her that I come to her [graduation] open house, and all of those
things. Because, it was a regular class that she tried.
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Beginning Orchestra and Band in the Same Grade

The researched inquired, "when you start kids in fifth grade at the same time for
orchestra as band, what do the band teachers feel about that?" Hainlen responded:
Competition. You know, the definitive paper, PhD thesis, has yet to be written
about competition between band and orchestra teachers. (Laughing.) It's a huge
issue, and I tried to have music department meetings-voluntary again. Most of
the band and choir teachers wouldn'fshow up. We tried to remove the sense of
competition, but even when we tried [the district] would get a new band teacher
in, and we would meet them.
This one [band teacher], one year, had one elementary school outrecruiting me for fifth graders like, 100 to 1O; [he had] 100 fifth graders, and I had
10. So we had to take a different tact. I went to him and I said, 'we need to talk
about this for your second year. ... You're doing a really good job recruiting.'
But he was literally taking the kids who had signed-up for strings, calling them
and saying, 'you need to play in band.' He was really getting pretty nasty. And I
said, 'what matters most to you in the world?' He kind of fumbled, and I said,
'you know what matters most to me is my family. It's not even the string
program here in this elementary school. It's my family. So, I need to let you
know that if you out-recruit me 100 to 10 again this year or next year, that I'll
probably lose my job here. But then that's a problem for you because I'm
certified in band and I will take your job and you'll be the one who loses your job.
So you have a choice. We can start cooperating or I'll be the band director here.
And it's your choice.' He was much more cooperative after that.
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I still don't have the solution. Because, it's underhanded, it's
manipulative, it's one of the least examined and most tummy-churning parts about
teaching elementary-it's the competition between band and orchestra. I think
it's terrible. And I don't have a solution to it.
I think it has to do with our personal insecurities as people, [and] things
like that. People who teach in elementary schools have a higher desire to be liked
by students-higher than junior high and higher than high school. So it becomes
a referendum on you as person. 'I have more students than you therefore I'm a
better person,' is kind of one of the sub-texts of the whole thing. It's really hard
to get around your own personal insecurities enough, let alone take account of
everybody else's.
[The possibility exists that] suddenly somebody undercuts you when you
weren't expecting it, and you [think], 'I thought we were operating on the same
philosophy here, and I just got slammed.' And, it can mean your job. I mean,
you're playing for big stakes.

Teacher Charcter Counts
Charisma counts in elementary school, and whether you dress sloppy or
don't, you know, kids look at you and want to be like you or don't want to like
you. So, prettiness counts. Being articulate counts. [Students] don't want to be
like somebody who mumbles or has a physical problem. They are at the point in
life where they are choosing models, and models of development for their own
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lives. And, they want to choose good lives. And as we age, we fall out of that
beautiful business, too.
When I was young I would go out and throw a football at lunchtime with
the kids, and skate on the skating rink, and play hockey, and all kinds of stuff to
show them I was with-it. But you lose that ability when you get so busy, you
know, all of that. But you'd have to become wiser on how you [connect].

Renting, Buying, or Using School-Owned Instrument
The researcher asked Hainlen if the Stillwater school district provided instruments
to students when his or her family could not afford to rent or buy. Hainlen responded:
The philosophy at the beginning [of my time in Stillwater] was that violinists and
violists would buy their own instruments-that the school would not own violins,
but would have enough violas at school that if kids ... used a school one and took
it back and forth, it would be a viola; same thing on cello.
When I came back [to Stillwater] in 1971, I deemed that was a failure as a
way to run a program. It said you don't get commitments, because the kids who
have gotten free instruments are the ones who quit first. Consistently. They had
no money in it, parents had no money in it, and therefore the commitment was
less. So I changed that, and I worked for years and finally got the school board to
charge rent on school instruments.
I encouraged all parents to rent for home. Including cellos and string
basses. I worked with the suppliers and music dealers so it was reasonable, and
therefore every kid had some money invested in playing. Now, if they were free-
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and-reduced lunch, the parents came to me and we found a way around. OK.
But, commitment generally follows money. And, I think schools that absolutely
just give away the instruments to the kids probably don't have very good
programs. I can point to many school systems like that. They think they're doing
it right but they're actually doing it wrong, because we value what we pay for.

Students Who Wished to Play in More Than One Performing Ensemble
We would allow kids to take both band and orchestra instruments at the
start. But in the end, unless it was an extraordinary student-and I did have a few
of those who managed to play, [for example] trumpet and violin all the way
through-in the end, they needed to make a choice ... usually [by] eighth grade or
ninth grade. But, if somebody wanted to major in music and they wanted to play
[more than one instrument] all the way through high school, [they could do so].
I certainly encouraged kids to be in choir and orchestra in high school. I
was a strong advocate that they could sing in choir. (And this is when we had a
seven period day, not a six period day, so they had more choices.) I really
encouraged kids to be in choir. So sometimes up to one-third of the orchestra kids
would be in choir. I also encouraged them to be in athletics once a year ...
because you need to learn how to control your body, and have the fun in school.
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Contact Time

Pull-out Lessons
Hainlen explained that when he first began teaching in Stillwater, school string
lessons were 12 minutes long, even for beginning string students (which was fifth grade ·
in Stillwater). When asked if those lessons were individual lessons, Hainlen clarified that
some were individual and some were group lessons arranged by ability and homogenous
instruments.
Hainlen said, "in junior high school, pretty quickly we had to move to one 12minute lesson every other week." (In Stillwater, junior high school is made up of seventh
through ninth grades.) And for a time, Hainlen explained, due to school budget issues,
school string lessons for junior high and high school students were done away with.
Hainlen said that even in years when school lessons were not possible, he did not
change his requirements of the orchestra students:
Some kids had to have a memorized piece, had to participate in a music contest.
[Students] could, but didn't have to, make a music contest for the state. [For
students not attending state contestJI would hire a judge and use the same
[adjudication] form-many judges, five judges-and [the students] had to play
one piece by memory with a pianist every year. So private lessons became very
important.
We worked really hard to get private teachers coming out here, and having
private teachers teaching in the area. [For] kids who couldn't afford that, I would
teach on somewhat a regular basis after school. Plus, I had older kids teaching
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younger kids. But the program drove that whole thing and there was not timeanytime-left to do any kinds of lessons in school.

The researcher asked Hainlen if schooHessons were something he would like to
have kept or would have fought to keep. Hainlen responded:
Actually, both the junior high [schools] are now doing some private teaching
again. They have added a little more staff time. The numbers have stabilized;
they haven't really grown anymore, and so they are able to do it again.
I think it's terribly important. In fact, I think one of the things that made
me a good teacher was learning how to teach a 12-minute lesson (laughing). I
didn't have a half hour to teach, so I worked really hard. [Students] had to have
their instrument ready outside the door, walk into the office and sit down. I had a
practice sheet ready for them to do that week. ... [I] divided all kids, at any
grade level-junior high, elementary, or high school-into beginner, advanced,
and intermediate. I had practice sheets for each of those kids per week so they
knew what was expected. And they had the syllabus printed out for the class that
semester or that quarter, too, so they knew what they had to do.
In the end-I think it's kind of important-I never thought we should be
able to test what you didn't teach. So even if we didn't have private lessons, I
never thought I could test a kid in class on something I hadn't taught them. So if
we didn't have private lessons, then a little bit more class time had to go to
teaching technique.
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To gain a more general perspective on the value Hainlen placed on in-school
lessons, the researcher asked, "would you say private lessons are important from
beginning through high school in school orchestra programs?" Hainlen said:
In a [school] where you had resources I certainly think group lessons are
important to start with. I mean, that's where everything is big. The start has to be
where your energy goes. The beginners. It is far more important to have group or
individual lessons at the beginning than in high school. Again then, if you have
resources, far more important that seventh and eighth graders have [lessons] than
high school kids. In the end, ifl could still teach a twelve-minute lesson in high
school I would have liked to do it. But those became unbelievably crazy
schedules.

The researchers tried to clarify further by asking, "those would have all been pullout lessons, coming out from regular classes?" Hainlen responded:
Yes. [Students] had to list number one, two, three-which classes they could
come out of. And number one, two, three-which classes they absolutely could
not come out of. And there was a lot of negotiating with teachers on that-which
is where some of the conflict arises .... Because [some teachers would say], 'are
you saying my class is unimportant?' And I would say, 'no, it's not my decision
at all. It's the program. I'm just the teacher here. The school board approved this
curriculum and this program, and it's not up to us to argue about it. If the child is
having trouble, then they should not come to the lesson. But if [the student]
feel[ s] like [he or she] can make it up, or I can send them back to do something
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out of orchestra time, I'm willing to that. But this is the school board's program,
it's not my program.'
By the way, I've never called it 'my orchestra.' It's always 'the Stillwater
Orchestra.' I never, ever called them 'my kids,' or 'my students.' They were 'the
Stillwater Orchestra Students,' because I hated that sense that you were trying to
exhibit ownership. The kids belong to their parents, and the orchestra program
belonged to the school board and the school district, not to me. So I was able to
detach a little bit at times and say, 'no, you're not cutting me, you're cutting your
program. I'm not defending my program, I'm defending your program.'

The researcher asked Hainlen if he'd recommend that any string program place
rehearsals and lessons during the school day rather than before or after school. Hainlen
responded:
In putting a string program, in community education, after school-I've never
seen that succeed. Because, it's on a different footing. Now you are up against
the kid's fun time, and you should be in the school day from the start; as
important as any other class.

Hainlen explained that he was always ready to "bring in the troops" if it ever
became necessary to advocate for the inclusion of lessons and orchestra during the school
day:
After a while you have pretty effective parent advocates-pretty strong parent
advocates, and pretty strong kid advocates. And, if you did the politicking behind
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closed doors and kept it out of public, with the implied knowledge that if you
needed to bring in the troops they could be brought in, this is pretty effective.
And you would say, the fine arts form one of the pieces of an educated person,
and we must offer the fine arts to the kids in this school system.
And then, it's brain research and all of that stuff. I collected that in a
notebook and we would send it to all of the principals, the superintendents, the
school board, with no comment, just, 'for your information read this article.' And
so it got to be very effective that the brain research started cooperating with what
you've been saying all these years anyways.

Group Rehearsals
The researcher asked, "how many times a week were group orchestra rehearsals
held at elementary, middle school, and high school, and how had that changed during
your time there?" Hainlen answered:
Elementary school-fifth grade typically had 25- to 30-minute rehearsal once a
week. And we allowed kids who had started lessons before fifth grade, but were
not in the school program, to join in the orchestra if they could read notes. The
sixth grade, or the advanced orchestra, in elementary school was the same thing.
So total, each school had an hour of rehearsal split between the two grade levels.
And then our group lessons in elementary school were about IS-minutes long.
The researcher recapped for clarity, "so, the students would see the teacher for only 45minutes per week?" Hainlen answered, yes, per week. The researcher asked, "that was
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on the same day, or were lessons and group rehearsals on different days?" Hainlen
answered:

It depends on how far the school was from the school that you had before that. I
tried to make it different days typically, but it's very hard to drive to furthest
schools. And so, if you're with one of the really outlying schools, then you did it
all on the same day.
The researcher asked, "trying to do it on different days if you could?" Hainlen said, "yes,
I felt it was more important to have twice weekly contact on two different days rather
than twice on one day."

Grading, Horne Practice, and Other Requirements

Hainlen described the assessments that the string staff designed for elementary
orchestra students:
[The string staff] worked hard, revised many times-they've probably revised it
again. The fifth and sixth grades were grade[ d] on the two areas of learning that
I've already identified: Symbolic, and muscle motor skills, essentially, and then
attitude-gave an attitude, commitment grade. Which was, 'do I see you
practicing,' essentially. It was just a kind of checklist, and then a handwritten
thing at the bottom. So it was not, an A, B, C grade in elementary school, but
actually, probably a true assessment that other teachers would have liked to be
able to do about their topic area. It was painful. It took a long time to go through
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each kid ... twice, or three times a year [write] what [each student's] progress was
in orchestra. But, it's learning left-hand finger patterns, [for example], the
comment about that type of thing.

Junior high and high school orchestra students were given letter-grades. Hainlen
brought up an additional point regarding grading:
Do you grade on proficiency or do you grade on effort? I've had kids who were
15 years old [and] soloing with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. Okay. It's pretty
hot-shot stuff-15 and soloing with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. Do you
grade that person on the very same grading scale that you grade somebody else
who's never had a private lesson? (And, these kids had private lessons since they
were four, and the parents have bought him a $15,000 violin and a $5,000 bow.)
How do you come up with a grading system that anybody could look at it and say,
'it's fair'? It's really hard. But, I did hold the better students accountable. I
mean, in the end, I had kids who would be practicing six to eight hours a day. But
they are all professionals now.
So my requirement for an A in high school was four hours of practice a
week-that got you eligible for an A. Three hours was a B, two hours was a C,
one hour was aD, and less than an hour was an F.
At this point, the researcher clarified that this grading scale was for all three of the high
school orchestras. Hainlen went on to state more requirements:
We had, typically, 15 to 20 assignments per period that they had to do (Appendix
I). So, there were writing assignments. And I can show you some of the things
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like the scale assignments-astonishing scale assignments. They had to write
their own complete scale books. A circle of fifths test-the class could not get off
the circle of fifths until every single person in the class could do the entire circle
of fifths, all sharps and flats, majors and minors, in 30 seconds. Most college
theory classes couldn't do that. But, I gave them a way to do it, and we just did it
day, after day, after day, so that when I talked about modulations then, I knew
they understood where we were in the circle of fifths and how the keys were
related-parallel, relative, closely related, related by a third, or whatever. So, all
of those things were parts of the assignments. So, any kid was eligible for an A as
long as they practiced four hours a week. And then, it just depended on the other
assignments.

The researcher asked if four-hours of practice per week was attained by most of
the Stillwater High School orchestra students. Hainlen responded that 95 percent of
students would do it. He went on to say that the practice requirements were not always
that steep:
When I first started it was two-and-a-half hours a week. Then I started upping it.
They couldn't play the literature we were going to play without practicing four
hours a week. They had to give the instrument that much time if they couldn't
play well enough.

The researcher wondered why Hainlen set the practice requirement at four hours a
week for an A? Hainlen explained:
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When I first started in 1979 at Stillwater High School, every single piece we
played [for] the first concert was an arrangement. And I said, 'that's the last time
I will ever do that.' So my goal, then, was that initially we would start with one
original piece of music per concert, and it was up to me to find it.
Then the next year I said, 'well, we've made one, so now we have to make
two per concert.' (Smiling.) And, by about four years, I said, 'every piece we
play has to be original, unedited orchestral music-for orchestra. That's what
we're going to play. I will pick it so that it is the very best music that we can
play.' And then I started in by saying, 'now what are the skill levels that need to
go with that?' And I developed the curriculum so that the skill levels would
support those pieces of music. So it came to be ... everybody had to be able to
play, for entry, five major scales, three octaves. All instruments, except the bass.
If you wanted to be in first violins you had to be able to sight-read music through

five ledger lines above the staff B-sight-read it. (Smiling.) If you wanted to
play in second violins you had to be able to sight-read through third position.
Violas, in order to play in concert orchestra, had to be able to sight read through
fifth position and play treble and alto clef. Cello's had to be able to play bass,
tenor, and treble clef on sight. I just kept upping the level of requirements, and
the kids just kept getting better. It was crazy.

The researcher asked about practice requirements for elementary and junior high
students. Hainlen said:
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That has to do with physicality of playing the instrument. So, when they started,
typically I would try to do that by analogy and point out that, obviously, a tree
can't grow to be that tall in one night. Therefore, you can't wait until the night
before your lesson to pour all the water on the tree and make it grow; you have to
'

do it a little bit every day. So, I would say, 'you only have to practice the days
you eat.' And, of course they smile at that, and they say, 'well, that means that I
have to practice every day.' And I say, 'and you only have to practice as long as
you eat.' So, you try to make it fun, right? But then you say, 'if you skip eating,
are you going to be strong and healthy for very long?' And they'd say, 'no.' I'd
say, 'well, if you skip practice you're not going to be a very good musician either.
If your goal is to be a good musician, this is what you have to discipline yourself
to do.' I tried to get every kid to practice right after supper, right after they ate. I
mean, it was really structured.
We would start by saying, '15 minutes, five nights a week.' And, for me,
for practicing, that was holding the instrument-I like the kids to practice half the
time on the instrument, half the time off the instrument, all the way through high
school. Because I think very often when you put your instrument under your
chin, you stop thinking; you just start doing, you don't think about what your
doing. So, it's very important to practice pieces of music without your
instrument. Same thing in orchestra-we would put all the chairs back and spend
the entire hour walking the difficult parts and saying the note names out loud, or
walking and counting, or taking a fugue and seeing how a fugue looked when kids
were walking the fugue. I wanted kids to do that at home when they were
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practicing, too. So they would start off with 15 minutes, five days a week. Then
it would go to 20 minutes, five days a week.
By Christmas, I wanted it to be [at] 25 minutes, five days a week for
beginners. Sixth grade was 30 minutes, five days a week. I said, 'you deserve
two days of rest. You don't have to practice Saturday, as a little kid. And, you
can do everything that we're going to do in 30 minutes of practice, 5 days a
week.' And they were really pretty good about it. Then [in] junior high, we kind
of kept that but we upped it maybe to three hours of practice a week, by ninth
grade. And, by high school it was four hours a week.

Method Books and Teaching Methods

Methods for Beginning String Students
The researcher asked some questions pertaining to beginning strings to open
Hainlen' s discussion of method books and teaching methods:
When you taught, or even near the end of your career here in Stillwater, were the
string teachers teaching [beginners] by rote or note? Did they use the bow, or
only the left-hand and do pizzicato for a while? And, what do you think is best?
Hainlen responded with the following:
We studied methods books. I have more methods books downstairs in [my] house
than they have at the University of Minnesota in the music education library. I
bought every method book any time I ever saw it. I bought any publishers, in any
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music store I was ever at. And I still do. I had a pile of drawers of method books.
We would, as a department, choose which books. And it was a big decision
because we were going to stick with it for several years.
I determined very early that Suzuki was not appropriate for public schools,
and that we would not be going that way. That's a different discussion, but it was
just simply not going to happen because it's not a public school method. And, in
Japan, 90 to 95 percent of all kids that start Suzuki, quit. I don't want that kind of
dropout rate. And, the Suzuki dropout rate, and the ability to read notes is so little
in Suzuki kids.
We wanted a method that worked with music symbols. And, I wanted a
left hand start, and a bow start after that. And, the method that we chose that
they're using right now, which is Essential Elements, does a really good job of
that. And so, we tried with all of the elementary teaching, we didn't have to be on
the same page every week but we wanted to arrive at certain points together. So
we had, always, an elementary concert the first week of November that involved
all the fifth and sixth grade [orchestra] kids. By having that, [students] had an
immediate goal and some immediate gratification on a concert, and the parents
could see that the sixth grade kids were by far better than the fifth grade kids, and
the fifth grade kids could see that there was something to aim for as a sixth
grader. During that concert we would have discussion about instrument care,
practicing, and the Stillwater Orchestra program and what a privilege it was to
have your children in it.
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Okay. So, we had those specific goals. I do believe very strongly in
learning left hand posture first, and starting by pizzicato. I believe very strongly
in learning the bow, as a series of exercises before you put it on the string-and
having that be [for example] 'crawling,' 'windshield wiper,' 'waving."'
We developed (gosh, if I had one here I'd give it to you, maybe I do) a
bow pencil. ... We put dots on it, where your thumb went and then slanted lines
where your fingers went. Kids got to use 'the Stillwater bow pencil' until they
were ready to graduate to the bow, and then we sharpened [the pencil] and that
became their pencil for marking their parts. I had printed it in silver with blue,
and I designed it with a pencil manufacturing company. And, then we gave them
to all the beginners as their first thing for bowing. They're fabulous .... [The
pencils for] violin and viola were the same .... [It] had a dot up here for the
pinky, and slanted lines .... The cello [bow pencil] had straight lines, and thumb
clearly marked with a dot right under the second finger .... And then a bass-I
believe in starting German bow, I don't believe in starting French bow because
German bow gives the kids much more hand control. So [bass players] got a
pencil. .. but you don't have one for German bow ... [so] we had a special day
when the basses learned in front of the class.

The interview circled around when the researcher said, "we were talking about
method books and bow holds for beginners. You got to the pencil, so ... " Then Hainlen
jumped back to the topic of method books:
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We were strong believers in the end for the Essential Elements. They still use it.
I think it's a fabulous book. I don't think it has enough bowing variations, so as
teachers, we came up with more bowing variations. I add on repetitions. That's
the only problem with the book. Then we had agreement between the two junior
high schools on a rhythm book, on a method book, and on a sight-reading book.

Methods for Junior High and High School Orchestra
The researcher asked, "did you follow the Essential Elements series?" Hainlen
responded:
We only [used the] first two of them-[in] fifth and sixth grade. Then they went
to ... at one time it was A Rhythm A Day. . . . There's another rhythm book now
that they use. But each of the junior highs decided on the same curriculum.
Then [for] high school I went with Strictly Strings book three, for the
sophomore orchestra ... because it introduced the positions-high positionsvery well; very systematically. And, it introduced all the three octave scales very
well. I didn't use [the book's] fingerings. [The students] had to re-finger them,
which is why they had to write their own scale books.
And then ... it's a brown book, [Essentials for Strings]-that was really
comprehensive scale development. And then the rhythms, I just came up with my
own rhythms for what we needed for the music. The top orchestra did not use a
book.
Hainlen clarified that these books were used during large group rehearsals when inschool lessons no longer existed at the junior high and high school levels.
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Next the researcher inquired, "what lesson books were you using when you taught
junior high and high school lessons?" Hainlen answered:
We used really pretty just traditional stuff. So, Introduction to Positions, book
one and two. Book one, we wanted to have mostly done in junior high-on
violin, viola, and cello, not on bass; it doesn't work for basses. I don't even know
if it's published for bass. We used another bass book, and I have forgotten that.
[When lessons were] in high school, depending on [a student's playing] level, we
would always be using ... Wohlfahrt, for violin and viola. And for cello ...
Crane.
Again, [our method book progression was] all written out. We didn't use
every etude in the book, but you had to do particular etudes that we'd selected.
And then again, those were played in class by those sections, and then you had to
pass them individually.

Methods for Teaching Finger Patterns

Hainlen was a strong advocate of thoroughly teaching finger patterns:
Bornoff finger patterns-Bornoff [is] not the only one, but it's a pedagogical way
of looking at teaching. So, finger patterns should just-(Hainlen shows his right
hand) finger pattern one [index and middle fingers forming a half-step], two
[middle and ring fingers forming a half-step], three [ring finger and pinky forming
a half-step], four [all fingers spaced whole-steps apart], five [again, ring finger
and pinky forming a half-step, but this time hand is in half-position], those things.
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I am an absolute dictator on finger patterns. I do not believe kids can play
without learning finger patterns. And, so I would start with kids in elementary
school. And, I wanted at the end of their fifth grade year [that] they be doing all
finger patterns with one finger. So, they were already shifting four positions at
the end of their fifth grade year.
Sixth grade year, it got down to be finger pattern one and three, because I
worked on bass, and on cello, violin, and viola. And, then they had to
understand-so if I would say play finger pattern two in third position, and the
cellos are fingering third position and fifth position because they have to shift for
that.
So you've got shifting going, very early, on this absolute understanding of
where half steps and low steps lie. The first assignment, then, in tenth grade, I
had tubes that I'd gotten from somebody at 3M, but otherwise kids had to bring in
paper towel tubes. They had to mark on the tubes exactly what finger pattern one
was on this axis. And this axis, finger pattern two, finger pattern three, finger
pattern four. And they had to turn those in. If they were off by an eighth of an
inch they had to do it again until it was right. Over, and over and over, until it
was right. Then they had to do the exact same thing on a piece of paper (see
Appendix J)-put a sliding piece of paper onto their instrument (violin, viola,
cello bass) so that they would mark on there their finger patterns (see Appendix
K).

Then, they had to do a creative art project on finger patterns. It was worth
50 points. Forty points were if you had the finger patterns right. Ten points were
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on creativity. If we could eat it, you were guaranteed 50 points. (Laughing.) So
the whole class would strive to bring in these incredible art projects of finger
patterns, and then they could bring in a can of pop that day and at the end we
would eat them all. There would be things like ... a Snicker bar would be a whole
step and then a half of a Snicker bar would a half step. Or, two whole snicker
bars placed next to each other and then all step in between, and another Snicker
bar, and another Snicker bar. Kids would make cakes ... and I would encourage
them to do it on something they did. So there would be all kinds of swimming
and soccer player type things. They would, like, decorate a cake with lanes on it
and put swimmers in it-put a frosted swimmer a whole step away from the end,
then a swimmer a half step from that, and then another swimmer a whole step.
And each lane was a different finger pattern.... Somebody took surgical gloves,
filled them with popcorn, painted on fingernails and skin ... and taped the fingers
together in finger patterns so that when the glove was filled with popcorn, it
looked like a finger pattern. Another one did Christmas tree lights for string bass.
So it was like, this tall (Hainlen demonstrates). And they had all of the finger
patterns on there with half steps blinking-the lights were blinking where the half
steps were. . . . It was incredible what they did.
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Rehearsal Structure and Curriculum

The researcher asked, "did you spend time on these creative projects weekly,
daily? What about warm-ups, scales, all that stuff? And maybe this is a good time to
show and tell me about your curriculum." Hainlen kept in binders a very thorough
curriculum that he created. In addition to many other things, the binders held student
worksheets for every topic, technique, and skill development, and lesson plans for every
day of the school year. Hainlen opened his curriculum binders at this point of the
interview. As he paged through the binders, he showed and described his curriculum and
rehearsal structure:
I wanted to be very friendly. They weren't my friends. They could be my friends
once they graduated. But no 'Jim;' all 'Mr. Hainlen.' All of that very formal.
And, the minute I stepped on the podium it had to be absolutely quiet. That's
when we started to work. So there were things like orchestra room expectations
(Appendix L): You're guests in this room, you do not own it; others preceed you,
more will follow; respect the orchestra rehearsal, the practice room, the building;
no food allowed. Clean up was, I mean, I was just insistent. If a stand got
scratched or marked, I would spray paint right away. It had to be black stands.
Everything-the chairs had to, I mean, I just [was] really strict about that stuff.
Pencils had to be at your stand; you couldn't rehearse unless you had a pencil that
day. I mean, there's no reason for you to rehearse. Music, take good care of it.
[It needed to be] marked exactly the way I said it needed to be marked.
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So as nice as I was on one hand, I was unbelievably strict on the other
hand. The kids were frightened to death of me for about two months.
(Laughing.) Just, because I was really strict.
Let's look at [high school] Concert Orchestra curriculum. We had a warm
up and a practice routine. . . . Stretches ... a tuning routine, posture reminders,
rhythmic development, pitch and scale development, technique development,
repertoire work-all of it was written to their daily-type stuff.
I had note taking guides; how to take notes (see Appendix M). And in the
end, the whole school adopted my note-taking handout-all the English teachers
and everything. I just gave a Cornell note taking format (see Appendix N), and
[the students] got graded on the quality of their notes from the lectures I took.
Because, I said, 'one of the things in college you're going to wish you knew how
to do is, take notes. And I'm going to teach you in orchestra how to take notes.' I
would just walk through the room and say, 'you're not taking good enough notes.
You're going to take better notes. Show me how to take better notes on my
lectures.'
A practice guide (see Appendix 0), playing evaluation guides. A record
of all the pieces they've played in tenth, eleventh, twelfth grade, that I kept on the
students so they couldn't repeat a piece. Daily attendance was always taken by a
student; I never took attendance .... The first day, [students] had to have their
Minnesota State High School league forms signed; their events sheet signed-that
they were agreeing to participate in all the events. I marked whether the parents
were at the open house or not, because those were the parents I knew I could turn
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to right away. Their locker number and whether they paid the locker fee. The
school instrument and whether they paid the fee. You know, it's [all] really pretty
organized.
The researcher responded, "yes, you have done a lot of record keeping." Hainlen said:
Yeah. But, when it goes quickly like that, you just mark it in and it's just over.
And then I just kept a rolling cart right next to my conducting stand, on wheels,
and this [binder] and the grade book were open right there. So, I could flip to the
curriculum for the day, and I could go through the grade book. And, the kids
would take attendance, and barn, it was just all done for every orchestra. And
then I had the secretaries print up all of the worksheets for the whole semester,
and I had them sitting in order waiting for me. So I never waited to do it until
when I needed it.
So now we come down to curriculum that was sort of the one of the lastthis would have been 2003-2004' s. (I would trash everything from the year
before and just build a new teacher's curriculum.) [Students] had one minute to
get into their seats [after the bell], because they're coming from a huge school.
Then, the concertmaster would stand up and sound the A. During that time we
were stretching, because I firmly believe in stretching physically before you start
to play. Then we had a scale routine that was written on the board for the day.
And a chorale or a harmonic structure that we were studying-like a modulation
in a piece, and I would write that modulation out on the board so that when we got
to that piece, or that part of that piece today, they would know and I would say,
'look, we're modulating from this key to this key. That's what we're going to do
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in our, warm up.' Then would come rehearsal. Then the announcements-and
the announcements were always talking about cleaning up the room, straightening
out the room, putting their music away. And then I would have a joke or some
teaser about the next day. I always had a word-of-the-week up that was an
interesting word for them, and a quotation of the week, on a white board.

The researcher asked whether or not the quote of the week was always musical.
Hainlen said:
No, almost never. It was a life quotation. And again, when kids write me after
college, they would say, 'do you know I wrote down every one of those, every
week, and that became the basis for whatever.' Always something about attitude,
effort, caring, being human ....
The researcher asked, "and the word of the week. ... " Hainlen responded:
I always tried to use a word everyday that somebody would learn to know. It was
a deliberate effort on my part to get better vocabularies, because their
vocabularies are so stagnant. And I would say, 'you will find out when you take
your SAT' s, that you've learned more words in orchestra, that are on the SAT,
than any other class.' It was always true. One hundred percent of the time. It
was just because I loved words. So, I would always try to use a word that they
didn't know, and then somebody would say, 'woops, I don't know that word.'
And I'd say, 'good, now I'll tell you what the word is.'
So, how carefully was my curriculum taught? [Going through the
curriculum binder again, pointing to lesson plans.] Well, this was my last year. I
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would have the weeks down on the left hand side [of my plan] (see Appendix P).
So this is ... first semester, first week, first day; ... that week has four days in it.
So far we've had four days total this semester. Now we're up to nine days total. .
. . So, I could tell you on any week, before the semester started, what I was going
to do with warm-ups and conceptual understanding for that week.
So, [for example,] lets take the third week, the first semester: There's
going to be tune and stretch. I had a red posture ball that kids-the big posture
balls-that kids who would be having trouble with posture would sit on-so, you
sit on a posture ball and you have to sit up. It was always being rolled through the
orchestra for better posture for kids. So that was being used that week. A rhythm
packet, and walking rhythms, and eurhythmics. What were the conducting
patterns that I was using? Could they all conduct those patterns? Write in their
. notebooks the conducting patterns. And, all students had to stand up and conduct.
[Conductors] just assume [students] understand what we're doing. They don't.
And if you're doing a complex piece of music, you've got to show them what it is
time and time again. So week three, then, turns out to be conducting patterns.
Scale development and arpeggio development was, you know, a D major
scale in arpeggio-doing this was where they would slide (singing) 'do-re re-do,
do-mi mi-do, do-fa fa-do, do.' So, they were shifting eight positions with their
first finger, then with their second finger .... Finger patterns in third positionone, two, and three. String cycles. A rhythm of the week.
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The assignments and tests. . . . They had to polish their instruments and
check the strings, rosin and polish bows, everything that they needed to be ready
for the first concert.
So you can see it was really-people would turn to me and say, 'well the
reason Stillwater Orchestra is so good is because Jim teaches in Stillwater.' And
I'd say, 'okay.' But the reason it was good is that I knew what I was trying to do.
I never believed in teaching kids based on where they were; I taught kids based on
where I wanted them to be at the end of that week.

The researcher asked, "did you use that [curriculum] model every year for all
three orchestras?" Hainlen said, "yes." The researcher clarified that then students might
get some of the lessons during more than one school-year. Hainlen continues going
through and explaining papers in his curriculum binder:
Lets take something like the circle of fifths. This was the worksheet that
everybody had to turn in on the circle of fifths (See Appendix Q). They put the
sharps down there, the flats down there, inside. I would teach them ... a few
sayings: 'fat cows get dinner at Eddy's barn,' 'big elephants and dumb geese
can't fly.' Then I would say, 'six [sharps], three [sharps], three [flats]. ... ' And
they had to write in the parallels all the way across. So again, you can start here
with the same saying-'fat cows get dinner at Eddy's barn'-and then you write
in the parallel minor to it. But then they have to be able figure out both the
parallel and ... relative minors were up here, and parallel minors were down here.
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Then the scale sheets that they had to do for me. . . . Everything in here I
created. This would be what every single kid had to do each year in all high
school orchestras; they had to make a personal scale book. This is what they were
graded on (see Appendix R): A clearly written clef sign, a clearly written key
signature, accurate time signature... all the way down through the shapes of the
notes-draw the note-heads that are neatly formed and are oval; if they wrote
circles, then they got a zero on it. Note-heads had to be ovals. Lines-they had
to have a straight stem that covered three lines. It had to be a note head with
stems .... This girl had to do it over because it was too messy, the chords were
wrong. I won't accept messy calligraphy. It's too close together; she made notes
in the head marking. All the fingerings on the top, all of the note names
underneath, all of the positions changes had to be circled, all notes that were
affected by that key signature had to be highlighted, and all half steps had to be
marked in. I corrected every single one of those papers all the time. So, we were
able to play three octave scales better than most colleges could. But did that open
up ability? Oh yeah. I mean those kids were just incredible at shifting up and
down their instruments. And fingerings, and stuff like that, you know....
Then learning high notes with [students who were preparing for Concert
Orchestra]-how do you learn high notes? So, this would be a worksheet I
developed on a framework for learning high notes and notes in different clefs (see
Appendix S). This would be what they had to fill out, and then on ... those scale
tests, they always, every week they had to glean notes that they didn't understand.
In orchestra I would just simply turn to a section and say, 'four [ledger] lines
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above treble clef, name the note.' 'Alto clef, three ledger lines above the staff is a
note named what?' And the kids just had to be able to do that. And, it got to, 'B
is how many ledger lines above the staff?' 'Find B with your fourth finger for
me, as a section, and play.' So that, constantly those ledger lines with spaces
became very clear to them.
This was a worksheet on understanding the positions. This was the end of
their fingerboard, and they had to write in the string names, write ·in the note
names, going ascending write in enharmonic note names, and write in the position
numbers (see Appendix T). So, if this was anE string and that was anFnatural,
then it would be first position. E string, F sharp would be first position. But next
to that, F sharp could be G flat, and then they had to write a slash with 'second
position,' because we'd name positions by their note name [and a first finger onE
string G, is second postion].
Then I did this too-this was their strings, this was the staff, and they had
to show me at any given time where it was on their fingerboard. I was trying to
get them to think, 'here's my string, so it shows up in this location. Here it is on a
fingerboard, this is the note that goes with it.' And they had to have that lined up.
I thought that was a pretty good worksheet.
My rehearsal's were like this weekly: Monday was always what. .. we
were going to achieve for that week, work very hard on it. Tuesday work very
hard on it. Wednesday of every week was always sectionals handled by section
leaders, and then I would just go wander through and teach them how to be
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leaders. Thursday was always full orchestra. And Friday was always a lecture or
an interest a day, or something. -[We didn't usually rehearse on Fridays.]

Orchestra F ormation!Layout
The wind players were set up in the front of the room, and the string
players were in the back of the room behind them. I believed in doing rehearsals
in circles, rehearsals scattered, they could sit any place in the room they wanted.
Rehearsals where everybody faced outwards and I started it with just a count and
they had to hold the beat by listening, not by seeing me. [I had] all kinds of ways
of doing rehearsals.

The researcher clarified that Hainlen used a seating assignment for regular
rehearsal. Then Hainlen clarified that there were wind players in all three high school
orchestras. Band and Orchestra were deliberately scheduled at the same time so wind
players could go to band four days a week and orchestra for the fifth day. Hainlen went
on:
It wasn't that way when I came, but that was all worked through with politics, and
the administrations, and band teachers. In the end, of course [those wind players]
played so much better in band, and then I would be developing those kids. The
junior high [orchestras] were just strings. But I would go to those junior high
ninth grade [band] concerts and hear the kids, and get the kids I wanted in tenth
grade orchestra, and then eleventh grade orchestra, and twelfth grade orchestra.
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Pacing
To the researcher, it sounded as though Hainlen spent more class time on
technique and skill development than on rehearsing literature. To clarify, the researcher
inquired further regarding how much time was spent per class period on technique and
skill development. Hainlen said:
Physicals warm-ups were very important because we started getting to the point
where kids were getting injured, because of the intensity. And.their bodies
weren't strong enough. So ... I made a huge effort to physically warm-up the
orchestra. That was about four to five minutes. And, that was silent; we just
moved right into [physical warm-ups].
Scales typically took another four minutes, or so. And then an exercise in
shifting-shifting is one thing, but you also have to be able to just put your finger
down and find the right note. So [we spent time on] shifting, but [also on]
location exercises. I always say that notes have three things. They're just like
your friends. They have a name, they have an address, and they have a location.
So, the name of our friend is B [for example], it's address is five ledger lines
above the staff, it's location is fourth finger in eighth position. Or third finger in
ninth position, or whatever. And they had to be able to tell me all of that. And
then I would say, 'now find it with your second finger in whatever position.' And
that works right across the strings too. You might have to make some
adjustments for basses. But, [students] had to be able to find the notes, just out of
thin air, as well as shift to them.
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Then we rehearsed for the [remainder of the rehearsal]. [Rehearsals were
every day for] 54 minutes, in the end [of my career], for high school. Junior high
was 52 [minutes, meeting every other day].
Now, [with] the least proficient, or high school 'Symphonic Orchestra' [as
it's called in Stillwater]-there may be total days just spent on etudes and
exercises, too. Scales, we might do a whole day just on scales. No literature at
all. ... There would be times when we'd start a rehearsal and I'd say, 'well,
today we're going to play all the major scales in three octaves. Go.' And, we
didn't stop until we just played through all major scales in three octaves. And,
they had to have it all memorized-all fingerings on their instrument memorized
for all major scales for three octaves.

Auditions and Placement ofStudents

Students were placed in one of the three high school orchestras by audition.
Typically one orchestra was made up of mostly tenth graders, the next orchestra of
mostly eleventh graders, and the 'Concert Orchestra' was mostly made up of twelfth
graders. However, Hainlen did say:
But there could be twelfth graders who ... did not make it into Concert Orchestra .
. . . [Some of those twelfth graders would] come up and say, 'hey, fine. I'm a
skier. I just love to play. But skiing is my thing.' There would be other kids who
would be so sad [that they didn't make Concert Orchestra] they would quit. ...
And sophomores who played very well were eligible for Concert Orchestra, too.
Kids could play all three years in Concert Orchestra.
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The researcher asked if students' parents ever protested against auditions.
Hainlen said:
Oh yes, oh yeah. But if I'd have said, [for example], 'this is an example of how
the real world of music works.' And in the end, auditions for the Concerto
Concert got so intense (the last concert of the year was a Concerto Concert).
Things that we'd play were just phenomenal-[for example] the Sibelius Violin
Concerto, the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, Haydn Cello Concerto, Dvorak Cello
Concert, Elgar Cello Concerto, the Saint-Seans Piano Concerto, [etc.]. That got
to be so intense that I finally had to come up with a form that parents and students
had to sign saying that, 'this is the judges final decision; I may not, at any time
call Mr. Hainlen and discuss the findings of the results of the concerto concerts.
If I do, I would be disqualified from the concerto concert.' Because parents
would try to advocate for their kids and tell me I didn't know. But I had hired
professional judges, too. And parents [and] kids would be pretty sad sometimes if
they didn't make Concert Orchestra. But then they just have to face the results.

Concerts and Selecting Literature

The Elementary and Junior High Concert Season
The researcher asked Hainlen to, "describe your typical or ideal concert season
for elementary orchestra. Would you have fifth and sixth grade perform together or
separately?" Hainlen responded:
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District wide we wanted to have a festival for all fifth and sixth graders, [all
elementary schools combined] for the reasons I said before-so the fifth graders
could be encouraged in early November, right when they're kind of a little bit
discouraged. And they could see the sixth graders progress. The sixth graders
could also see that they were far better than the fifth graders, so they could see
that they made progress. And then, that was where we talked to the parents about
posture, taking care of the instrument, and practicing skills. When we were
smaller, we would have cookies and cider; when we got big, then I'd have a
thousand parents and then you can't do it anymore.
[For the November concert] we wanted to have individual pieces for the
fifth graders, and the sixth graders to do. And then a combined easy piece-and
those would be just essentially straight out of the Essential Elements books.
Then, the sixth graders would have learned two or three pieces that we all agreed
would be best for them to learn, in terms of technique--not in the book, but
individual selections that were graded for sixth grade, and easy.
Then, each orchestra played in their elementary school either right
before--depending on the principal-or right after the Christmas play/holiday
concert. Some principals in the district became super sensitive and didn't allow
holiday concerts, but they allowed January concerts.
We always, always encouraged the parents to take their kids out for
something to eat, or a piece of pie after every concert. Baker's Square, and these
other restaurants, after orchestra concerts, would be just jam-packed with
,/

orchestra parents. It was just great.
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Then, typically we wanted the elementary kids to participate in a midwinter concert that would feature some of the kids playing solos. Some of the
kids, sixth graders, or kids [who] had started earlier and played better, would be
interspersed so the kids could see how well an instrument could be played in
elementary school. [And this was] at their own elementary school.
Then, we all had spring concerts with elementary kids. Same kind of
things; kind of alternating-we might be with a band and the choir, or not with
the band and the choir. If I had a really good group, then I didn't mind being with
· the band and the choir. If it was a year that they didn't have a good group, I
would much rather just do it for the orchestra parents, and then have bars and
cookies and the kids playing-because you didn't have that visibility of 25
orchestra kids against 85 band kids, which I just don't think works very well.
I found out that at a lot of schools it was more my issue about concerts
than the principal's. Principals were willing to pretty much let me do anything, as
long we talked about it ahead of time. .
So, for elementary that seemed to be a very typical [concert] schedule.
It'd be somewhat similar for seventh and eighth grade. But, by the time the two
junior highs had advanced ninth-grade orchestras they were performing slightly
more. We would try to get a clinician to each ninth grade each year-[ other than]
myself. So, [it would be] me and somebody that we would hire, and then give a
special concert sometime in January or February for the parents with the clinician
conducting. We brought in very good people; really top-notch people to work
with the kids.
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Then they would participate in a music ensemble, or a music solo and
ensemble contest in January or February where each of the kids played a solo for
a judge. [Then we had our] spring concert. And then we tried to have the junior
highs be the groups that toured the elementary schools, and not the high schools
just for [sake of] time out of class and because the high school's kids were
playing music that didn't really interest junior high school kids at that point.

High School "Lullaby Concert"
[At the] high school, typically, the first concert was always the 'Lullaby
Concert.' The Lullaby Concert was just an idea I came up with, I think in '88,
where the high school kids were dressed in pajamas. We had a storyteller, a
singer or a choir, it was signed for kids who were hearing impaired, and all the
audience-kids and their parents-showed up in pajamas. And then, simply, we
did lullaby's, and stories, and poems. The hour before the concert we had all
kinds of activities, from face painting to whatever the theme was. We would have
creativity sessions to plan the activities; the kids would get involved in planning
all the activities-they did the all of work on that, and they picked the theme, and
then we would have a program developed by the kids with daycare kids. . . . Over
the years I know we played for over 15,000 kids. But typically we played for
500- to 700-kids for each concert. Sometimes we'd have two concerts a day if it
all sold out. And they were just amazing concerts.
[We charged] five dollars for adults, three dollars for kids, even if the kids
sat on your lap, unless it was just a brand new baby. Parents would say, 'well it's
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for a kid.' I said, 'well the concert is for a kid, so the kid pays.' You know, that's
what it's about. And if anybody went through the principal they didn't have to
pay; if we knew they needed a ticket, they could get a free ticket.
We donated the money-it was part of my philosophy that you do good
things in silence; you don't let people know necessarily what you're doing. But,
the kids would vote for a favorite charity, and then the money went to that
[charity] as a donation from Stillwater High School Orchestra. So it went to [for
example] the Jacob Wetterling Foundation. It went to the Children's Library. It
went to hearing aides one year for deaf kids ... other things like that.
[The] high school concert [season] started with the Lullaby Concertwe'd only rehearse that music for one week. It was [a] really intense one week.
But it was also a show, so we had to have, lighting design and stage design, and
all that kind of stuff, too. But the music was easy. They had lullaby packets. I
would make it harder though by saying, 'okay, theB flat clarinets have to be
transposing into C [Major] to play with you. So, this time, we're all going to play
in B flat, and everybody who is playing a C instrument has to transpose down a
step.' [In other words,] make all the string players transpose instead of making
the clarinets and trumpets transpose. Or, 'you all have to play it up in octave.'
Or, [for example] we learned all about vamping, and playing chord structures
until the person finished .... So, there was a lot ofleaming going on. [I] made
the cellos and the basses play all melodies in thumb position. [I] made the violins
play it all with their first finger on one string. So even though the music was
easy, the rehearsals were very hard.
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Then [the students] had to come up with all kinds of crazy ideas [for the
Lullaby Concert]. So ifwe did, like, Old McDonald Had a Farm, [the students]
had to figure out what Old McDonald had on the farm that year, and then we
would try to make the noise for that with the orchestra. So if Old McDonald had
a tank full of whales, [or] if Old McDonald had a racetrack, it was trombones.
You know, all that kind of stuff.

For one Lullaby Concert, a gospel choir joined the orchestra. Hainlen described
further:
We did it all with songs and dreams, and I had the janitor's turn all of the cartsthe four-wheel carts in the school-into train carts, and decorated the carts as a
train. Then they had a battery operated thing and they pulled [train] through the
whole school. And we had robberies and hold-ups with the kids on the train. And
we passed out candy and whistle stops, and ... I mean, these things were just
enormous. [Another year] we just did songs like, BING 0, BING 0. We
always had somebody in the audience with a microphone that would talk to the
kids .... Whatever any kid would suggest we would just immediately do it in the
orchestra too.

The Remainder of the High School Concert Season

After describing the Lullaby Concert at length, Hainlen explained the rest of the
high school concert season:
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We had a fall concert that was a very intense concert. It generally featured a
professional soloist, or an alumnus, or a really outstanding student, on a selected
concerto. So, we'd have a full concert with all three orchestras playing.
Holiday, we all combined band, orchestra, choir. Concert Orchestra
played, [or, as they were called,] 'Concerters,' played one concert-band,
orchestra, choir. 'Varsity' played one-band orchestra choir. 'Symphonic,' or
tenth grade, played one. So, three different nights, three different events, for a
full concert. We didn't have to play but 20 minutes, or something.
And then, in January was a Chamber Orchestra concert, always. Oh, there
was always a November Chamber Orchestra concert too. February was what we
called the Twin Cities Suburban East Conference-had a festival so we played for
all of the other schools for the Twin Cities Suburban Conference. That was a
half-hour performance. We played for 2000 kids. So it was a big deal.
March was State Music Contest-solo and ensemble. It was getting really
intense by that point. Then, April was Large Group Solo and Ensemble. And
May was the Concerto Concert. The auditions for the Concerto Concert were
held in March after State Solo and Ensemble, so they could play their piece for a
judge then. Typically there were 10- to 15-kids auditioning for four spots. And
then we worked around that with a contest piece and a full program-a very
interesting program.
Then we would play for graduation. We alternated with the band, and we
did Pomp and Circumstance. And then, I commissioned a school hymn, and the
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choir, and the alumni, and stuff, all sang the school hymn, and the band and the
orchestra all played it at graduation.

Tours, Clinics, Seminars, and Other Special Events

Tours
Okay, I resisted it for a long time (laughing). I really resisted it, because I
didn't want to take on the responsibility of traveling with kids. I mean, it really
weighs on you-what if something happens to these kids? But, finally they talked
me into it in 1989, and I had a really exceptional group of kids who went to
Washington D.C. It turned out to be terribly fun. So after that we toured every
year.
I established very quickly what the parameters of the tour would be. So,
the tours were just a matter of plugging in what we needed, because it was the
same idea every year. There had to be two concerts, and one clinic with a wellknown clinician. Concerts could be performed at public schools, colleges, or
festivals. I shied away from festivals, because they weren't very challenging [for
us]. Aside from the musical events, there had to be a fine art event. So, the
orchestra would attend a concert, or a ballet, opera, anything like that. There had
to be one very dressy meal, there had to be shopping time, and there had to be
swimming time. Once you say that is how you're going to spend the four days, it
really fills it in. [It] doesn't matter where you go.
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On an A year, we could go any place in the United States. And then on a
B and a C year, you had to stay within 500 miles of Minneapolis/St. Paul, so kind

of the states right around [Minnesota], sort of down to Kansas City or Cincinnati,
or something like that. So we went to Toronto, Washington, New York, San
Francisco, Cincinnati, Chicago, those kind of things.

The researcher asked if the Stillwater Concert Orchestra performances at national,
regional, and state music teachers' conventions were part of the tour. Hainlen answered:
The [performances at] state [conventions] were separate. They were at the
Minnesota Music Education Convention, so that was just driving over to
Minneapolis and playing. The national and the regional conventions were worked
in as [part of] the tours that year.
It was discussed here that performances at national conventions had to be accepted after

submitting a taped audition.

The Value of Tours

If we never set an ending point for our achievement, we never peak. We

just don't. Ifl had said, 'let's work on this music until it's good enough,' you
could spend all year working on two pieces. If I said, 'we're going to play this
music for a concert in four weeks.' Low and behold, you learn the music. So, the
ability to share music in a variety of settings-I generally liked to play in schools
that were not as advantaged as our school was. So, we played in inner city
schools. We played in schools where they didn't even have orchestras. We
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played where they brought in daycare kids for us, and things like that. We set up
where the kids would not have a chance to hear a high school orchestra. We
played at schools where they had guards in the hallways with guns and barbed
wire running around the school-really tough situations. And there, it was also
the opportunity for our kids to see and appreciate something that was different
than what they had.
Working with a clinician is self-evident. You work with a great clinician
at Carnegie Hall and your kids grow. We were on stage at San Francisco in the
Performing Arts Center, with the Assistant Conductor of the San Francisco
Symphony, and the kids just blossomed under this great conductor.
[While preparing for tour] I had kids who said, 'I will not go to the art
gallery.' I said, 'you will or you won't go on the tour.' And they [wrote] me
notes afterwards saying, 'that was the most important part of the trip.' And now,
every time they go to Chicago, they go to the art gallery.
So, those kinds of things. Plus [an important] thing was, they had to take a
tour of a college campus that was guided by the college itself. And amazingly
enough, many kids went to those colleges the next year, wherever it was. So, like,
when we toured Stanford, the year after that I think we had four kids go to
Stanford.

Competitions

Hainlen said he did not want his high school orchestras to participate in
competitions. He explained further:
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[Competitions] are mostly just money-makers for organizations and businesses.
And, our junior highs, when they started touring, had [played at] festivals. It
worked out very well for the junior highs. But it didn't work out at all well for
the high schools-it wasn't rigorous enough; other groups weren't good enough
to compare ourselves to. It was not a positive experience. So we just don't do it.

Guest Musicians and Special Clinics
The researcher said, "you hosted several world-renowned musicians and
ensembles, and you had other clinics and clinicians for your students. [Please talk] about
these experiences and the value for your students." Hainlen responded:
Well, I think you have to back up first to say what it takes to do that, because it
took me a long time to realize that I was not being judged when somebody who
was better than I was came in; it was humbling, if not humiliating, to have
somebody come in and in one hour your orchestra sounds twice as good. So, you
had to start asking yourself, 'what are they doing in one hour that I'm not doing?'
I started arriving at the viewpoint that the clinicians did more for me than they did
for the students, and that I should have clinicians and the very best ensembles and
conductors I could get every year.
I would always try to have the conductors from the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra and the Minnesota Orchestra come. We couldn't always get them, but
we did a lot. The Youth Orchestra directors, [and] people [who] were coming in
[for] All State-I would try to get them to come to my school.
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And then we worked out a couple of things that were sort of spectacular,
with Neville Marriner, and people like that. The Julliard String Quartet coming to
play at the school and giving a clinic for the kids at the high school. Leila
Josefowicz .... But the value ... there's incredible front page value, so when you
look at some of the [news]papers (see Appendix U), the front page of the local
paper, it's the orchestra on the front page of the local paper. And as they say, you
can't buy that kind of publicity in terms of what it means for the school. The
other thing that really meant a lot (it'd be a good place to mention this) they
started doing cable broadcasts, both live and recorded, of all orchestra concerts.
And the orchestra concerts were the single most watched cable program in
Stillwater, other than the school board meetings. (Which I didn't know until after
I retired and they told me that.) So people would just watch, over and over again
on cable TV. And that's another way that kids found out about the orchestra and
wanted to be in it.
So, clinics-you really have to come to a peace within yourself that a
guest conductor is going to come in and your orchestra is going to sound a whole
lot better in one hour, and you just go 'okay, that's the way it is.' But it's hard.
It's really hard. I would take notes, and try to do better, that's all. I didn't expect
[the value for my own self]. I was doing it for [the students], and then I started
realizing I needed to take notes on what [the clinicians] said, how they said it,
how they ran the rehearsal. And I became a better conductor by having them
comem.
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The researcher said, "a lot went into planning all of these events-did you do that
all by yourself, too?"
No. We would hold creativity sessions on what [the students] wanted to achieve,
what they wanted to do, and I would put kids in charge of lots of things. So, for
instance, all my treasurers-the treasurer in the orchestra was entirely in charge of
all of the money. The presidents, or co-presidents, planned all the trips. I
sometimes didn't even know where we were going to eat. They just absolutely
did everything. It took me a while to get there. But in the end that's what they
did. And then, we had other kids in charge of special events, and special concerts,
and meeting guest conductors. Like, Nick McGegen would come in from the St.
Paul Chamber Orchestra to conduct and give a lecture, and then I would take the
kids out of school to eat and there would be a student in charge of making all of
those arrangements. I tried to turn over absolutely everything that I could to
students. And of course it didn't cut down on the work because I still had to
supervise it. But, it really made it more efficient, so I didn't have to do all of that
work. I couldn't have run it without the students attending to just the huge things.
When you read their college application forms, very often they would
write about their experiences being orchestra president, or what they did for one
of the concerts. It showed up over and over [what] they had learned-the kids in
a given year might handle a $100,000. Who handles $100,000 at 17- or 18-yearsold? And all I did was just sign off on it. They were totally in charge of paying
all of the bills for the orchestra. I just didn't do it.
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Interdisciplinary Seminars

We always try to be doing [a seminar] every few years. I started with one
called 'The Music of Language and The Language of Music.' And, I brought in
Libby Larsen, w40 is a well-known musician and composer in Minneapolis, and
Bill Holm, who is a poet. And the kids had to learn both about composition and
poetry in a three-day overnight workshop. It was intensive seminars. And they
came back, and in a very relaxed setting they read their poetry to their parents and
played their compositions. It was one of the most moving they ever did.
And, we did [a seminar] called 'Playing with your Brain,' which was on
music and neurology. It was the first conference in the state of Minnesota on
music and neurology. We flew in neurologists from San Antonio and North
Carolina to talk about brain research and music (see Appendix V). And we had
people from several universities. Mayo Clinic doctors came-as participants, not
as speakers. They saw the conference and came as participants with our students
in the conference.
We did two [seminars] on physics and music. We did one [seminar] on art
and physics ... and then with physicists from the University of Minnesota
speaking with the kids. And the kids would plan these. They'd get an idea, and I
would just say, 'we'll plan it now and make it happen; we'll write the grants and
make it happen.'
We brought in outside groups for performances. We brought in Minnesota
Opera, Minnesota Orchestra, St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, Children's Theatre-all
sponsored by the [StiBwater High School] Orchestra, for the community. We
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brought a ballet company from Novosibirsk, Russia-I put together $20,000 in
grants, and brought a ballet company. We had sent them a tape, and they
choreographed a ballet and did it live with the orchestra for an audience here. We
were always doing something special.

Funding
The researcher asked how these events were paid. Hainlen said, '.'the school
didn't contribute anything. The kids paid it; we did fundraising. But a parent was in
charge of that, so I never worried about it. And, grants for the clinics. I got very good at
writing grants."

Arts Advocacy and School Politics

Throughout his career, Hainlen had to be a strong advocate for orchestra in the
schools. In 1970 when Hainlen was first hired in Stillwater, he was told by
administrators that he had one year to improve the orchestra program and increase the
number of students involved or his job would be gone. Hainlen went on to explain:
A few years later I heard from a school board member that at the Christmas party
for the school board, the school board chair-[a person who was] very influential,
very uppity-up in business in the area-had said, 'I would cut the string program
tomorrow but Jim Hainlen has so much power in the community, I can't do it.
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I think one of the things that teachers don't understand is this complex
web in the community that either supports or defeats them. [Some teachers] think
it's what happens between them and the students. Point-in-case: A mother was
talking to me later on in my career, and I said, 'why did your kid start violin?'
(Because, I hadn't had the kid in junior high school.) And she said, 'well it's like
this: All of the mothers who have fourth-graders in my neighborhood get together
and decide which programs they want their kids to be involved in to have the best
teachers.' She said, 'all of the parents of fourth-graders agreed that if our kids can
have you, that would be the best experience in high school. So they all start
strings.' You find that out six years later, and you have no idea that mothers are
eating a roll and having a cup of coffee and talking about you in the community.
We have no idea. That's why I say I don't know what makes it successful. No
idea that was happening.
So, literally all the way until the last year of my teaching, the string
program was in jeopardy every year... even up until the year of my retirement I
was still having conversations with principals and superintendents and school
board members why [orchestra] was important. ... And then when you are
successful, other teachers start hacking away at you .
. . . . Somewhere in there I started understanding it wasn't just how well
you played music bufhow well you played politics. And, I decided that I would
play politics well. So, you don't alienate people, and you don't burst out-loud and
say things that anger people. But you actually start studying what it means to be
an effective advocate in the political arena. Because politics can be defined as the
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allocations of scarce resources; so, who gets what when resources are scarce? If
there's enough of everything, you don't have to fight over it. But there is never
enough of everything, because resources are money, time, prestige, a room with a
window-you never know symbolically what the resource is that somebody is
going to fight over, but they are going to fight over something because that's what
we do. We do it because we want to have some hierarchy in our own mind of
where we rank. And I decided that I would become absolutely astute at politics,
and as to how I could quietly get what I needed-not more than I needed, but
what I needed to have an effective program for music. And, I got real good at it.
In fact, I got so good that when I retired, the rest of the district has been
stumbling, and calling me up-the music teachers-wanting to know if I would
still make phone calls to some board members. Because I [had been] smoothing
the way for everybody. And they had no idea; it was all behind the scenes.
Administrators call me too. (Laughing.)

The researcher asked Hainlen to describe what he thought were the qualities that
made him good at arts advocacy and school politics. Hainlen said:

It was a deliberate choice, because I saw that if music was going to survive, or if
orchestras were going to survive, that just essentially I needed to learn how to
play politics at a pretty sophisticated level. Because, school politics is really as
dirty as any politics get. It's nasty politics in a school. And, it has to do with
teachers who are entitled, teachers and departments that had their own way for a
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long time. And the orchestra just does not fall in that category, so you were
always kind of the end of the heap.
In the time I was [in Stillwater], we actually moved to be at the top of the
heap (laughing). But I learned politics by just studying it-by literally studying
politics. How does one argue effectively? Not in public but in private. How do
you advocate for your cause? I started speaking in public to the Lions, and the
Rotary, and church groups, and senior citizen centers. I would speak all over the
place. I started giving local, regional, and national speeches at conferences. I
spoke at several national conferences and regional conferences about our music.
And that gives you creditability back home. All of that added together-and an
understanding that politics is important and that you can play it honorably, not
dirty-I think led to being an effective political advocate for the orchestra. I think
orchestra teachers who want the school system to simply recognize the value of
orchestra and support it, without being a strong advocate, it doesn't happen. You
have to get out there and say why it's important. Or, the kids have to say why it's
important.

At another point in the interview, the researcher asked Hainlen what he'd say to
someone who thought orchestra was useless to have in school. Hainlen said:
I try to be vety philosophical because I think people are stunned that you have
philosophical answer. ... And I think that we know that the experience of beauty
is so deep that it, as Marianne Moore says, 'tears us to pieces.' And when we're
tom to pieces by beauty-because beauty involves both the sacred and the
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profane, the good and the bad, the evil and the manipulative, all of those things
come up in true beauty. [That is] because beauty is not just something that's
pretty, beauty is in-depth-that when you have that experience, and when you
have that experience on great literature with kids, we see in a way that literally
nothing else can. Nothing else feels the same way.
[At] this wedding I played for last night, [the bride] started talking about
what it meant to be in orchestra-from 1989 to 1992. That's a long time ago.
She started crying and I started tearing up because here it is, 14, 15, 16 years later,
and she's saying it changed [her] whole life. So over and over again I think we
have to say that there is some power in making music together. I think you have
to come up with some definition of music. My definition is that 'it's sound that
carries the soul's contour,' and that over time, we are rewarded by participating in
that. Because the sound that music carries, in some ways [is that which] is
articulate, but everything that's inarticulate about being a human being. And, you
can look at a child and they can have that experience, and boom, you can see it
happening.
I coached too. [Music is] far different than [coaching]. That's pure joy.
That's hard effort. That's everything. That's far different than looking out on an
orchestra in the middle of a slow movement of a Haydn Cello Concerto, and
seeing that half the violin section has tears in their eyes because they're watching
you conduct and they're playing this [piece]. Over and over I would look out and
have to look down to not see the tears. [But] that doesn't articulate it for
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administrators. You have to. And that was one ofmy huge goals. That's why I
have that whole [binder] of speeches.
One of my tasks in my life, and it was my original thesis for my research
at Harvard in 1983, was how does metaphor give meaning in poetry that is
corresponding in music? [In other words] what is meaning in music compared to
metaphor in poetry, and how do you articulate that? Because, I had so many
professors who said, 'you can't talk about meaning in music, you just have to feel
it.' And I made it my task to talk about the [meaning], and ... it worked. It's
terribly important that we have [the ability to talk about the meaning and
importance of music]-an inarticulate musician can play very well, but you have
to be able to talk about it. You have to.

Goals and Philosophy of Teaching

A Brief Overview

To summarize, the researcher asked, "overall, what were your goals for your
orchestra program, and your overall philosophy about teaching strings?" Hainlen said:
My overall philosophy started very early. In fact, in the early 70' s I read a line
from The Great Digest of Confucius, translated by Ezra Pound (1969). The first
dialectic (a dialectic is a truthful statement in classical rhetoric) is that great
learning (let's see how much I've committed this to memory, now), 'great
learning is rooted in watching with care the way people grow.' I wrote that down
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early, and I tried to follow that every day I taught. Because, I thought that if
Confucius understood that 2000 plus years ago, that there was something
profound that. .. great learning is rooted in watching with care. So, I tried to be
careful in watching students. And, I tried to watch how they grew and how I
grew, and make things come together. I would say that has been my guiding
philosophy. Just totally watch how people grow, and see if you can make the
learning work with how they grow. So now that I'm working with autistic kids, I
do the same thing. How do they grow?

Striving to Excel
It was very important to me that we do original music. We've talked

about that a little bit. It was very important to me to commission new music. So
about every two to three years we commissioned new music by a composer, and
then we would premiere that. It was very important for me to have contemporary
music on every concert, not just classics. So there were pieces of music that kids
still now can just say the name of and we all groan because it was so terrible, but I
was still committed to doing it.

Giving Credit

I tried to always give credit to the principals, the janitors, ... the support
staff, the secretaries .... Every year we would end the year with a pie party. . .
[At] any school I taught at-we took a fresh strawberry pie to everybody. And
then all the kids in orchestra would have a pie party, and they could say what kind
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of pie they wanted. We'd buy $300 worth of pie. When I didn't have money, I
would pay for it myself. If there was money that we'd earned at a concert, then
we'd pay for it that way.

Strengths and Weaknesses

I think it's really important to do Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats analysis-called SWOT. I made the orchestra do this every year, I
made the teachers do it, I did it on myself, and I did it on the orchestra all the time
(see Appendix W). So I knew what my strengths were. And, when I originally
was teaching, I was trying to be all of these things that other people said I should
be. And I just cut that out one day and said, 'what do I want to do best? I have to
do my strengths.' And that's when I said, 'my strengths are poetry, creativity, and
kids ... letting kids know I like them.' And ever since then it was very clear to
me; that's how I did my teaching. That's why this Lullaby Concert came up.
That's why [there were] all of these other... creative assignments and eventsbecause, that was creativity. That's why I would constantly write poems.
And then my weaknesses were that I am messy. I'm terribly organized, as
you can see (laughing). But, I'm messy. So, I would have kids clean my desk. I
hated doing the finances, so I started having the treasurer of the orchestra do all of
the orchestra finances. And, what was the other thing? There were three of
them-messy, finances. I don't know, whatever.
And then I would always take account of the opportunities for that year,
and the threats. And that's why you didn't get blind-sighted, because every year I
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would make an assessment of where the threats might arise for the orchestra
program. Specifically, band teachers, specific issues before the school board that
I had to become informed about-whatever it was, I was prepared for it.
So after every concert we would do the same thing. What were our
strengths in that concert? What were our weaknesses in that concert? How did
we improve on what? And that was really deliberate-I'd just draw this big box
and go straight through it, all of the time.

Creating a Sense of Community in the Orchestra

Creating a sense of community in the orchestra-it really became
something, and it belonged to the orchestra. It was considered the most
recognizable and important thing in school. I would see kids walking down in
front of my street with violin cases in their hand and I would think how different
that was from the days when their parents had to drive them on the day of
orchestra so that nobody would see him carrying a case. They [became] proud to
do it.

The Stillwater Orchestras made T-shirts for concerts-or as Hainlen said, "we
made lots of T-shirts for everything"-and orchestra students wore the T-shirts with great
pride. They most famous T-shirt was the on-going 'Join the Mob' T-shirt, which added
to the sense of community in the orchestra. Hainlen described how.the Join the Mob
theme came into existence:
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[There were two girls who were always going to the bathroom,] so I said to them,
'now talk to me, what's going on here. How come you have to go to the
bathroom all the time?' And they were kind oflooking down, and this and that,
and they were laughing, and I said, 'well if it's funny, you can tell me right?'
And they said, 'well, we go to all the girls bathrooms in the school and we pull
down the paper and we write notes to each other with clues as to where they need
to go next in the school,' So they were playing this game with the teachers all day
long, and writing clues. And I said, 'this is just like being criminals you guys.'
They said, 'well we are, we're mobsters.' And I was instantly [shocked]. But I
said, 'well why don't you go home'-one of the girls was really artistic-I said,
'go home and draw a violin mobster, and we're going to have T-shirts that say
'Join the Mob." It just came to me. She was very talented, and she drew this guy
[with] a tommy gun inside a violin case, and saddle shoes. And we have printed
thousands of these [T-shirts]. So, all of the kids got Join the Mob T-shirts when
they joined orchestra. And, obviously 'the mob' is a play on the word[s] 'all of
us.' Plus, every kid who's ever played violin and stepped on a school bus has had
somebody say, 'do you have a tommy gun in there? Are you carrying a gun?' I
see kids all over the place with Join the Mob T-shirts.

The researcher asked if the gun was a problem with parents and administrators.
Hainlen answered:
Yeah, of course that was a problem. In about 1994 somebody moved ... into the
district, you know, hyper parents who said that the orchestra is teaching gun
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violence. So, I got called in by the superintendent, and I said, 'I'm not going to
disagree with you but you know how silly that is. You know I was a
conscientious objector [to the war in Vietnam]. You know all of the kids in the
school system-the [violent] kids are not the kids who are on our team.' Nobody
cared. She said, 'don't fight it, it's true.' And I said, 'no, it's not true, but I won't
fight it.' So we had to take that [T-shirt design] out of there. At the end of that
year, those people who'd only been here one year, wanted T-shirts for their kids
because they'd seen these all around. And I said, 'you are the people that caused
us not to be able to do this.' And they said, 'what?' I said, 'you talked to the
principal, or the superintendent, and said we were promoting gun violence.' [The
parent said,] 'well, we didn't mean .... ' And I said, 'then next time shut up.'
So then after that, we printed [the shirt] without [the gun], and then it got
to be really a joke with the high school kids where they started doing 'JTM
forever.' ('Join The Mob forever.') And it became real in-joke with the kids to
design T-shirts that would come right up to the line, and that the administration
couldn't say no. And then when I retired [the students] said, 'what the heck,
we're going to have one more Join the Mob T-shirt, and we're not going to tell
[anyone], and we're going to have it on sale at your retirement party.' So they
did, and they put the gun back in there. And the superintendent and the principal
came up, and I said, 'what are you going to do, fire me?' (Laughing.) 'I mean,
tomorrow is my last day anyway right?' And so then these became real collector
items.
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The high school orchestras made T-shirts that displayed the major piece of the
year. One T-shirt was made especially for two ofHainlen's former students. Hainlen
described:
I had two [former students] at Julliard at the same time. And ... [when they were
in high school], one was a senior and one was a sophomore-the sophomore was
a pianist and a violinist, and the senior was a terrific violinist. And we did the
Beethoven Fourth Piano Concerto. It turns out, the kid who was a senior here
was finishing his graduate work at Julliard and was concertmaster of Julliard
Orchestra. [At the same time, the other] kid was a senior at Julliard on piano, and
he won the Julliard Concerto Competition. So ... five years after they had played
the Beethoven Concerto here with the Stillwater Orchestra, they were at Alice
Tully Hall in New York, in the same positions [with the Julliard Orchestra]concertmaster of the Julliard Orchestra, and piano soloist-playing the same piece
of music. So, I quickly made up T-shirts ... put on [the shirt] the date that they
were playing [the piece] with the Julliard Orchestra, their names, their
conductor's name, and the first page of the score of the Beethoven. I shipped
them to New York so they would have them for dress rehearsal with the Julliard
Orchestra ... this is what [one of those two young men] wrote about it (see
Appendix X) ....
It [was] very important to me that orchestra be more than simply notes.
That it involved a safe place for kids to be in school. Sometimes kids were
shunned by other factions in school, [but] there'd be no cliques, no anything [like
that in orchestra] if I could help it.
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We had a chess board in the room. We had constant chess tournaments
going on in there. Kids had a tea pot or a coffee pot in the corner, and they would
sit on the floor and play their favorite CD's-orchestral, or not-but there would
be 20- 30 kids doing homework and listening to music before and after school.
You'd have to step over kids to get out of my office. It was cool.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION/ SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

When asked why he thinks his orchestra program was successful, Hainlen said he
cannot pinpoint one or a few reasons. This author and researcher attributes the success of
Hainlen' s string program to a combination of his school politicking skills, a well-planned
curriculum, a high standard for musical performance, accurate and thorough record .
keeping, special events planned for students, and the personal connections he made ~k
students at all levels of the string program.
This author found that the personal connections Hainlen formed with students
stood out as the largest factor contributing to the success of his orchestra program. It
appeared that Hainlen made special efforts in making students feel important. Hainlen
did acknowledge that connecting with students was one of his strengths and one of the
things into which he put much effort. Hainlen recognized, just as others have (Allen,
2003; Dillon & Kreichbaum, 1978; Lowe, 1980; Schute, 2004; Yarborough, 1968), that it
is of paramount importance to structure a successful first year in string instruction. To
Hainlen, a large part of this was letting students know they were wanted and important.
But, Hainlen also recognized that this should not stop after the first year.
Even today in his retirement, one can view the importance of the connections
Hainlen made with students. These connections are obvious when looking through some
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of the 10 to 20 emails per week that Hainlen receives from former students describing the
valuable lessons he taught, the special things he did, and the impact he had on their lives
(see examples in Appendix Y). The personal connections he formed are also noticed
when reading some ofHainlen's letters from former students (see Appendixes Z, AA,
BB, and CC). Additionally, that an entire weekend of events was planned by students for
Hainlen's retirement demonstrates how connected Hainlen was to his students,
colleagues, and the community (see Appendix DD).
As part of the connections he made with students, Hail en taught life-long values.
This was also a factor that Norcross (1994) found important in Frank Battisti's teaching.
Norcross (1994) said:
The environment of the Ithaca High School Band ... was designed to give the
students experiences that would enable them to grow as human beings as well as
musicians. This environment was primarily the result of the philosophies and
methods of Frank Battisti. His philosophy focused on the development of the
student, not the development of the band. (p. 46)

Special learning activities and performances were important in the success of
Hainlen' s orchestra program. Like Hainlen, other string experts have recommended that
students be exposed to performances by experienced or professional musicians (Dillon &
Kriechbaum, 1978; Hamann & Gillespie, 2004; Miller, 1995; Norcross, 1994; Rogers,
2003; Szot, 2000). Szot stated, "this interaction of players with a variety of experience
allows novices to hear and observe advanced techniques such as shifting and vibrato, and
thus develop a burning desire to learn these skills" (2000, p. 34).
Hainlen spent much time and effort in learning and using the most effective ways
to advocate for the string orchestra program. Hamann and Gillespie wrote about five
pillars for defending the school orchestra program. One of those pillars was, "inform and
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educate those in power about the values of orchestra programs" (Hamann & Gillespie,
2004, p. 19). Another pillar was "organize support" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2004, p. 21).
Hainlen made connections and organized support in the Stillwater and school
communities. Hainlen was not only on the defense when needed, he was also on the
offense-another thing which Hamann and Gillespie (2004) advised.
Gathering and using data is a pillar advised by Hamann and Gillespie (2004). The
accurate and thorough data that Hainlen kept on the numbers of students involved in
orchestra was helpful in gaining support for the orchestra program, and was also helpful
to the string teachers when planning.
A final pillar advised by Hamann and Gillespie was, "be a good string teacher"
(2004, p. 20). In their description of this pillar, the authors stated, "teach effectively so
that the students play well and the concerts sound good" (Hamann & Gillespie, 2004, p.
20). Hainlen's orchestras were recognized as exceptionally advanced for high school
orchestra. Hainlen had high standards for musical performance and a well-planned
curriculum. These things provided his students with knowledge and playing skills that
would contend well at a college level.
Along with the components discussed in this section, there are other components
that were necessary to the success of Hainlen's string program. Many of these
components were discussed by other authors. For example, recruiting and retention,
beginner start year, method books, rehearsal techniques, among other components, have
been often discussed in literature pertaining to string teaching. This researcher suggests
that it is the less frequently discussed components of a string program, included in this
discussion, that need more detailed attention from authors and researchers.
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· The research presented here has added to the literature on exemplary string
programs and teachers. Although, other successful string programs and teachers should
be examined. Hainlen and his string program were held in high-esteem among
colleagues, community members, and students. His success merits worth for any string
teacher to examine and model.
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INFORMED CONSENT
TITLE:

James Hainlen: An Oral History Concerning the
Components of a Successful String Orchestra
Program

PROJECT DIRECTOR:

Dr. Barbara Lewis

PHONE#

701-777-2820

DEPARTMENT:

Music

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH·
A person who is to participate in the research must give his or her informed consent to such
participation. This _consent must be based· on an understanding of the nature and risks of the .
research. This document provides information that is important for this understanding. Research
projects include only subjects who choose to take part. Please take your time in making your
decision as to whether to participate: If you have questions at any time, please ask.

WHATISTHE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
You are invited to b~ in a research study about the components of a successful -~tring orchestra
program, because you are one of the nation's most successful and renowned string orchestra
teachers.
The purpose of this study is to provide other individuals with your expertise and knowledge
about successful string orchestra programs. The research will cover topics such as recruitment
and retention, contact time and scheduling, planning performances and selecting literature,
rehearsal structure, major events, and program support.

HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL PARTICIPATE?.
You will be the only person to take part in this study at the University of North Dakota.

HOW LONG WILL I BE IN THIS STUDY? ·
Your participation in the study will last from October, 2006 through December,. 2007
(unless the study is completed sooner). You will be visited once in Stillwater by the
researcher for a personal interview. The interview in Stillwater will be scheduled to last
no more than four hours. Following the interview in Stillwater, the researcher may call
you once with follow-up questions. The follow-up questions will last approximately
thirty minutes. After the interviews have been completed, you will be asked to proof and
approve the interview transcription (a written and printed representation of the
interviews).
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Institutional Review Board
Approved on
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Expires on
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS STUDY?
Once you have agreed to participate in the study, the researcher will call you to schedule
a personal interview at y~ur home in Stillwater, MN. The researcher will drive to
Stillwater on th~ date of the agreed interview, and will have a list of approximately 30 to.
40 questions ( enclosed with this document for your review and preparation) to ask you.
The personal interview will be recorded in two ways -- using a tape recorder and a video
camcorder. The main purpose for using two recording devices is to provide a back-up
recording in case one of the devices does not work properly. The tape recording will be
the primary source for the researcher when transcribing the interview. The video
recording will allow the researcher to note any of your gestures that may emphasize your
statements.
Following the interview in Stillwater, the researcher may cont~ct you for a tape-recorded
telephone interview to gather any addi;tional information that may add clarity or emphasis
to the previous interview.
·
At any time during the interview(s), you are free to decline to answer any questions. You
may also take a break or stop the interview(s) at any time.
·
After the interview(s) are complete, the researcher will write a transcription of the
interview(s). A copy of the tape recordings and transcription will be mailed to you for
your proofing and approval. If you wish that the researcher delete or revise any of your
statements, you may contact the researcher and your request( s) will-be honored. You will
be mailed a copy of the revised transcription for proofing, and will be asked to sign a
document stating you approve of the final transcription.

WHAT '.ARE THE RISKS OF THE STUDY?
There may be some risk from being in this study. You may experience frustration that is
sometimes experienced during interviyws. Some questions may be uncomfortable for
you to answer, and you may become ·upset as a result. However, such risks are not
viewed as being in excess of "minimal risk."

If, however, you become upset by questions, you may take a break from the interview,
stop the interview at any time, or choose not to answer questions. You may also request
that your answers be deleted or revised in the transcription of the interview. The final
transcription of the interview will not be used in the researcher's final paper, or in any
other possible publications about this research, unless it has been approved by you.
There may be some risk to others whose names you might mention during the interview.
To lessen any risk to others, you are asked not to use the names ofany minors during the
interview. If the names of minors are mention~d during the interview, these names will
not be writte~ i_n the transcription. You are also asked not to use-the names of adults who
might be presented in a negative or harmful manner. . If the names of adults are
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mentioned during the interview, these names will not be written in the transcription if the
individuals are presented in a negative or harmful manner.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS STUDY?
You will benefit personally from being in this study; it is anticipated that this study will
enhance your reputation as a successful stri~g teacher. It is also anticipated that, in the
future, other people might benefit from your knowledge and expertise presented in this
study.

WILL IT COST ME ANYTHING TO BE IN THIS STUDY?
You will not have any costs for being in this research study.

WILLI BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING?
You will not be paid for being in this- research study.

WHO IS FUNDING THE STUDY?
- The University of North Dakota and the researcher are receiving no payments from other
agencies, organizations, or companies to conduct this research study.

CONFIDENTIALITY
By agreeing to participate in this study, you agree that your sfatements, written in the
final approved transcription of the interview(s), can identify you and can,be·usedin the
researcher's final paper and any other publications that may be written about this study
(i.e. you~ statements will not be confidential).
The names of any minors mentioned during the interview(s) will be kept confidential in
the transcription, the researcher's final paper, and in any other publications that may be
written about this_study. The-names of any adults mentioned1n'tfle interview(s) who
might be presented in a negative or harmful manner will be kept confidential in the
transcription, the researcher's final paper, and in any other publications that may be
written about this study.
The tape and video recordings of the interview(s) in this study will be kept by the
researcher for a minimum of three years following the completion of the study. If
confidential information is contained in the re·cordings, the recordings will be kept in a
locked location only accessible by the researcher for these three years. After the three
year time period, if there is no confidential information on the recordings, the researcher

,

University of North Dakota
Institutional Review Board
-Approved on
OCT - 5 ~
Cvniro~ nn

OCL_-_ 4 'lflJ7

. may d~cide to donate the recordings to a library or string orchestra organization so that
other individuals may benefit from them. However; if confidential information is
included on the recordings, the recoq:lings will be destroyed after the three year time .
period.
·
You have. a right to· review and edit the recordings if you choose, and a right to oppose
the donation of the recordings.
The study records may be reviewed by Government agencies, the University of North
Dakota Research Development and Compliance office, and the University of North
Dakota Institutional Review Board.

IS THIS SWDYVOLUNTARY? _
Your participation is voluntary. You may choose not to participate or you may
.
discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect
your current or future relations with the University of North pakota.

If you decide to leave the study early, you are aske~ to call the researcher.

CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS?
The researcher conducting this study is Rebecca Starr. You may ask any_questions you
have now. If you later have questions, concerns, or complaints about the research please
contact Rebecca Starr at (701) 740-8126 during the day, or at (701) 746-5728 after hours.
You may contact the Rebecca Starr's advisor, Dr. Barbara Lewis, at (701) 777-2820
during the day.
·

If you have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, or if.you have any
concerns or complaints a~out the research, you may contactthe University of North
Dakota Institutional Review Board at (701} 777-4279. Please call this number if you
cannot reach research staff, or you wish to talk with someone else.
Your signature indicates that this research study has been explained to you, that your
questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. You will
receive a copy of this form.
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Date

University of North Dakota
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Oral History Interview Questions for Jim Hainlen
By Rebecca Starr

(Note: It is likely that there are ip.ore questions written here than time will allow during the oral
hi_story inte~iew. The questions written in boldface will only be asked if time allows.)

Background information:
_
1. Describe your string orchestra training, from the time you began playing a string instrument
through the present. Please include whatqschool of study" you c~e from (i.e., wh~ were
your violin teachers? From which methods di~ they have you study?)
·
2. Why did you become an orchestra teacher? (What experiences in life drove you to become an .
?rchestra teacher?)

3. After you became an orchestra teacher did you ever question continuing in the profession?
4. Why d~d you continue to teach orchestra?

Evolution of the Stillwater school orchestra program:
5. How did your position in the Stillwater'schools_change during your time there? (In terms of
the grade levels taught and number of schools taught at, your title, etc.)
6. How many string students were in the public schools ~hen you began teaching in Stillwater,
and how many string students were there during your final year?
7. Discuss the reasons for the increased number of students in re Stillwater orchestra program.

8. Were the numbers constantly rising, or·did they ever drop?
9. How many string teachers were in the public schools when you began teaching in Stillwater,
and how many string teachers were there during your final year of teaching? _

10. If new string teacher positions were added to the program, what were the reasons for
adding the positions?
11. How were any new string teacher positions proposed to the school board and administrators
for approval?
12. What were the attitudes of administrators, school board members, ·parents, and community
members about orchestra in the Stillwater schools? How did attitudes and support evolve
during your time in Stillwater?

Contact time and scheduling contact time:
13. Discuss the amount of teacher-student contact time per week for each grade level
(elementary, middle level, and high school) in the strings program, and how the contact time
evolved during your time in the Stillwater schools. Pleasejnclude the following:
Were private or small-group lessons included in the school string program? If so,
for which grade levels?

Were these lessons pull-out lessons? If so, were classroom teachers supportive of
pull-out lessons? What were some (if any) of the classroom teachers concerns
regarding pull-out lessons, and how did you address these concerns?
How many times a week were orchestra rehearsals held for each grade level, and
for what duration of time?
14. Considering the grade levels and number of schools each string teacher taught at
during your last year in Stillwater, do you think the teaching positions were dispersed
ideally? Hnot, how could the teachers have been dispersed better?
15. Many school string teachers around the country teach at more than one school. Do you
recommend that string teachers at multiple schools teach the same grade levels at each
school (i..e. grades 4 and 5 at several schools), or multiple grade levels (i.e. grades 4-12, or
4-8, or 7-12, etc.)?
16. In school strings programs, what do you recommend as the appropriate teacher-student
contact time per week, and in what type of setting (private lessons, small group lessons,
ensembles, orchestra rehearsals, etc.)?

17. For each level (elementary, middle level, and high scho~I) do you recommend that
orchestras meet before school, during school, or after sohool?
How frequently?
'

Recruiting and retention:
18. Explain the procedures that worked best (or you (and the Stillwater string staff) in recruiting
beginning string players.
Which recruiting procedures did not work well?

19. Discuss student retention in your string program. Did you ever experience any significant
student retention problems?
If yes, why do you think this was, and how did you address/ fix the problem?
If no, why do you think you did not experience retention problems?

II

i
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20. If a student wanted to quit orchestra, did you let him or her quit at any time during the
school year, or was.there a policy/ recommendation that the student continue through the
rest of the year, semester, concert, etc.?
Did you try to convince these students not to quit? If so, how?

21. In your opinion, what are some of the best ways to keep students interested in their
string instrument?
22. If, for example, a sixth grade student wanted to begin orchestra even though the typical
grade to start orchestra was fourth grade, would you let the student start? If so, under
what guidelines?

23. Did you ever purposely recruit students for orchestra after they had passed the typical
grade.to begin a string· instrument? ·
24. Explain your thoughts on students who have low ability on a string instrument?
Would you give these students extra help and encouragement?Would you encourage these students to continue playing, or would you
recommend that they quit?

Home practice.:
25. What were your policies about home practice for each grade level?
Was home practice "required" or "recommended?"
Did parents sign practice records? If so, what was your reasoning behind this?
Did home practice affect the student's letter grade?
Were practice policies district wide for the string program, or did each string
teacher have his or her own policies?

Methods:
26. Please consider the ways you taught the first few beginning string lessons.
Did you teach by rote or note? Did you start with the bow right away, or did you begin by focusing on the lefthand fingerings first? Why did you begin this way?
27. What method book series' did you use with students, if any? And which series' do you
think are most valuable?

Rehearsal Structure:
28. Describe the structure of your standard orchestra rehearsal for middle level and for high
school.

How much time was spent on warm-ups, what kind of warm-ups were done, how much time was· spent on skill building, how much time was spent rehearsing
literature, etc.?

P lanningperjormances and selecting literature:
29. Describe your typical or ideal concert season for elementary orchestra.
·
Would you have fourth and fifth grade students perform as part of one
orchestra, or should fourth grade students perform separately from fifth
grade students?
When would you have elementary students perform arranged "concert
series'' pieces, instead of music from a method book?
30. Describe your typical or ideal concert season for middle level orchestra.

31. Before describing your typical or ideal concert season for high school orchestras, please
explain how your high school students were split into separate orch~stras.
. And how were the students placed in chairs or a seating arrangement?
32. Now please describe your typical or ideal concert season for high s~hool orchestra.
Include the frequency and number of concerts per school year.
33. Describe how concerts were planned (i.e., did your musical selections follow a theme? Did
your concerts "teach" the audienc·e or advocate for music, etc.)?
34. How far in advance did you plan the repertoire for each concert season?

3 5. Did you have a regular cycle of core repertoire that you us,d with your orchestras?

Maior Events:
36. Describe the tours made by your high school concert orchestra.
What was the value of tours for your students?
What went into planning a tou·r, in terms of the events while on the tour,
administrative support, fundraising, etc.?

37. Describe any other noteworthy performances, and how you prepared for them.
What was the value for your students?
3 8. I understand you hosted several world-renowned musicians and ensembles.
What was the value of these experiences for you students?
W~at went into planning these events?
)

39. Did your students participate in competitions? Why or why not?
_40. Are there any other events or projects that you would like to tell about?

Program support:
41. I understand you are an excellent school "politician."
What do you think were the qualities that made you good at it?
Please give some examples of your good politicking skills.

42. I understand you are a strong music advocate.
What were the qualities that made you good at advocating for music?·
How did you provide administrators, parents, and community members with
music advocacy information?
43. How did you involve the area .community in your orchestra program.
Did you advertise for concerts and events? If so, how?
44. How were you involved in your community?

Goals and philosophy! summary:
45. Overall, what were your goals for your orchestra program?

46. What was/is your philosophy about teaching strings?
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Why We Need Music
Why do we need music in an era when "the basics" are the rallying cry of politicians?
We need music because it demands independent thinking and communal effort. Students
must present themselves on stage with personal, coherent interpretations of the complex·
symbols that composers wrote on paper in many different cultures at many different
times.
We need music to teach kids not what to think, but how to think from the inside out and
that our emotions are equal in importance to our intellect:~
We need music to develop the reality of craftsmanship. There are millions of details
presented in a single performance that must mesh and work together across the ensemble
in order for the performance to be satisfying.
We need music to teach respec:t. Respect in listening and balancing the instruments or
· voices, respect for the genius of the composer, and respe~_for the skill that each
colleague brings to the moment.
We need music to help us define who we are. Great art represents our human heritage
over time. We learn that others have felt as we feel now; that others have been through
life before us and they left a legacy of artistic achievement. We need music to make us whole, to deepen our understanding, to create empathy
through feeling. No matter what your number on the ACT or SAT, it is not you. It is too
simplistic and cannot move the heart.
We need music to comprehend that life is not what "you've got," but who you are.
We need music to teach us, as Keats said, that beauty is truth and truth beauty.
James D. Hainlen
June 2004
Stillwater, Minnesota
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"Old woirk unfolds us
And· melody seduces,.
Understanding blooms
Petals of knowledge grow."
Suzanna Schlesinger, Class of 2001

The Stillwater
School District

Founded in 1918.

James D."Hainlen (1979-·present)
.John Pickan (1976-1979)
William Bastien (193!:-1944)
Beatrice Saftenberg(1918~193I)

:Jitliuater Ylrea Jr# Ytk{)! .<&HCl!lt· ~rcbtra
District 834 Board of Education

Orchestra Philosophy
The Stillwater string

rrogram has nine

Roland Buchman
Mary Cecconi
Deb Gerke
. Ann Gillen
David "Choe" Junker
Mdva 1:u«:ike, Chairman
Karen Rose

secoridaty orchestras. and eightee~ elemen-

The Stillwater School
Districtsffetches over 30
miles al.ong the scenic.
St. Cro"ix River and covers
nearly 150 square miles.
and includes 19 municipalities and townships.
· Stillwater School District·
was established as one of
Mi1Jnesota's first. schools in
1849 (a year before statehood was granted}. !SD .
834 now has over !),300
studnrts enrolled in 12

tary string classes which

r_ehearse atotal of

51 times each week. -:Lessons are given in
small groups during the school· day on a

weekly basis in elementary school and on an
every other week basts in secondary schools.

District 834 Administration

Students are encouraged. to. srudy with prichamber musi~ Advanced students are ·..

Kathleen· Macy, Superintendent _
Mary.Jo Weingarten, Deputy
Superintendent, Curriculum and lristruction . · .

guided into youcli ·symphony auditions,

.S~AreaHighSchooi

summer music camps, ap.d other musical

Administration

vate teachers in technique, theory, and ·

activities sU:di as Minnesota High School
Listen,ing Team, ·Minnesota High School
.Composers Contest, and Schubert Club. .

.

James D.- Hainlenhz directed the.
. Stillwater Orch~tra since 1979. During
. _that time the Orchestra program has grown

.

Chuck.~riscoe, Principal_
· Mary Pat Cwnmi~ Juhl, Assistant
Principal
.
,
.

schools (nine elementaries,

The Orchestra sttlf 11\eets monthly to coor--

_two junior highs, and one

di.r:iate curriculum, plan recruiting, schedule

150 students. Hainlen was honored in 1994

Deb Hen~_11, Assistant ~cipal
Vtrginia Kruse, Assistant Principal
Sherman Danidson, ,Activities: Director

joint concerts, and do strategic· planning.

as the Minne$Ota Orchestra Mu.sic Educator

Stillwater String Faculty

senwr high}; and in thr.
district's area learning . ·
program for ~t-ris~- stu.dents, Early_ Childhood
Special Education
programs; and Early
ChiUhood Family Center.

.

-

from one enswµ,le to three orchestr::IS with

Th~ string staff makes. considerable effort tp

Liz _Deger, Stillwater Jr. High
of the Year and in 1995 he was named the
build on the strengths of the program, man- _ winner of the American String Teacher
Julie Guerber, Oak-Land, Jr. High, AftonLakeland, Andmen, Lake Elmo; Rutherford
· age weaknesses, be aware ~f threats and rake ·
Educator of the Year for MinnC:5oci.. He has ·
'James:
Hai;nlen, Stillwater Area High School,
advantage .ofopportunities;
served as the stat~ president of ASTA and
_Marine on Sc; Croix
Curricular Themes
was the-fo~dingdiair of die River Valley
. Marla OknC!, Lily Lake, St. Croix Catholic,
Arts·
Council
Stonebridge, Oak Park, Withrow·
1be high sclfooi curriculum is planned each
year with an overarching theme. In recent

Hainlen received his Bachdor's Degree from

SAHS Music Faculty

School Oak-Land and

years we have considered ~o~ the arts

the University of Minnesota and his Master's.

Stillwater funwr f{igh

memorialize people, placesand deeds, the

.Degree from the Uciversicy of Wisconsin in

Mary Brunnei Band
Paul Kile, B~~ Larry Neuman, Band
Erik Christiansen· Choir
Angela Mitchell, Choir

Stillwater Area High

·~

Schools, and Stonebridge

acts

of aesthetic creation, 1:11e place.of silence -

String Devdopment with Marvin Rabin.

and Oak Park Elementary

within sound, and this year, how music r~p-

schools have been named

resents a legacy of artistic creation. We have

for his PhD and is currently writing his the-

explored the legacy of those who preceeded

sis.. ·Hainlen has twice been a visiting sum-

National. Schools of
Excellence. Stillwater has
been recognized for its fine
arts programs on state and
natwnal. levels.

He has recently completed his course work

us and our contributions to the legacy of the .. mer scholar at Hazyan{ University and was
future.- These them~ ~ explored in con-

sdecced to participate in a NEA grant at

cert programming, lectures, seminars, poetry,

New York University. He conduaed for

and visual arts. Each ·student is challenged

.Greater Twin Cities Youth Symphony for six

to achieve at the highest level artistically and

years and has.presented at state, regional,

thoughtfully consider the profound contri-

and national conferences on metaphor and

bution of the arts in our lives.

imagery in music.

Program Cover Art; Linnea Engblom
Graphic Design, Nancy: Martin ·

"Legacy is music
gliding downwaird~
Weightless light"
Jessica Holland, Class of 1999

The concert is dedicated to Wiftliam L. Jones-a creator of legacies.

i
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"It should be ones goal
·
even if_soHtary,
to ·be. one that. iriakes

Nervous sHence faUs,
Bows materiaHze, · ·
P~ised and. prepared,
They begin as one b.eing
Each· acting as a
Single brep1th -

things different
to ·be the one who
thinks the· Tho~ght.".
Lee Langer, Class of 2000

Shaun Kwosek, Class of 1999

I

Straight· Line (1998),

Carleton Macy

Commissioned by Chamber Music St. Croix for the Stillwater Concert Orchestra (manuscript)

Straight Line was written during the summer of1998 after devastating straight line winds whipped through much ofthe Twin
Cities neighborhoods: My intentions.in the music are to create.the i~tense.enagy and motion ofthese winds, and ~ot the
wind itself. There i:S hard/.y a m~ment when this driving motion ceases; even th_e end is not so much a conclusion a:s
simply 4 cessation'.
·

21e1~ r.¥od 3fut£ m-Jdutl
Five°\'ariants of '_~ives ~4

Lazarus, (1939) Ralph *sugban- W.Jliams

Commissfoned by the British Councii to represent English:music ~t the 1939 World's Fair in America
(Oxford University Press, rental)

Thi,r complex,. lirooding co'mpos#ion is based on folkson'gs collected b Vaughan-Williams. ·The openingtheme comes from
.Norfolle 1!'h~ it was known 'as 'The Murder ofMaria Monk in· the Red Barn.' The same tune also is known in Ireland
(The Star of CQ.unty Down}~ in Scotland (Gildenrj), and in England as the hymn, 'Come All ~ FaithfiJ-Christians.'
Vaughan-Williams fragments the ·in_itial theme t:tnd sp#ts the string sections into 1Opart divisi to crep.te great ~lodic
complexity.· The .title refers to the Biblical narr,atipe ofexcess (Dives) and humility. (Lazarus). Vaughan- ~lliams created
an artistic work that exploresprolixitj and sparsity to make its aesthetic impact.

Concerto in C ~jor for Piano, Vlolin,

and Cello (1808), Ludwig van Beethoven··

Opus 56 Allegro (Lucks Music, rental}

Greg Anderson, piano, Class of2000
Marlena Chow, violin, Class of 1996

Adam Cathcart, cdlo, Class of1994
.The Triple Concerto was first performed publicly in L~ipzig in April 1808. W'e have little· knowledge about this work and
much ofwhat is commonly repeated, °probably is incorrect. What is clear is the cello part is difficult, the piano part is
moderate and the violin part is between the two in its challenges. TheAl.legro movement begins with a mysterious foe{ing
generated by the cellos and basses and the odd phrasing {4+5+1). The key structu~es·continue the sense ofdislocation-by
modulating from C to A flat major, wandering near G major, then returning to C major. -The importance ofthe_ repeated
eighth-nous arim at this point a~ draws w into the cello exposition: The development ts launcked by the.solo_ cello and
lands~ in A major, again a remote key. The recapitulation begins.with the foll orchestra statingthe opening theme.
The first movement end swith a lively Piu A~. ·-

Stay 'n See (1982) Eddie Karam
(Lucks Music, rental}

Stay 'n See was written by Eddie Karamfor the New American Orchestra in 1982. It represents a combination of

musical forces that is far too rare on a compositional basis and perhaps too rare in the realm ofschool music programs.
This composition requires the ming section to be every bit as competent in jazz.phrasing as the jazz band. The legacy of
jazz is clearly contained .in the parts as they are marked with names ofthe players for whom they were written: Bud Shank,
alto sax; Snooky Young, trumpet; andBill ~trous, trombone.

!lii!ktter Ylrea .7fffiYr:k(JI ~ncert fJrt:ktm
James D. Hainlen,.Conductor

~

Gireat art iin not the reteUing
of events pa~tNotthe' who-to-foirs, _which-ways\

where-whens of·histoiry.
Art is the re-experiencing
.of Hfe in the past,
As it will be in the future .
It iis the feeling of what once was, .
'OJr-

·

As ii( stiU 'is.
Isaac.Kulka, Class of 1999

Cti,lum Macy (b.1944) is a Professor of Musi~ and chair of the Music
Department at Macalester Gollege. He teach; theory and c~mposition as .
well as "directing the Mac Jazz Ensemble, the Collegium Musicum; and ·
the New Music Ensemble. For 10 ~ he has been a member of the
-Minnesota Chinese Music :&tsemble. His compositions have been,played
throughout_ the United States and Europe and have been recorded ~n the
INNOVA and dapheneo record labels.·
Greg Anders0"2 pianist, is a junior at Stillwater Area ffigh'. School. ' .
He ~ studied piano for eight~ with Kim Craig at ££.e St. Thomas
Conservatory of Music. Anderson has been a first place winner in
Schubert Oub and Thursday Musical competitions. This past November
he placed first in the St. Paul Pian? Teacher Concerto Co~p~tion per- .
. ._ forming the Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major. He has been a
. national finalist in the Music Teacher's National Association Baldwin arid
Yamaha Piano Competitions. Anderson is also a composer, and in
January was named the Minnesota High School Comp~r of the Year
for his ";Fantasy for P!3Jlo:"
Adam C4ibcart, cellist, is a 1994 graduate of Stillwater Area High
School.and a December 1998 graduate of Cl~elanilnstitute of M~ic.
He was a student ofJoshuaXoestenbaum {St. Paul Chamber Orchestra)
while in high school and Anthony Elliot (St. Olaf), and Allen Harris
(CIM) in college. He performed the Triple Concerto with the Stillwater
Orchestra during his seruoi: year in high schopl and soloed on the Elgar
µllo Concerto in the Spring Con~rto_ Concert. He currently performs
.with the_Erie PA Symphony and is beginning the process of graduate·
schoof a~ditions. .

Ma~ Chow, violinist, is a.junior ~t New England C~nservatocywhere she_is·a student of Makom Lowe {Boston,Symphony). While at
Stillwater she studied with Young N~ Kim {University of Minnesota)
and Mary W~: She performed the Beethoven Triple Concerto with the
. ~Stillwater Orchestra in 1993, playing the piano. While in high school
she performed the Vieuxtemps Violin Concerto and the Mende~ohn
_Piano ·Concerto in g minor ~th the Stillwater Orchestra. She also performed clie Saint-Saens fu.troduction and Rondo Capriccioso with
Hugh Wolf and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra and soloe4 numerous
times with the Greater Twin Cities Youth Symphonies.

Larry Neumann directs the Jazz Band and Varsity Band at Stillwater
Area High School. Besides his high school duties, Neumann direcrs the
Century Co~ege Jazz Ensemble and performs on the saxophone in various venues throughout the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. On working with
. the Orchestra/Jazz Ban4 combination, Mr. Neumann comments that he
has had a lot of fun. creating a "swingin' string section."

Stillwater High School Orchestra
(651) 351-8202

hainlenjd@stillwater.k12.mn.us
http.//galileo.sti/lwater.k12.mn.us/sahs/music/orch/

Histoiry of our ancestors is the light
thrown upon _us.
Sfow and cautious is this light,
afraid to reveal too much.
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CONNECTING MEANING AND MUSIC
Speech to MMEA February 18, 2005
Robert Frost said: "A poem begins in delight and ends in wisdom." Let's
- change that to music: Music begins in delight and ends in wisdom.

But music!

also begins in sadness, and love, and rejection, and tragedy and eiids in, wisdom.
Interdisciplinary teaching is the curiosity to connect the meaning with the music.
\

It is curiosity that drives the rehearsal not perfection.
Three stories:
1.

I judged a music contest once and listened for an entire Saturday. Driving·

home I realiz_ed that I had not heard one performance that moved me~ I he<;ifd
excellence, l heard good fingers, but I didn't hear emotion or meaning.
2.

·r

A good friend and fine conductor said to ,me:_"ifl can.get them to play in

rhythm and in tune - I don't know what to say after that."
3.

I retired iri last June. I know now what you don't know. Out of all of the·

cards, e-mails, and phone calls, not one student thanked me for teaching them the
difference between F# and F natural. Not one[ They thanked me for sharing wisdoni, passion, insight, caring, curiosity. Music is 'e medium to the meaning,
Sff when I was driving home that day I resolved to start see~g the language
of meaning in my rehearsals. It became all right to miss notes but not meaning or
emotion. That meant that I had to try to learn the language of the transcendent.
That which we share with other human beings that transcends mere existence and
moves to meaning. I started on the journey by thinking that all of the arts shared a
common aesthetic content. That poetry, visual arts, dance, literature, and music
were all symbolic ways to express the inexpressible.
Late last spring we had yet another workshop day on technology. Leaving the
workshop the AP Physics teacher said to me, "We don't need to learn a darn thing

I

.~
I
~

more about _computers - I want to listen to you talk about how you can still love
teaching and be curious about music after 33 years. I'm in my 15th year and I have
lost the joy of teaching."
So if curiosity, joy, and wisdom are what you want in your teaching, then you
are ready to expand into interdisciplinary education. You are ready to break the
boundaries of perfection of notes and lack of emotion. You are ready to seek the
intersections of science and humanities, the ambiguity of spoken emotion and
artistry of musical emotion.
After trying for several years to capture what I wanted in single assignments I
moved to all-year ~urricular themes. It allowed me to delve into one big idea from
multiple ways - multiple intelligences if you will. I chose the theme in the spring
for the next year,-researched and wrote the curriculum in the summer, and
implemented it like a jazz musician, with lots of improvisation, during the year·.,
,

..

Memorializing people, places, and deeds was an early theme. We played
Memorial to Lidice by Martinu and studied the mass murder at Lidice, Czech. We
explored hatred, hope,_and symbolism in the music. Because Martinu ends the
piece with the French Homs playing the motive from Beethoven's 5th Symphony".
We had another year long study of the "Languagq of Music and the Music of
Language," ending with a seminar with Libby Larsen and Bill Holm. The students
read their poetry and played their own compositions.
(

The physics department and the orchestra spent a year working together on
Comprehending the Incomprehensible. That is did the art of a time reflect or
precede the scientific discoveries of the era. We studied art and Einstein, and even ,
the scientists concluded that the artists were portraying relativity before Einstein
articulated it.
Last year we spent the year on Ambiguity and Certainty in poetry, painting,
and music. We started by acting out Ode On A Grecian Um by Keats and .
2

I

considered whether beauty is fn:Ith and truth is beauty and indeed whether that is
all we need to know.
Our initial poetry assignment was on St. Francis and the Sow. Let's do it .
together. We will read the poem and you tell me whether the line is ambiguous or
certain.
Read the Poem:
Now summarize in one or two sentences what the poem is about.
How·can we confidently say the poem is about how we feel as people when
the entire poem is about pigs and flowers?
An interdisciplinary curriculum cannot be given to you, because you are the
curriculum. You must know your own strengths, you must know what interests
you, .you must know what you are willing to wor~ on, before you can present it to
your students.
1

I have had people observe me work with the students on music and poetry.
They call me two months later and say, I used $e same poem but it didn't work. I
simply say, "Do you like poetry?" "Do youunderstand poetry?" When they say
no, I say, "Did you expect it to be so simple?"
These are the questions we considered last year
Read on art,
Read on poetry,
Read on music.

This is one result.
Share Alex Hall's window painting.
What is gained?
I believe we take students to a new understanding of the artistic process. I
believe we take them to a new level of insight into the artistic product. I believe
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that_ when they write about if, create a poem about it, paint a picture about it, do a
dance with it that we move to the level of meaning; enactment of meaning, and the
great questions of meaning in life. Music is now the vehicle for placing our lives
.
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in the context of those who have preceded us and searched for love, for what
makes us human, for a sense of order out of chaos.
If you are ready for that kind of teaching - you are ready for interdisciplinary
education. It is not a package it is yourself that you offer to the students. Not
perfect but curious. You begin in· delight, you begin in doubt, but you end in
wisdom.
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"Every object rightly seen unlocks a new faculty of the soul."
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Barry Lopez, author of Crow and Weasel relates that the Innuit word for
storyteller me~n_s: ''the _one who create the atmosphere out of which truth reveals itself"
I'd like to change that to music teacher~ The music teacher is one who creates the
atmosphere out of which truth.reveals itself.
The Zunni people of the Southwest believe that they emerged,from the four caves
of the lower region. The earth was covered with water, huge animals and beasts of prey
·,
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roamed the earth. The children of the sun dritrd the earth with arrows of lightning. The
animals that escaped remain today; the animals that were turned to stone are petrifactions
of the spirits and mediate between people and the gods.
This creation myth of the Zunni is an accurate depiction of the creative process
common to the artistic process. We shine_the white hot li~ng of effort on our internal
landscapes which are covered with shapel~ss water and unknown beasts. The artistic
symbols and artifacts which emerge mediate from our privileged inner world to the world
we share as human beings. So why do we instead create in, Vachel Lindsay's words so
many "leaden eyed children?"
I became very aware of this, 10 years ago when I judged a music contest of 50
string players.. I realized that no matter what the level of music was performed not a
single student played with even a modest bit of musicality. I was dumbstruck that here
were 50 high school students performing, presumably at their best, and nothing of
aesthetic beauty or truth came through. Nothing! I asked myself, "If Yo Yo Ma played
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the same music what would be the difference?" If the student had selected the correct
level of music why was there so little musicality?
I decided then that I needed to move from teaching music to teaching what I was
passionate about and my passion was poetry. To try and increase my own student's
sensitivity for musical performance I started reading poetry to them and explaining both
how it worked and what it meant. It is easier with words than music because you don't
have to have the same level of theoretical understanding. Aft~ reading poetry we moved·
to writing poetry: First based on simple assignments then based on the music we were
performing. But we constantly strived for ~metbing more pro~ound in om
performances.

Common Aesthetic Content
I think that all people respond to the common aesthetic content of the arts.
Amheim supports this in his book, New Essays on the Psychology of Art," ... expression
is the capacity of a particular perceptual pattern to e:x;emplify through its dynamics the
.1

structure of a type of behavior that could manifest itself anywhere in human expression."
(Amheim p.222) That is an academic's way of saying that music really does express
human emotion and feeling. But we shy away from ~s by saying, "don't pin me down."
We say the Schubert Quintet is not really a retrospective on life, its just notes. The
Planets by Holst? Why it was probably an accident that Holst was immersed in astrology
at the.time. We talk about music's emotion but we fear to tread the path to its conclusion
- that we have an obligation to talk to students about meanitjg. Ellen Winner in Invented
Worlds states, "the reason for music's expressivity is the fact that the structure of music
mirrors the structure of emotional life. Music sounds the way moods feel. Music is
structured in terms of tension and release, motion and rest, fulfillment and change. These
subtle and swift alterations mirror precisely the subtle fluctuations of mood to which we
· are subject."
I believe that in addition to talking about teaching music as emotion, we must
create multiple pathways for people to reach that filament of truth, that is, the_aesthetic.,
importance in each artistic artifact or performance. Even in music class we must assume
that there are a variety of ways each student can arrive at the most profound
interpretation. I believe the work of Gardner is of vital importance to fine arts teachers to
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understand and put into practice. Gardner concludes there are 7 types of intelligence:
Linguistic, Musical, Logical-Mathematical, Spatial, Bodily-Kinesthetic, Knowledge of
Self, and Knowledge of Others. In applying this to a three week lesson on.key signatures
and the circle of 5ths I deliberately taught the. lesson in 26 different ways. We danced
circles of 5ths, we painted th~ drew them on the chalk board, played them, diagriuned
them on our instrumeii.ts etc. On the test I asked 25 students to list the one best way they
. discovered for learning key signatures? The students responded by listing 18 different"best ways." We truly are diverse people who perceive the world of learning in
individual ways.
By combining an approach to music that uses multiple intelligences with common ·'
aesthetic content students have a chance to pick a pathway that works for them to get to a
niore profound level of musical understanding and' performance.
But I also tie this into -a healthy do~e of self-knowledge. Theodore Roethke lists .

four tasks of adolescence that precede adulthood:

1: The multiplicity of chaos in contemporary society
2. The way and means to establish a personal identity in the face of chaos
3. The nature of creation, the need to bring order out <?f disorder
4. The nature of good and evil - the nature of God
These are the things adolescents grapple with, these are the pathways to adulthood. By
asking students to be involved in this introspection at the s~e time they are ·exploring
I
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multiple pathways to beauty and truth you get some remark*ble artistic examples.
Music arises from myth and ritual. Joseph Campbell believes that life giving
myths instruct people in two things.
1. That culture existed before you. and
2. That culture will exist after you die
-

This is what Keats was getting at in the Grecian Um. The artistic artifact both existed
before us and will continue after us. This is what we are about every day in music and
the arts. Not only do the great works of art exist before us but those works and others
that are being created today will exist long after us.
. Review with me the opportunities of the music class I am describing: a class with
profound aesthetic content, a class that connects music to the other arts, a class that
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presents knowledge using the model of multiple intelligences, a class that promotes selfknowledge, a tie-in with myth, ritual, and tradition. All of this on top of fingerings,
bowings, pitch, group attitude, rhythmic precision and the other requirements of musical
excellence.
So, enough philosophical meditation! How do we put this into practice with
students? If music creates the atmosphere out of which truth reveals itself, as does dance,
poetry, drama, sculpture, and painting, then how do we create this atmosphere for
students? Let me share sample poems that students have written in response to
assignments. (See attachments)
Statement of Personal Effort:

Fingers

Personal Reflections

For My Grandfather

Symbolic Representation

Beyond

Musical Interpretation

On Playing a Haydn Concerto

Music Defined

It's Beauty is Infinite

Privileged Insight - Abuse

Moving Swiftly

Life and Death

The Life

Humor

Dancing Iguana

Aesthetic Insight

The Swans in the Willow

Adolescent Loneliness

Analogous to a Raindrop

Leaming to assist students to put their work in the context of the great works of art that
have come before them is the great task of the teacher. I would suggest other categories
for consideration are; personal story ofrejection or abuse, effort versus achievement,
cultural understanding, alternative viewpoints oflife, great myths restated
How do we share this great wealth of student generated work in the Stillwater
Orchestra? We have music/poetry/art shows for parents that are not concert centered.
We have the poems and art mounted and displayed in the orchestra room. We print the
poetry in the concert programs. I encourage students to enter their poems and paintings
in the student artistic journal for the school. I encourage students to enter their works in
state and national contests. We look for all avenues to connect the student art work with
a real audience.
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To re-visit and pre-visit your life through art is to wonder about your life in this
world. It is the journey of Joan Miro in his painting at the National Gallery, Mural

Paintings for a Temple. It is to ask the questions, how can color, form, and texture
capture the exquisite paradox of knowing and not knowing? Or the artistic knot of
knowing that anything worth believing is worth questioning. Art invites you to take a
thread of childhood, a moment from the past and tease out of it an unknown future.
To re-visit and pre-visit your life through art is to know that Shakespeare's
Richard III, is not just about English history, or its importance and meaning would have
been long past. It is about the temptation to use power to make everything turn out the
way you thought you wanted it to - and who cannot imagine giving into that temptation?
To re-visit and pre-visit your life through art is to know that Madame Butterfly is
a beautiful opera but it really asks us to make a decision about using another for our own
ends and then discarding them. Don't think for a moment that adolescents don't face this
dilemma? Or adults for that matter!
This is the setting I try to create:
Go to the art room, have a variety of media available from clay to paint to
drawing charcoal. And lots of paper of all kinds, sizes, and colors.
I simply say connect motion to motion, color to color, and shape to shape.
Articulate yourself in the moment. I know I resisted this for so long because I could hear
several of my college professors saying "music is just music, nothing more or less than a
collection of pitches in a certain rhythm." But I can say now, they were wrong. Music
does what words cannot do, so does art, and ironically so does poetry through the magic
of metaphor.
The purpose of learning is not to get high scores on the SAT but to offer hope for
living humane, ethical lives. The quest for knowledge starts with facts and ends with
curiosity, that which connects us on a human level to all. So the gift we give our students
is to take themselves seriously. The arts are not trivial. They are profound, and it is a
dereliction of our trust if we do not hand on to the next generation respect for the past and
hope for the future.
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Poetry Samples
Statement of Effort
Fingers
fingers moving swiftly along the fingerboard,
moving to forbidden places that cannot
be reached easily but somehow are.
fingers moving like little frogs hopping from
one note to the next,
sometimes they don't quite make it.
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Sophomore 1994 (Seitz, Violin Concerto)

Personal Reflection
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My solo is for my Grandfather
He died, and I felt pain,
anguish and hopelessness
fear and exhaustion
anger and ·sorrow
I worked to impress him
I needed his pride.
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Mendelssohn is the
surprise
anger
exhaustion
my trying to accept
and understandHe is gone.
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Senior 1994 written in 1991 (Mendelssohn, Violin Concdrto in e minor)
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Symbolic Representation .
Beyond
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Head down, face pressed against the sand, &_ ~cr+t{
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· realize, it's okay now.
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Whispering slow
. a lyrical life is strung out
For all to see and hear
finally
a weight is lifted
from the shoulders
of the tone
so that it can celebrate and dance
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S0phomore 1994 (Wieniawski, Vio~in Concerto in d minpr)
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Musical Interpretation·
On Playing a Haydn Concerto
La da-da-dah
ba da da da ~a da

yut tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu-tu
badahdadah
Words spread
~
~r
_t_:- h,.
r~
1
Oilon water
"The
._rfl\
OT Cl-"'tt,C-"ni_~<:. WO ",,
.
Rainbows in a round
_'is ~ osf i'ts C < ) t \ - ~ M-e«:,ut,.'.li\i!i
Crrcles spread further away, the rainbow fades
Go back to the center to ~d the beginning

~

by-yah
ba da dum ba-dum ba-dum
Dive through the rainbow .
Deeper than the darkness
. Pressure makes each breath live
Melt mto the string
become the connection
I am
feeling

the

y-dadum
Senior, 1994 (Haydn, ~llo Concerto in C)

Music Defined
Music
It's beauty is infinite
.
'
Yet still young
The feelings it stirs up are eternal
somehow still new
'
I play it and feel
connected to the past

-

+ke.

The notes are from another's mind
also, from mine
The emotions, similarly are
the composers and mine

Music is the equalizer
When it plays- everyone is
connected~
Sophomore 199~ (Corelli, Violin Sonata)
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Privileged Insight
Moving Swiftly·
Moving swiftly
Looking side to side
Peering through the shadows
for some invisible light
suddenly to my left,
illuminated not to my eyes
But to my heart
Is a child, playing.
Playing not a child's game,
But a game grown-ups would.play,
In a childish way.
Making eerie music from a plastic instrument,
She believes it's beautiful,
_
though it's the most hideous sound on earth.
I leave her in the dust
Clutching ~e child-grown instrument,
In the fog of my mind.·
I move-on, the corriqors ofmy life.
I had thought they" would be so full,
Yet,
They seem frighteningly empty.
Strange to one· who has thought
She had done so much. On through the nebulous atmosphere
The furtive light appears again
the girl stands slightly taller
her hair darker
her face more clouded
Loss of innocence
No more than eleven
Loss of innocence
She stands on a stage
Fractitiously repeating lines of a play
that means nothing.
yet, she loves it. ,
She loves being someone else for awhile
Saying she'd rather think of someone else
Instead of herself,
. Only, she's not old enough to think that.
But she is.
I watch no longer. _
I move even more quickly now,
Not wanting to look at each scene in the light
but knowing I must.
she grows older at each glance
But still a childWith a mothers look.
-Each setting like a sentence
a sentence for a crime I never committed.

),

I move still, my speed quickening,
Its pace no longer comfortable
Only freakish.
.
I want to stop, or at least slow down.
Please, please let me stop
I fly now, always my dream,
But now I long for earth.
Then
·There
The end.
Awall
With a visible light '
She lays in a heap,
I can see her still though.
Her face garishly painted With the marks of a girl
Who is expected to be ·a woman.
.
Her short life lays around her in many pieces
Though when traveling at the speed of light
It seemed a lot
It is nothing now.
And no one mourns
· Because there is no death.
Human death that is.
More the death of a dream,
Of amoral,
Of a chilahood.
she raises her head to look at me
Her eyes a glassy blue.
she knows she has to make a decision
but she knows not the choices.
she never had time,
To decide what they were.
Sophomore, 1991 (Capuzzi, Bass Concerto)

Life and Death
The Life
The sounds begin
full and luminous
Like Death
Exploring and weaving
through the jungle
suddenly through
the dense and thick
a clearing
a pure rich tone
full of life, soul, and will
Eager to tell a story
Of a life gone by
Of victory and triumph

Humor
Dancing Iguana
He said I should play with feeling
I feel like SPRITE
because i like ihe sprite in me
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A single stream of liquid,
.Rushing through hyperspace
and landing with a gigantic
SPLASH
Dousing
violin
with its tingling
Lemon-Lime Carbonation
Asa TALL,
Green Iguana
DANCES
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Junior, 1994 (Rode, Violin Concerto)

Aesth~tic Insight
The Swans
The swans in the willow tree saw
the moon leave its footprints behind
Taking flight, their wings found their place
pleasing the air while passing by.

Alone on the porch, the blind man awaits
the ceremony of wings that disturbs his placid tea. ·
1be tea forsees a new light
and ripples inside the china.

The man senses much.
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Junior 1994 (Handel, Violin Sonata No. 4)
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Fing;rs fl~g and jumping up
You ve forgiven~
, yourself for mourning
and the something for being lost.
so now it's off your chest,
and you rejoice
Loud
·
Boisterous
Fast
Frantic
Happy and ~yondwoi:ds that you write,
There are nQ _syllables _for these emotions,
so they must become,
·
for lack of a better expression
Music. ·
'
Sophomore 1994 (Handel, Violin Sonata No. 2)

Adolescent Loneliness
Analogous to a raindrop
in the interim
between cloud and ground
I feel fundamentally Alone
_
I have no song with which to compare
But I am not depressed
for I am gradually falling as sure as gravity
toward a destination
The fall is a lonely time
though,,an exciting time
Unfortumitely
I fell ~ly
b~
there ts no comfort in I._ first
because few understand ·what it means
until they fall
When the others look at me
I feel like I am under scrutiny
At the core of every raindrop is dust
Am I nothing more?
·
Sometimes I wish I couldjust·hit the ground
_
and disperse
That would reveal my core
and it would also destroy my integrity
No
I shall live my life falling
toward unattainable goals
slightly prematurely
but with the best of intentions.
Junior 1994
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APPENDIXG

ARTICLE ABOUT HAINLEN'S SPEECH PRESENTED AT GUSTAVUS COLLEGE
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF ARTS
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our. narrative. The meaning resides in the sym- Each generation has its own challenge. But it is
bolic not the literal in the arts.
generally an old challenge in a new disguise. ·
\
Every individual must come to personal under11iink of a thunder storm. ff you believe that standingofthemeaningofJifeforhimorherself.
I!
11~----------only the literal d~ption is accurate that as But our understanding of the meaning and pos!; J
lightning travels itheats the air in its path and the sibility for our lives is so much greater if we
sudden heating causes the air to expand and the. bring imagination, metaphor, ambiguity, paraair farther away is pressed into a smaller space dox to the moment It is from the transcendent
· so the air wave that results is thunder; you miss midst the mundane; simplicity midst chaos.
the truth of a thunderstorm as represented in imagination along with the literal, the Zuni
Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony or the ritual, fetishes, clouds that talk. ~eethoven's 6th symmade art of the Native American dance for rain phony, William Carlos Williams' poe111y and
Jaines Hainlen
or Vivaldi's Spring. It is our imagination which our performance of A Mighty Fortress that ·we
frees us from the literal!
_learn to imagine. Art allows us to wonder, to
prerehearse our lives, to move seamlessly from
When the Orchestra performed A Mighty For- the past to the present to the future and back in
~very object rightly seen un)ockS a tress(3) one response is the literal. It·· is in C a moment All the whi)e we watch Fried Green
Major and begins with a truncated chorale, Tomatoes, view a Joeffrey ballet. study a Joan
new faculty of the soul.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge moves to a development of melodic fragments, Miro painting or listen to Frankenstein bythen a thematically new fugue theme is played in Libby Larson, we are holdi~g up a minor to the
dialogue with phrases of A Mighty Fortres.1 meaning of our lives. Is there truth in beauty? Is
tie objects of spiritual importance to the Zuni
and the _final section is an exact quotation of the there beauty in truth? Yes, says the music in.A
jidians are fetishes. The creation myth 1,eJieved
hymn punctuated-by percussive outbursts.
Mighty Fo~. Yes, says John Keats in the
;, the Zuni people in southwestern United States
Ode on a Grecian Um when he combines the
'that they emerged from the four caves of the
;:>wer Region. The world was new and covered · But having understood that isn't there some- symbolic and the imaginative~ 'Thousi_lentfonn·,
. ith water. Earthquakes shook the ground, huge thing we missed_? ..Are there sounds not wholly dost tease us out of thought As doth eternity:
onsters and beasts of prey roamed the land. addressed to th_e earT' asks William Carlos Cold Pastoral! When old age shall this generation waste, Thou shalt remain, in midst of other
le Chil~n ·o~ the Sun dried the earth wi~ _~I~agis.J_n his poem 1k Orchestra,(4)
_woe 1ban ours, a friend to man, to whorit thou
rows of hghtmng~ Then they shrunk the ani 10~
. .
.
als, tmning them to stone.· The animals that" Did your mmd wander, trymg to resolve a say' st. 'Beauty is truth, truth beauty,' - that is all
:• . live ·today. Natuntl _concretions that ~nal.~roblem while you ?stened? Did the Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know."
e animals are the most valued fetishes JUxtapos1tion of the ch,orale with the drumming
:cause they are believed to be original pettifac~ ~m like
~ d e n t ~dst the noise of 1. 'The fJTSt two paragraphs 1iliC ~ 1 not
,ns and therefore dwelling places of the most !ife? Perhaps 1t was evtl assaul~~g good. Or was
quite exactly from ihe explal13tion caa,I at
.,tent spirits.
1ta_cultmal cl~?Themostspmtual communia Zuni festishdisplay at the Museum of the
cation of African culture, the drum, seeking
American Indian In New York City. I
resolution with arguably the most famous choandmade fetishes a1so have power in this
-'viewed
the display In July 1991 and:igive
'rder, they mediate between people and super- rale representing the spiritual traditions ofWest- .
them
fuU
credit for the explanations.
em culture? Or were you caught up in the ever
:ttural beings. All people, gods, animals, plants
IKI inanimate objects are related to each other. p~ent problem ofsimplicity midst compl~xity 2 1bese figures are from a speech by Nel1
and how we each seek to resolve that dilempia?
1igbtning. serpents and arrowpoints are closely
Postman to a seminar at the National Arts
lated. Humans because they are mortal, are
Research Center in July 1991 at New York
to say two important things today, this
•ioser to the animals than to the gods, but isrmthegoing
u
Diversity.
first Because of its ambiguity art gathers
:1irnals because they are mysterious, are closer
a cluster of meanings around it and you can
3. A Mighty Fortress, by Vaclav Nelhybel is
the gods than to people. (I)
search in the moment of participation for the
published by Kilby Ltd. Toronto
:·11en my second son was five, last surnmer, he specific meaning that applies to you.
4. The Orchestra by William Carlos Will::id to my wife...I know how to can Grandpa
Symbolic understanding is different than literal
iams in from Pictme 9 fmm Breughel mw.
::flo died to play." Linda said,,"Howr' Ste~en
understanding because of this cluster of mean~ ~ - Published by New Direcid, ..FU'St you find a cloud that is shaped hke
ings. The more complex, the richer, the more
tions in 1967.
·!randpa then you say Grandpa come doW~ and
paradoxical
even contradictory, the more it rep1ay with me." Did he know about ZUDI fethe complex, rich, paradoxical lives we 5. Saving IM Appearances by Owen
.':hes? No, but he exemplifies what intuitively licates
live.
·-. · ·. :. · ..-._Barfield. Published by Harcourt Brace
ists in us that makes us seek symbolic underand Jovanovich, New York.
mding.
'1magination is the cardinal virtue because the
~~
literaJness which supports idolatry is the beset- 6. For a stimulating discussion of John Keats
of art to communicate the hurnan story
ting sin of the age which is upon us!' Owen
poetry I recommend ]M ~ gf h2ho.
years old. 15,000 years oJder than
~ by Helen-· Vendler published by
Barfield
said
this
in
his book~ Im Ale
riting.(2) So that color, form, shape, sound ~d
Harvard University Press in 1983.
ovement al] pre-date writing in represenung pearances <5} This is the second important thing.
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District 834 -Orche~tra Enrollment

First Total of 2003

School

r

Afton-Lakeland
Andersen
Lake E.lmo
Lily Lake
Marine on St. c·roix
Oak Park
Rutherford
Stone bridge
Withrow
St. Croix Catholic

Valley Crossing
(District 834 residents)

Total B~gln_nera

Grade
Level
Bgn
Advan
Bgn
, Advan
Bgn

Advan
Bgn
Advan
Bgn
Advan Bgn·
Advan
Bgn
Advan
Bgn
Advan
Bgn
Advan
Bgn
Advan

Bgn
Advan
Bgn

Inst. by
Violin
Grade

-

Viola

53

0.31

1

0
0
0

0
1

0
0

40

0.24

0

0

25

0.15

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

48

0.28

·1a

0.11

34

0.20

0
.2

5

. 23
17
16

24

12
12
13
11

.4 ',

·7
6

9

7

.31

22

17
12

· 12

9
2
2
1
3
3
0

·1
2
2·
1
·5
2
4

1

0

7
7

2·
2
2
·3

lo
1

o.

43

0.25

3

1

5

1

47

0.28

0

0

1
0
0

1

0

0

,10

0.06

6

17
17
·27
16
19

8
_5
8
'' 8

0

0
0
0
0

0

18
10
10

7
2
4

28
3
7

19

.3
1

11

9

1

1

0

6
0
12

5

1

0

0

0
0

17

0

·O
0

12 ,

188

·111

27

4

1

1'88

24
51

·4

0

159

8

1

347

2

0

2
5

7.

I

1

3

· 39

347

220

67

7th grade

47,

6

8th grade
9th grade

28
23

31
15

Oak-Land JHS
Oak-Land JHS

FTE's
17 per .1

17

28

Oak~Land JHS

School
Total .

Bass

29

103

6th grade

Harp

Cello

'\

159

Total Advanced
Total ,Elementary

4

13

'4
6

2

8
,7
3

2

0

1

·O

1

0.10
0.07

'"1

·,

District 834 Orchestra Enrollment

First Total of 2003

Oak-Land Totals
Stillwater JHS
Stillwater JHS
Stillwater JHS

7th grade
8th grade
9th grade

-Stillwater Totals
Junior High Total

7th grade

Junior High Total

8th grade

Junior High Total

9th grade

76
73
249

Junior Hlah Totals

School

98
54
47·
50
151
. 101

Grade
Level

Inst.

by

'Grade

59

16.

18
9

5

0

3.

0

2
2
7

o·
0
0

0

32
30
24

. ,8

14

te

86

·32

26

63
45
37
145

16

17

12
20

14
'..13

5
4
3

48

44

12

0

Cello

Bass

Harp

10

7

-

98

0.58

151

0.89

0
0

'-

Violin ' Viola

4

249
S~b.o.ol

Total

FTE's
17 per .1
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EXAMPLE OF TRIMESTER GRADING SPREADSHEET
FOR HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT ORCHESTRA
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Trimester #1 Grading Spreadsheet

Concert Orchestra

NAME

POINTS
Asslanment Tvoe

I·,G/e' F/d. Play Circle· FP
C/a
FP
Wrk
PRIVATE
scale Scale Scale Test 5th
Art
Tube
Sheet
TEACHER
ft
. #1
*
•
Test
*
*
*
·35
35.
25
25
35
25
20
20

HW

HW

HW

HW

HW

Test

Test

HVV

Fall 2003

Play FB
Practice
Test Map·
Time
X2
*
#2
30
50 Max 120

HW

Test

,

Homework

Ctass
Ambiguity
11/16 Profess
and
room
Concert Concert
Certainty
Points
100
25
50
60
Classroom

Perform

Homework

Homework

..

-

.,

'
I

Grade SS Fall 2003 Home Computer
·'
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FINGER PATTERN WORKSHEET
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FINGER PATTERN WORKSHEET
Varsity Orchestra

I

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date Due___ Scorel..____ out oflOO

1.

Write.Out the Finger Patterns on the String Diagrams. Draw a ~
under the whole steps and a A over the half steps. A note about
numbers: finger numbers are Arabic and positions are Roman. A O is
the symbol for Thumb position on cello and bass.

2.

Write in the finger numbers for each finger pattern.

3.

Write out the notes for each finger pattern on each string in
·all positions; half position through seventh position on staff paper .·

VIOLIN AND VIOLA

open
string
FP#l
· FP#2
J

FP#3

FP#4

CELLO AND BASS

FP#l

FP#2

FP#4

FP#3

open string

1
I

APPENDIXK

FINGERBOARD DIAGRAM
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FINGERBOAR)) GEOGRAPHY

Name--------------

(Note -finger- Position.-Tuning Notes)

L..

~4i

APPENDIXL

ORCHESTRA ROOM EXPECTATIONS, CLASS EXPECTATIONS,
AND CONCERT PARTICIPATION EXPECTATIONS
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ORCHESTRA ROOM AND PRACTICE ROOM EXPECTATIONS
;,-"

1. You are guests in this school, you do not own it. Others precededyou and more will
follow. Respect the orchestra rehearsal room, the practice rooms and the building.
2.

There is no food allowed mthe room. You cannot eat hm,ch iµ the room. You cannot
have coffee or pop in the room. You may have bottled water at your stand if you need it
that day. Tuer~ is no gum, ever!

3.

Clean up personal items around your stand and locker each day.

4.

Do not put your feet on 'chairs or sit on the chair backs at anytime.

5. Do not bend, twist, hold, turn, or mutilate the stands.
6.

Do not fold, lose, crease, or destroy the music.

7. If you use something put it back. If you break something, please· tell me.
8.

You can use the CD player but the volume must be reasonable and you must turn it off
after you have used it. If you use it and walk out of the room you will lose the right to
use the CD player.

9.

You may us·e the phone in the orchestra room (not my office) with permission for
emergency calls. You may not use the phone for casual or personal calls.

10. Do not go into my office· or desk without permission.
11. · Do not open or use anything from my teaching cart.
12. You may not use the music librruy or take any solo ~r ensemble music out of the library
room.
13. Do not write on the blackboard or the whiteboard. You must wait until you are a teacher
to-do that.
-

14. The orchestra ~oom in heavily used each day. You are wb1come ·to study he~e, play
chess, play cards, play a relaxing game of spoons; but you must put the chairs back each
time you move them. If you make a mess, clean it up.
15. You can use your locker for books and other personal items but they cannot be placed
under the piano, left on the floor, or around the room.
16. Put your instrument bacJc in ·its locker each day following rehearsal. Close and lock the
locker door each time so that other people do not bang their heads on it.
17: For the safety of instruments, friends who are not in orchestra must stay outside the
orchestra room door at all times.
18. Short fingernails are a requirement for effective rehearsal. Dead cells do not mean more
than live music.-

Rehearsal Rules: Home Computer

CONCERT ORCHESTRA CLASSROOM·EXPECTATIONS
2003-2004
Concert Orchestra is a participation class. - The learning is done through classroom rehearsals, music
theory assignments, music history assignments, concert performances, solo performances, and ensemble
performances. Everyone in the orchestra is important to the success of the group. The experiences of this _
year contribute to a lifetime of musical memories and personal development. .
A. Course Outcomes: Orchestra stucfents will learn the relationship of weight, speed, and length in the
use of the bow. Students will learn and apply advanced bowing concepts that communicate musical
meaning. Concert Orchestra students are expected to know all 3 octave scales and arpeggios and
apply bowing variations. Cellos and basses must know thumb position. Violas and cellos must know
clefs in·concert orchestra. Students will continue to refine their posture and use physical warm-ups to
prevent injuries. The important eras of music history will be studied and the phrasing characteristics
of those periods will be applied to concert literature. All students will perform one memorized solb
for State Music Conte~. Participation in small_ ensembles is strongly encouraged to learn tJie
importance of personal contribution to the group. The aesthetic theme for this year is the study of
Ambiguity and tertainty in Music.
·
B. Required Materials: Students' instruments must be in excellent playing condition. Strings should be
new, the bow should have been rehaired within the last six months, and pegs should work well.
Students,.must have a personal cake·ofrosin an<La cleaning cloth in the case or locker. Violinists and
violists need a shoulder pad that holds the instrument steady while shifting. _All students must have a
three-ring binder, (one inch) with 5 dividers. Students.must also purchase Archive staff paper for
assignments (available for purchase at school).
C. Absences and Tardies: Tardies and ~excused absences in a performance class are unacceptable.
Students are expected to be in class and on time. It is impossible to teach again, the material that was
missed. Please contribute to the importance of school by not scheduling orthodontist appointments
during class time or planning family vacations while school is in session. Each tardy is a 5 points
deduction from the basic 100 points for class participation. After the third tardy the student must
make up 1 hour oftime after school(within 3 days). An unexcused absence is a 10 point deduction
and one hour must be made up after school (within 3 days).
I
..
1

D. Grading: Grading is based on practice time, classroom participation, concert attendance, written
assignments, performance tests and written tests. Concert Orchestra students must take notes on
lectures and tum in a variety of homework as_signments throughout the year.

E. Instrument insurance: Over the years I have seen many instruments damaged and recommend that
parents insure both personal and school instruments., Personal home insurance is often sufficient for
student priced instruments. More expensive instruments must be "scheduled" on the insurance
policy as an added rider. I recommend Neil .Trainor at, Awes Seidel Diversified Insurance in
Edina, MN. He can be reached at 952-925-4567 or FAX: 952-925-1034. Music Agency, Inc., has
provided insurance for several years to Stillwater students. You can reach them at 800-421-1283 in
Arlington, Texas.

-J

CONCERT PARTICIPATION
Concert attendance is a required part of Concert Orchestra. Please study the events calendar,
sign at the bottom and return to Mr. Hainlen by September 20, 2003.
A. Concert Uniform: Concert Orchestra members are required to wear:
Women - Black standard Concert Orchestra dress, black shoes, black hose
Men - Black Tuxedo, black shoes
Both men and women are expected to wear black dress shoes, sneakers are not appropriate
for concerts.
B. Music copyright laws restrict the copying of printed and recorded music. However, students
may legally make one copy of printed music for practice purposes. Original parts _are not
allowed out of the orchestra room on a daily basis so students must make arrangements to
have practice parts in their notebooks. At no time are students allowed to copy recordings·;
from the orchestra library to avoid purchasing a compact disc.
-

...

C. Religious· music: Music has an important historical relationship with the great religions· of the
world. If your family has deeply held religious'beliefs that conflict with any ofthe,music
chosen for a concert, please contact me and we can work out which mµsic your student will
learn and perform. No student will ever be asked to practice or perform music that violates
their beliefs. But, ·in fairness to the ensemble, I must know about the issue as early as
possible (within two weeks after the music is passed out).
D. Concert Dates: The Stillwater Orchestra Events calendar.lists all of the required events
for the year. Plea~e mark these events on your home calendar. The signatures of the
student and parent/guardian are a commitment to be on-time and present at each required
event. Other clinics, concerts, or events may be added throughout the year, you will be
notified in advance.
E. Prnfessional Concerts: Orchestra students are required to atjend 3 professional concerts
during the year. These events can include the St. Croix Cortcert Series, St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra, the Minnesota Orchestra, the Minnesota Opera, the Schubert Club recital series or
other professional events. The student must tum in the program as proof of attendance.
F. Private Teacher: All students in Concert Orchestra are expected to have a private teacher.
The difficulty of the music requires that those students admitted into Concert Orchestra
play at an extremely high level of proficiency. Students who do not make s_:µfficient progress
may be placed in Varsity Orchestra during the course of the school year.
G. Seating in Orchestra: Chair placement in Concert Orchestra is rotated throughout the school
year._ Parents/guardians should not view the placement as first chair equals the best and
· last chair equals the worst. The seating (excluding section leaders) rotates after each concert.
H. Family Vacations: I do not sign the release form for family vacations. Family vacations in
high school should be planned during the scheduled vacation dates. Missed class time cannot
be made up in a performance class.

,.
G. Letters of Recommendation: I am often asked to write letters of recommendation for
students. I am willing to do this with the following four considerations.
I. I must have the student information form and sufficient time (2 w~eks minimum)
-to write the letter.
·
·
2. The ·student must waiv~ his/her rights to see the letter and provide a stamped
envelope with the correct address at the time of the request. ·
3. I will write only one basic letter. The basic letter will be adapted for multiple
college applications and scholarship opportunities.
-.
4. I require a written (no e-mail or form letter) thank-you note from the student. Manners
would seem to make this automatic but sadly many students take the lettei: and
forget to even say a verbal thank-you. This is my small way of enforcing etiquette
and civility for what comes later in life.
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STILLWATER AREA HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
NOTETAKING AND STUDY GUIDELINES
"Nobody can give you an. education, you must earn it yourselr'

1

NOTETAKING IN CLASS AND STUDYING AT HOME
1. Complete outside assign~ents. · The more familiar you are with a subject the more
you can create a space in your memory into which new ideas fit.
2. Bring the right materials to class each day; pencil, notebook, staff paper.
3. Sit as close to the front as you can and listen carefully.
4. Pre-review what you know about the topic. Scan notes from previous class lectures.
5. Clarify for yourself exactly what you are expected to learn today.
6. Listen for introductory outline, transitions, key words, and concluding phrases."
7. Use the Cornell note-taking form_~t. (see back).
8. Stay alert- .it is your future you are creating:
a. sit with a straight spine, b. keep both feet on the floor, c. breathe in and breathe out
to rel ease tensi ori
9. Review notes for any concepts, ideas, and words you do not under~tand. Ask the
teacher the next day.
10. Form a stuqy group with other interested students to review the material.
11. Strive for clarity and neatness in penmanship and_ otganization.
12. Note taking is not the time to argue with the teacher- get the information down
and see the instructor later.
13. Take responsibility for your attitude and learning.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

BEFORE A TEST
Review material on a regular schedule.
Plan and schedule a review at least once each week of all notes.
Create a study checklist and keep track of your progress_.
Create mind-map summary sheets.
Create flash cards of important information.
Create a one page "super summary" of all the material for one class.
Predict the test questions from the in-class review.
Relate the material to what you already know.
A good night of sleep is better than one late night of studying.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SIX TRAITS OF EXCELLENT WRITING
Good Ideas; details, development, focus
Organization; interncµ structure that is thoughtful and clear
Distinctive Voice; tone, style, purpose, audience
Word Choice; precise language, phrasing, interesting words, expanded vocabulary
Sentence Fluency; correctness, rhythm, cadence
Conventions; mechanical correctness,

APPENDIXN

CORNELL NOTATAKING FORMAT ADAPTED BY HAINLEN
AND OTHERS AT STILLWATER HIGH SCHOOL
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- Class

--------Date

-----Format (lecture/video/etc.)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CORNELL NOTETAKING FORMAT
(Write out one sentence: what do you expect to learn today?) ·
(Draw a vertical line 1 Yz inches in from margin)

Write ~ey Words
Phrases
Dates
Q_uestion you have

Write Topic of the LectureNideo

1600 to 1720

I. Baroque Era
· Baroque era followed Renaiss~nce
A. -Characteristics of Baroque Music
Figure ~ass musfo with improvisation
Continuo played by harpsichord and cello
Ornamented Music played in the melody
B. Main Composers
Antonio Vivaldi
J. S. Bache. ·Historical Context
Followed the posting of Martin Luther's 95 Theses

listen and create a visual outline of the material

OTHER HINTS:
Copy all the words the teacher puts on the board
Use loose-leaf paper and 3 ring binder
Use only one side of the paperHighlight key words with a highlighter
Use your notes to learn

Develop Habits of Excellence
Sow an action reap a habit
Sow a habit reap a character
Sow a character reap a destiny
Charles Reade
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STILLWATER HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
Practice for Success
Learning to practice well is the most important thing you will learn during your study at
Stillwater High School. It is important precisely because you are not just practicing your instrument ,
but practicing your life. Ideally, you should learn tol 1. Select realistic,· progressive goals 2. Plan a
daily and weekly practice routine that works for your goals and the time .available 3. Evaluate your
progress against realistic criteria. Progress on an instrument is much like growing a tree; it needs a
little water and nutrition on a daily basis. It you concentrate all your practice on the night before a
lesson or a playing test you will make minimal progress. In other words, it is better to practice-20
minutes a night for 5 days rather than 1oo. minutes in one night.
Practice involves training the brain (remember your fingers have no brains, they do only what
your brain commands them to do), training the physiological structures of bones, muscles, tendons, a11d
ligaments and refining the listening skills of the ear. Deficiencies in any of these three areas will show
up in diminished performance success. Strive to consciously put the following ideas into practice:
really learn the printed symbols that stand for musical ideas, understand how to perform the "hidden"
structures of the music, demand phrasing that communicates emotional content by assigning emotional
words to notes and measures.

42 ways to practice and only one is playing straight through
Learning the Note Names. (pitch symbols)
1. Tap your foot and say the note names
2. · Tap your foot and sing the note names on pitch
3. Pizzicato the notes and ·say the note names
4. Pizzicato the notes and sing the note names, matching pitch
5. Shadow bow the notes and say the.note names
6. Shadow bow the notes and sing the note name
7. Walk the notes and say the note names
8. Walk the notes and sil!g the note names

.

I

Learning the Note Address (location symbols)
·
.
9. Tap your foot and say the musical address, ("2nd line on the stafft "3rd ledger line above the staff')
10. Tap your foot and sing the musical address
11. Pizzicato and say the musical address
12. Pizzicato and sing the musical address
13. Shadow bow and say the musical address
14. Shadow bow and sing the musical address
15. Walk the notes and say the musical address
16. Walk the notes and sing the musical address
Learning the Physical Location on your instrument
17. Finger the notes and say the location, "I on D,,
18. Finger the notes and sing the location, "3rd position 3rd finger"
19. Pizzicato the notes, say and sing the location
-20. Shadow bow the notes, say and sing the location
21. Walk the notes, say and sing the location
1

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Finger the notes and say the Finger Patterns out loud
Finger the notes and say the intervals between the notes, "1/2 step, 2 steps"·
Finger the notes and say the positions out loud, "3rd position, 7th position"
Finger the notes and say the relationship to the open string above or below, "a 4th, an octave"
Finger the notes and delineate the finger distances in inches or-fractions of an inch
Finger the notes and delineate the distances from' fingerboard markers, "1 inch above the body''
Measure the shift with a ruler, 1st finger placement to 1st finger placement, or previous finger to new
finger
-

Developing Rhythmic Understanding
29. Tap your foot and say the rhythmic value of the notes, in rhythm "quarter, eighth, eighth"
·30. Clap your hands and count the note values out loud, I & 2 & 3 & 4e&a
31. Walk the thythms and count the rhythms out loud
32. C_onduct the music and count the rhythms out loud
Applying the Stillwater Orchestra Rhythm Ruler to all music

(left band)

1

2

3

4

(left knee)

33. Move the hand and count the rhythms out loud
Applying Bow Direction to music
34. Shadow bow and say the bow directions out loud-,_ "down,_up, up''
35. Shadow bow and say the bow distribution out loud, "whole, half, half'
Discovering the Phrasing Concepts
36. Write out a human emotion word you are trying to communicate under each measure
37. Bow and say the dynamic markings out loud
·
;
38. Shadow bow and imitate the intensity and release of the musical line i' vocalizations
39. Draw an artistic "Expressive Performance Chart" of the music
Play the music, beginning slowly and going faster
40. Begin slowly and count mentally every note you play with a metronome
41. Repeat difficult measures 3 times before you proceed to new measures
42. Evaluate your progress and write out a personal
"Top Ten"
# 1. Practice your worst measures 10 times
#2. Practice your second worst measures 9 times
#3. Continue through your 10th worst measure, practice it one time
1

Write down your goals for tomorrow
Congratulate yourself on the progress you are making
Mark your practice time down and bring to school

Practice Routine (after Dorthy DeLay)
Practice time should always be no long~r than 50 minutes with a 10 minute break!
First Segment (Basics)
Left Hand
1. Articulation
2.· Shifting
3. Vibrato
4. Finger speed
Right Hand
1. Legato
2. Martele (Colle, Lance, Staccato)
3. Detache (Portato) 4. Bouncing Strokes (Spiccato, Sautille, Ricochet)
Second Segment (Scales)
1. Scales with rhythm and bowing variations
2. Arpeggios with rhythm and bowing variations
3. Double stops (3rd·s, 6ths, octaves)
Third Segment
Etudes as assigned
-Fourth Segment
Repertoire
Fifth Segment
Orchestra and Chamber Repertoire

J
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HAINLEN'S CURRICULUM PLAN FOR TRIMESTER 1
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1
TRil\fESTER l CURRICULUM OUTLINE - CONCERT ORCHESTRA 2003-2004.
ONE l\1INUTE TO SEATS: TUNING A: STRETCHING ROUTINE: SCALE ROUTINE:CHORALE BOOK: REHEARSE
ANNOUNCE1\1ENTS: CLEAN UP, STRAIGHTEN CHAIRS (OUTSIDE): MUSIC AWAY: (INSIDE): TEASER OR JOKE
SET UP THE ORCHESTRA AS FAR BACK IN THE ROOM AS POSSIBLE
SCALE/ARPEG. FINGER
CHORALE THEMA'.TIC
WEEK WARM-UP AND
ASSIGNMENTS/
BOOK
CONCEPTUAL
DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
DEVELOPMENT TESTS, EVENTS
Expectations Sheet
Do-re, re-do, re-mi 1st Position
Vertical
Friday: Introduce
1-1-1
Wed: Write Events
Grading/Behavior Sheets
FP
1,2,3,4
Tuning:
C Scale/Arpeggio
Ambiguity and
in personal
Wann-up Routine w/times
Written out/played String cycle
"Stop on
Certainty/ St.
(4 days) Practice Routine/Bowings
Calendars/ Historic
Events
Calendar/Signed
this
chord"
24
note
pattern
Rhythm
Francis
and
Sow/
Timeline/ Circle of
4 total
Rhythm Packets
Academic Festival
5ths Lecture
Tune/
Stretch/
Use
Red
Ball
2na
Position
,
Do-re,
re-do/
Vertical
Friday:
Bernstein
FP
Assign: Tube/
I-2-2
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics .
.pp 1,2,3,4
Tape: Ambiguity
Bow Crawl.
WS/FP Art
Tuni.ng:
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
G scale/arpeggio
String Cycle
and Certainty
Circle of 5ths Test
(5 days) Notebooks and students stand
and
conduct
. Rhythm
9 total
I-3~3
(5 days)
14 total
I-4-4

(5 days)
19 total
1-5-5
(5 days)
24 total

I-6-6

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in·
Nqtebooks and students stapd
and conduct

Do-re, re-do/
Bow crawl
D scale/arpeggio

3ra Position
FP 1,2,3,4
String Cycle
Rhythm

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

Do-re, re-do
Bow crawl
A scale/8.qleggio

4tn Position
FP 1,2,3,4
String Cycle
·Rhythm

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

Do-re, re-do
Inst. H;old
E scale/arpeggio

5m Position
FP 1,2,3,4 ·
String Cycle
Rhythm

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in

Do .. re, re-do
Inst. Hold

6th Position
FP 1,2,3,4

--·'

Assignment # 1
Create an artistic
work that
communicates a
personal emotional
Emotional moment
is deliberately
ambiguous in
interpretation:
1. Poem with at
Least 3 made up
words that we
understand by
context alone
2. Compose a
melody with a
Specific eµiotional
antecedent but is

Polish Inst. Check
strings,· rosin,
polish, bow,
cleaning cloth by
section leaders

MONDAY: FULL BOW, TUESDAY: LOWER HALF, WEDNESDAY: UPPER HALF, FRIDAY: SPICCATO
ALL ASSIGNMENTS DUE MONDAY, CORRECT IN CLASS ON FRIDAY

TRIMESTER 1 CURRICULUM OUTLINE - CONCERT ORCHESTRA 2003-2004
ONE MINUTE TO SEATS: TUNING A: STRETCHING ROUTINE: SCALE ROUTINE:CHORALE BOOK: REHEARSE
ANNOUNCEMENTS:CLEAN U~, STRAIGHTEN CHAIRS (OUTSIDE): MUSIC AWAY: (INSIDE): TEASERORJOKE
SET UP THE ORCHESTRA AS FAR BACK IN THE ROOM AS POSSIBLE
B scale/arpeggio
String Cycle
(5 days) Notebooks and students stand
open to
and conduct
Rhythm
interpretation
29 total
I-7-7
(3days)
32 total

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Do-re, re-do
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics .
Inst. Hold·
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand ' · F# scale/arpeggio
and conduct

WEEK

WARM-UP AND
CONCEPTUAL

I-8-8

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

(5 days)
37 total
I-9-9
(5 days)
42 total
1-10-10
(5 days)
47 total
I-11-15
(5 days)
52 total
I-12-12
(5 days)
57 total

7tn Position
FP 1,2,3,4
String Cycle
Rhythm

SCALE/ARPEG. FINGE;R
DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Do-re, re-do
Inst. Hold
D flat_scale/arpeggi

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & .Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/Write in·
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

Do-re, .re-do
Inst. Hold
A flat scale/arpeg

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

Do-re, re-do
Inst. Hold
E flat scale/arpeg

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks arid students stand
and conduct

Do-re, re-do
Inst. Hold
B flat scale/arpeg

Tune/ Stretch/ Use Red Ball
Rhythm Packet & Eurhythmics
Conducting Patterns/ Write in
Notebooks and students stand
and conduct

Do-re, re-do
Inst. Hold
F scale/arpeggio

3. Visual art work
that has ambtguous
symbolism for an
e!Ilotional certainty
CHORALE
BOOK

THEMATIC
DEVELOPMENT

ASSIGNMENTS,
TESTS, EVENTS

I

.I

\

.::..

MONDAY: FULL BOW, TUESDAY: LOWERHALF,WEDNESDAY: UPPER HALF, FRIDAY: SPICCATO
ALL ASSIGNMENTS DUE MONDAY, CORRECT IN CLASS ON FRIDAY

····j

TRIMESTER 1 CURRICULUM OUTLINE.- CONCERT ORCHESTRA 2003-2004
ONE MINUTE, TO SEATS: TUNING A: STRETCHING ROUTINE: SCALE ROUTINE:CHORALE BOOK: REHEARSE
ANNOUNCEMENTS: CLEAN UP, STRAIGHTEN CHAIRS (OUTSIDE): MUSIC AWAY: (INSIDE): TEASER OR JOKE
SET UP THE ORCHESTRA AS FAR BACK IN THE ROOM AS POSSIBLE

I;~; ~ I

TRIMESTER GOALS:

I

I I

MONDAY: FULL BOW, TUESDAY: LOWER HALF, WEDNESDAY: UPPER HALF, FRIDAY: SPICCATO
ALL ASSIGNN.IENTS DUE MONDAY, CORRECT IN CLASS ON FRIDAY

__J
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CIRCLE OF FIFTHS WORKSHEET
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· CIRCLE. OF 5THS WITH MAJOR AND MINOR KEY SIGNATURES
RELATIVE MINOR KEY SIGNATURES
Same Key Signature - Different starting (tonic) note
1. Write the sharps and flats in order 2. Fill in the numbers of sharps and flats inside the
Circle of.5ths 3. ·write the major key signatures outside the circle in upper case letters
4. Write the relative minor kel signatures inside the circle in lower ~ase letters. The
relative minor begins on the 6 step. of the major scale (down 3 half steps from the tonic)

Flats

Sharps

PARALLEL MINOR KEY SIGJATIJRES
Same starting (tonic) note - Different key signatures
1. Write the major (upper case) and parallel minor (lower case) key signatures together -.
inside the boxes. Start in the middle with Cc. The major key signatures come from
outside the Circle of 5ths, the minor key signatures come from inside the Circle of 5ths
2. Write the major key signatures above the boxes and the minor key signatures below.

+
1111 I I I I I I I I I I
Enharmonic minol

1
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HAINLEN' S RUBRIC FOR STUDENT SCALE BOOK
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Name
STILLWATER AREA filGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

PERSONAL SCA.LE BOOK
A MAJOR SCALE-THREE OCTAVES·
·· Please complete the following self-assessment on the quality of your scale assignment~ ·

Scale Requirements
1. Clearly written clef sign at the beginning of each staff line

4

3

2

1'

2. Clearly written key signature on each staff line

4

3

2

1

3. · Accurate time signature written on the first lin~ only

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

5. Scale written with· one quarter note pet pitch (repeat the tonic)

4

3

2

1

6. Written fingerings ~ the notes ·

4

3

2

1

7. Written positions in Roman nuin~s under the notes,
with all position changes circled

4

3

2

8. Correctly written clef changes on the staff (viola, ~llo, bass)

4

3

--2

1

4

3

2

I

I 0. Violins and yiolas add up and down arrows for 4th finger slides

4

3

2

1

11. Write a I, IV and V chord in the correct key signature

4

3

2

1

12. Draw a wedge / \ connecting all 3-4, and 7-8 half.steps

4

3

2

1

1. Draw note heads that are neatly formed in an oval

4

3

2

1

2. Draw note stems straight that cover 3 lines

4

3

2

l

3. Check that note heads and stems are well spaced

4

3

2

1

4. Space ledger lines evenly and make a new set for each note

4

3

2

1

5. Check that bar lines are straight and touching 1st and 5th line

4

3

2

1

6. Check the "professional,, appearance of the music calligraphy

4

3

2

1

4. Correctly written note names under the notes with flat and
sharp signs written after the letter names

"

1

9. Highlight all the individual notes altered by the key signature
(with a new cleaµ highlighter)

Note Calligraphy

Add up your total score and place in the box below (72 possible points) .

Total Student Score

D

Teacher Score 1_·_ _ ____.

Staple this completed assessment sheet on the front of your completed assignment.

j

I
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HAINLEN' S FRAMEWORK FOR LEARNING HIGH NOTES
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Name
. STILLWATER AREA HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA·
A FRAMEWORK FOR LEARNING IDGH NOTES AND
NOTES IN DIFFERENT CLEFS
Accomplished musicians think not just of the single note they are playing but of the
grouping of notes that surround that note. This worksheet will teach you to think of note
names, location, po_sition, whole and half steps, finger patterns, and note groupings.
Create a dictionary of notes and positions you personally need to learn in your notebook
on Archive staff paper.
·
Sample#l
· Finger numbers above note:

Note address below note:
Note name below address:
Note position and string belowiname:

Finger Pattern:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Write the clef and key signature
Write in the group of four notes in sequence from the 1st finger
Write in the finger numbers over the notes
Write the note addresses under each note (3LL)
Write the note names (with sharp or flat) under the address
Write in the position numbe~ (count notes from the first note in first position) and string
Write any tuning notes with diamond note heads
Draw the half and whole step patterns in this key between note heads (whole steps under
the notes~,half steps over the notes)
Write the.finger pattern for playing this note grouping
Apply this knowledge to your performance by iooking 4 notes ahead of each note you play
Study positions to place your 1st finger in the position to optimize the number of notes
under your hand
·
Look ahead for accidentals (on purposes) which alter normal finger patterns

STILLWATER HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
GRAND STAFF WITH CLEF RELATIONSHIPS
Name

---------Score- - - - -

ITreble Clef , .
IAlto Clef

I Tenor Clef

I

IBass Clef
1. Write in a treble clef, bass clef, alto clef, and tenor clef (8 points)

f

2. Draw a quarter not~ on middle C in each lef (4 points)
3. Draw in the open strings of your instrument with whole notes, in each
clef that it is possible to draw the notes. Use no more than two ledger
lines.(8 points)

APPENDIXT

WORKSHEET FOR UNDERSTANDING POSITIONS
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f
'

STILLWATER HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
UNDERSTANDING THE FIRST SEVEN POSITIONS
Name- - - - - - - - -

I

I
1. Write in your string names

(highest on the right)
2. Write in note names
on the vertical
"string lines."
3. Write the ascending

enharmonic notes and
descending enharmonic
_notes (same sound/
different name).
Put the note name
first you are most
likely to play.
Ex. F"tG'
4. Write the position
number with
"low" and "high"
on the in~between
positions. Write the
position numbers
with Roman Numerals.
Ex. Low IIUHigh II

-

I
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FRONT PAGE ARTICLE OF THE SAINT PAUL NEWSPAPER
FEATURING HAINLEN, HIS ORCHESTRA AND THEIR GUESTS,
THE JULLIARD STRING QUARTET
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Life after death
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Movies ......7C
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· A new book helps rebulld a

marriage ravaged by the loss
~

ofachild.
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B.Y being :

Jim Halnlen
works at his
"day Job" conducting the Still,·
water High
School orchestra. "We're out ·
to create a
aenae of community through
music," said
Halnlen, father
of the St. Croix
Music Serles.
With Halnlen are
celllst Laura
Frlstad and vlollst Candy
Emberley.

~rsistent, Jim
'iainlen and
·e. St Croix
v!usicSeties
tave wooe4
some of the
I

.

orld 'S finest

1

;1usicians iicluding the
illiard String
Quartet,
,.,oming this
weekend.·
BYWILLIAM

ANDALL BEARD
SPECIAL TO THE
PIONEER PRESS

nc,.LE VAN NESS/PIO/

--------:------··--------·

St. Croix: Small-town music series attracts some of world's finest mu
Y

CONTINUED FROM 1C

student to go·backstage and meet him. And
'they came through..
"During the discussion with Virginia
Hecker (operations manager); I said, 'By
the way, have you ever thought of playing
in Stillwater?' When she expressed interest,
the series was created to facilitate that."
Hainlen now presides over a six-member

board that· supervises· a $60,000 ~nnual
budget.
·
As with most arts organizations, ticket
sales cover less than half of the operating
expenses. It has been supported with large
grants from the Minnesota State Arts
Boavd and the Metropolitan Regional Arts
Council.
There has also been a groundswell of
local support from "individuals and area
foundations, such as the Margaret Rivers

Fund, Hubbard Foundation, Bayport Foundation and Wells Fargo.
.
·
Hainlen's vision laid the groundwork for
the series long before that. call in 1999.
When he was involved in the design of the
new Stillwater High School in 1993, he
made sure the auditorium met the technical requirements of professional performing organizations from the SPCO to the
Children's Theatre Company ..
It has become the primary venue for the

series. Though the
recital is being . hel
Trinity 'Lutheran Cl
torhim to be seen E
ty performance sp
isn't used much. It :
· And if he has an)
will be.
Wllllam Randall Beard i
writer.
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nail-town ovations
-

ow: Hainlen
"5 with high
~ muek:lana'

WID be. play..
for the JuUllanl
11g Quartet dufthefr visit to

I

water.

T

he Juilliard String Quartet, perhaps the

m~ renowned such group in the world, is
C91Jllllg this weekend to ... Stillwater?

· Believe it. And .run Hamlen is the rea-

son. He is the father of the St. Croix ·Music
Series, which is carving out a ·reputation in Stillwater
for sponsoring. world-class musical performances.
.
,_And he did it in _a smal!-town way, _taUdnJ over

fences,

This is the third community arts· organiiation Hainlen
has spearheaded. The River Valley Arts Council which
he helped found in the early 1990s, is still flourishing.
~ry. ~ . director of the series, got involved. at
Hainlen s ~tlOll; ''I feel we needio do more to promo~ clas81';al ,mUSI'; and make it available to everyone,. she said 'Thats why -I became involved, to make

mUS1~ more a ~ of everyday life.'.'

.

doggedly pwihing the mterests of, classk.ll: music · Ham~-.c ~1ted ~arlaon·,:\Vh~ her. ·yowigest' ifon,
~ Stillwater. ''We're out to create a sense of'l:oinmu-. went to the Juilllard School of Music mNew York. '11e
m~ through_ music,"· said Hainlen, orchestra director at came ~ to the yard one day and asked ine to take
Still~ater High School ''Stillwater is our home, and it's the job," Carlson. said 'Td always wanted to see the St '
not just a part of St Paul People in the Cities don't Paul Chamber Orchestra in Stillwater, so I said yes."
get that" .
.
The SPCO played two concerts in the serie.s' first season. (1999-2000) and will play two more this season. The
senes has developed enough credibility to be able to

• WHAT: Jullllard String
Quartet, as part of the St,

Croix Music Serles
• WHEN: 8 p.m. Friday
• WHERE: Trinity Lutheran
Church, Third Street and
Myrtle Avenue, Stillwater
• TICKETS: $22-$18 .
•.<:Al,.L:{~)~()-3~ _:

Ills·

re

book the world-renowned Juilllard String Quartet for a
recital this weekend
It is the small-town feel of people talking over. fences
tha~ has kept Hainlen 'in Stillwater for almost 30 years.
R_aised in the St. Paul area, he bad lived in New York
City for several years before deciding to return to Min-

nesota.

-

rve

''I wanted to live near the st Croix River and
grown to love the St Croix Valley. It's still a 'comnnm1ty. We live m ~ house built in 1852, and the neighbors
on our street will u.se any excuse to get together." ,
That community pride fuels the series. The proximity
to venues in the Twin Cities is insignificant ·
"Forty-five percent of people attending our first sea- ·
son had never been to the Ordway" JWnlen said. ''We
are offering thia music to a totally iiew audience."
The seri~ came about "by serendipity," he said. ''I
had a cellist who had corresponded with Yo-Yo Ma.
When Ma came to town in 1999 to appear with SPCO I
called the office to see if it would· he possible for the
NEALE VAN NESS/PIONEER PRESS
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The Jullllanl String Quartet

JI>
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St. Croix: Small-town music serie5 attracts some of world's fin~ mu
board that· supervises a $60,000 annual
.., CONTINUED FROM 1C

student to go backstage and meet him. And
. they came through..

"During the discussion with Virginia
Hecker (operations manager), I said, 'By
the way, have you ever thought of playing
in Stillwater?' When she expressed interest.
the series was created to facilitate that." ·
Bainlen now presides over a six-member

budget
As with most arts organizations, ticket
sales cover less than half of the operating
expenses. It has been supported with large

grants from the Minnesota State· Arts
Board and the Metropoijtan Regional Arts
Council.
There has also been a groundswell of
local support from individuals and area
foundations, such as the Margaret Rivers

series. Though the
recital is being .hel
Trinity Lutheran Cl
Hainlen's visioo laid the groundwork lor
the series long before that. call in 1999. · torhim to be seen E
ty performance sp
When be was involved m the design of the
isn't used much. It :
new Stillwater High School in 1993, he
And if he has aDJ
made sure the auditorium met the techniwill be.
cal requirements of professional performorganizations from the SPCO to the
William Randall Beard i
Children's Theatre Company.·
writer.
It has become the primary venue for the

Fund, Hubbard Foundation, Bayport Foundation and Wells Fargo. ·
: •
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FROM DON HODGES
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nae

The Universit)>' of Texas

· Division of Music

·

·

* San Antonio

.

·

UTSA
May 6, 1996
TO:

the Stillwater High School Orchestra

FROM:

Don Hodges

_,dJI· -

I wanted to thank you for a wonderful two days at our recent Music and
Neurology Conference. Dr. Mikiten and I had a terrific time and we learned a,
much of value. We were very impressed with how well the conference was
organized and with the attentiveness and inquisitiveness of all the students. ·
You are all t9 be congratulated; of course, Dan, Matt, Andrew, and Nathan
deserve extra thanks for all their hard work.
As I mentioned at the closing, I .hope-you will all recognize what a special
teacher you have in Mr. Hainlen. You ~re getting not only a first-class musical
education, but ·also the opportunity to observe a wonderful role model who
demonstrates daily how to live a life rich with meaning and purpose. Don't
wait until you have graduated and left Stillwater to realize. just how special
he is. Tell him now!·
. -My Stillwater mug, sitting here on- my desk, will be a constant reminder of
our exciting time together. Finally, on a personal note, l must tell you just
how much the flowers you sent to my wife meant to both of us. That was a
very generous, loving, and thoughtful gesture;~ one -that we will always
remember.
/ ,

My very best wishes to all of you. If we can help with any of your projects or
ideas in any way, just let us know.
·

6900 North Loop 1604 West• San Antonio, Texas 78249-0645 •

(21())

691-4354 • (210) 691--B8l fax

r
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SWOT-STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS ANALYSIS,
DONE BY HAINELN ON THE STILLWATER ORCHESTRA PROGRAM
DURING THE SPRING OF 2001
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STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES ,
OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS
ANALYSIS
March 6, 2001
STRENGTHS
. Administrative and teacher support
Experienced Staff: dedic~ted, commitment to excellence,
strong but compatible personalities
High level of teamwork, an~ individual ·work
Interaction as a string department on a regular basis
Communication as a department
Willingness toleam and grow as individuals·and department
Support from parents and community
Quality experience for students
Opportunity for students be challenged
Good program legacy and history
. 5th grade start , .
.
Strong people with opinions ~
· Established Curriculum
Good recruitment
Growth of program
Philosophy based instead of personality based
Good visibility in community
Sense of collective leadership
_
Feeling of community within orchestra stud~nts
Fall elementary concert
.
I
Fall recruitment.
Participation in State and National professional organization
Leadership roles in those organizations
Leadership roles in local arts organizations
Good networking with local universities and area colleges
Good location for student teachers (often first choice).

to

WEAKNESSES
Not consistent support from school to school by administration
and"teachers; i.e. Rutherford
Lack of administrator/teacher awareness of program
Shared space with band/general music/cafeteria/ hinders program
development
·
·
Time: cooperation from classroom teachers is inconsistent from
building to building .
,
Large group rehearsal time is not consistent from building to building
Traveling teacher·role presents time issues
Teacher/pupil ratio is a mystery, it is totally unclear how this is
arrived at by the administration
,
Increasing demands for more performances by all levels of students
where is the line between opportunity and exploitation
Difference in teaching time between Oak-Land and SJHS in 7th grade.-.
Recruitment, band, and orchestra still feels competitive need
~onsistent ·communication without people undercutting the
agreed up_on process
All violinists as teachers - no lower string specialists
Start kids too late (3rd or 4th grade would be better)
Space constraints for lessons and sectionals during class time
Parents perceive that a pull-out program in elementary school
is harmful to·student's academic progress in the missed ·
subjects, this varies from school to school
Contac~ time with students too little as enrollments increase
Need to coordinate curriculum at a higher leyel
Health of string staff from traveling, job demands, and stress
Stillwater junior high is a huge job
Most of our jobs are too big to do a good job
December concert visibility
Coordination of band/orchestra/choir concerts
Concert length when performing with other groups
Budgets are inconsistent from building to building, there is no
p_er pupil allocation that is consistent in, the district
Improve orchestra concerts
Improve fall festival concert
Establish clear time and goals for spring and fall recruitment

- OPPORTUNITIES
Visibility on state, regional iand national level
MMEA application for next year (how to teach mid-level student)
New personnel in orchestra, band and administration offers an
opportunity to grow
District 834 ·Orchestra Website, Set up as Orchestra Website with
links to each school, post grad standards, assignments,
practice sheets
Opportunity to reconfigure the job structure in music
Earlier staffing consideration· by administration Align content and curriculum between schools and teachers
Good growth in orchestra, additional orchestras at junior highs and
high school expected this year or next
_
Opportunity to rename orchestras in Junior High for consistent
identity from school to school
Opportunity to establish crite:[ia/grade level assignment to orchestra~
· not all based on -competitive placement
Support an all 7th grade orchestra, all 8th grade orchestra, auditioned
top orchestra in junior that includes all 9th graders
Support two equal Varsity orchestras and one auditioned top orchestra
at the high school
Meetings with brainstorming in the next few months will allow us
to c·onnect and communicate with each other
Redirect our goals and articulated mission for the orchestra program
Develop an orchestra brochure with a clear purpose for orchestra
that can be passed out to orchestra stutents and par~nts
Gear brochure to elementary with beginning information

_THREATS
Easie~_ to stay with the old rather· than see new vision
Difficult to reconfigure the job and think outside of what has been
Funding/budgets for staff and curriculum in year of declining money
Resources of staff, space, dollars
Pending changes in personnel
Frequent change over in personnel in orchestra
Banc;l/Orchestra relationship still seems competitive not cooperative
Staffing load with increases in student numbers
Personality issues within schools when traveling teacher is not
_present for staff _meetings and doesn't know how to fit in
Power issues in schools with ineffective leadership by administrators
Power reverts to conflict among teachers and coalitions of teachers
Parent involvement issues
Space is a territorial dispute
Scheduling to a power dispute without effective building leadership
Unusual access to administrative decision making by key band
personnel that undermines a sense of cooperation
Symbolic issues arise. that create conflict
Power issues arise that make people feel like they have been put
in· a comer by colleagues and administrators
Recruitment with the interview and sign-up process is still not
viewed as an equal opportunity by orchestra pe~sonnel
Middle school could be a threat
Implementation of full year science in 7 ,8,9 will be a threat to arts

APPENDIXX

EMAIL FROM FORMER STUDENT WHO ATTENDED JULLIARD AND
RECEIVED A SPECIAL T-SHIRT FROM HAINLEN
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Hey.Mr. Hainlen!
I have a great_deal to thank you for! First o~f, I must give you a long-delayed
thank you for all those quotations. There· is some beautiful stuff there an~ much
that will be useful! I am most appreciative for the work you put into that!
Now ..• those shirts .. Wow! ! Thank yqu so much_. I always take such ·pride wea·ring_
the Brahms 1st symphony around school. People love that shirt. Now I have the
greatest piano concerto ever to wear on my chest. What could be better?
Seriously? Mr. Martin, my teache~, was in complete· awe, and of .course all the
string players, and the orchestra for that matter, enjoyed the."Join the Mob." I
w~ll continue to wear the world's most perfect shi~t with joy!
The ~oncert itself went as well as i t could have. ixic and_I were exhausted at
its conclustion. Mr. Mueller,. the conductor,'is an intense and somewhat stodgy
old man. The orchestra members are terrified
entering too early ·and as a
result, things continually slow down. Eric and I were _thus given th~ task of
keeping things energized! I definitely missed.the excitement and gusto of high
school orchestra. It means a·lot more than the timid precision of the Juilliard·
Orchestra. Nevertheless, the concert was a success. I feel so·fortunate to have
had such and opportunity!

of

Thank you for everything again. Take care and I hope· to see you soon.
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Mr. Hainlen,

My dad_ caJJed the other night and toJc;i me about the alumni orchestra and
your life work being honored, I wouldn't miss it for the world! My
Family and I are planning on attending and I am excited to see you
again. I have been following your career through my dad and am not
surprised by your success and your impact you have been able to make on
other kids. I know I was not one of your best students, however I did
feel that we connected when I was in school You made me feel like we
had a friendship as well as a teacher student relationship, to me they .
appeared separat~ and distinct which .allowed me to really talk to you.
which I really needed. You helped me more than you know through some
very difficult times in my life.
One of my most memorable moments in your orchestra was when we went to
the hospital in Saint-Paul to give a thank you concert to f:he doctors
_and nurses for the· delivery of your child. On that particular day, in
same hospital, my mother was undergoing brain surgery to remove a
brain tumor. Your joy for your new child was ever present at that
event, however you took time out from your celebration to make sure I
was doing ok and let me know that you cared about me: . .- Thank You!

the

I will see you this summer and am excited to introduce you to my family

:-) !
Sincerely,

I will never forget the first cfay of Concert Orc~estra as a
sophomore. I was already feeling pretty intimidated by the older,
more advanced students, but then I looked at the music. My eyes
must have bulged out of my face as my jaw·dropped. I looked up at
Mr. Hainlen and he looked back at me with a confident, welcoming
wink and smile. In the back of my mind I was thinking to myself he
must.have me confused with someone else. How would I ever be able
to play with these people? At the end of the hour, I went up to
Hainlen who greeted me with a sque~e and without me saying a word
he told me I'd be fine. Hainlen taught me not only to believe in
myself but that I really have no idea what's inside of me. The
magical things that can come out if you apply yourself, believe in
yourself and feel it with your heart are truly amazing, wonderful
creations.

It was Hainlen that taught me how to experience all the beautiful
things in the world. He showed me how hard wor1<: pays off, he taught
me to love myself and all my mistakes. He taught me how to
experience life to the fullest and make sure to take time to
appreciate what's ·around me.
Music stirs my soul, it makes me feel complete and it's a place I
can escape and live the crazy dreams of my imagination.
I am forever grateful to have had the pleasure creating music with
Mr. Hainlen.

Hello all.
J think this is ~ great idea to share what made orchestra special to us. I wonder if ~-nyone wouJd be
interested in compiling everyone1s thoughts into a booklet for Mr. Hainlen just so that he can hear what we
all have to say. Any takers?

Here's my two cents worth. These are the two questions I was asked: What made Mr. Hainlen a great
teacher and why do you think so many people are coming back for the Alumni Weekend?
I think there are so many reasons that.Mr. Hainlen is a great teacher. He sees the potential in every one
of his students, and
not talking about the potential to become a professional musician. I mean the
potential of becoming a caring, compassionate, and genuine person. He sees every person's strengths
and talents and ~ncourages them to go as far as they can. For example, if there's an student with an
amazing visual arts talent or a great poetry writer, he'll ask them to draw and write how they teer about the
music and include their creations in the programs for concerts. Or if there's a student with great jazz
abil~es. he'll encourage and guide that student to explore that aspect of their instrument Or if there's a
student who loves pelfonning in front of a crowd, he'll put them in a. big funy costume to be the host of a
Lullaby Concert
·

rm

Mr. Hainlen alw_ays made the orchestra room at school a kind of haven from the loud-, crowded halls. You
could always go there during your lunch time for some peace and quiet, do some homework. tinl:cer on the
piano, or to put on a CD and just take a break from the hectic life of a high school kid_~- It was (and
sure
it still isl} ·a place where you can go and know you 1II be accepted for who you are, whether that's a star
cross country skier•..a math whiz, a chemistry genius, ora great debater_ And in high school, thafs really
saying a lot I don't know of any other hagh school activity whe~ you can have a more eclectic group of
students. When you walk in the doors to the orchestra- room, it's almost all of the insecurities and
pretences that pervade high school life get left" outsid~. _
'-

rm

He knows how to ·make high school kids comfortable_with themselves. You can always _count on him to be
there if you need to have a talk about anything: high school drama, dasses, difficult times, life decisions.
He doesn't pigeon-hole students into tidy little groups of people. He ~akes you feel like you have
something unique to-offer to the group, something that no one else
offer. And that's
makes
orchestra with Mr. Hainlen such a great experience.
-

cait1

when

Mr. Hainlen uses music to teach students about life. Music is the means that Mr.· Hainlen uses to unlock
the brains of his students to get them to think about creativity and life.
Anyone who has gone through the orchestra program at Stillwater also knows that Mr; Hainlen tri~ to
pass on what he's learned over the years through his own experiences. The one thing that pops ouf in
mind is the annu~( talk he gives to outgoing seniors regarding credit card debt!

my

11

One year, there was some curiosity about how music affects the brain. Instead of sayjng. Hm 1 that
sounds interesting," and brushing the matter aside, Mr.. Hainlen organized a 3 or 4 day seminar about
"Music and the Brain". It was complete with scientists showiRg-us--brain scans, psychologists talking about
their findings, and just a time to learn as much435we could about the subject It was truly amazing and far
above and beyond his Qduties" as an orchestra teacher.
He has done some unbelievable things with the orchestra program in the 29 years he's been at Stillwater.
He made the program go from a handful of students to one in which it's regarded and respected as· one of
the best full high school orchestras in the state. He's always the first one in to talk about not cutting district
funding of the arts. He is truJy devoted to teaching and the arts aJJ over StiJJwater. J'm sure the. list of
things he's done for our community outside of the dassroom could fill an entire article on their own.
I hope it's fairly obvious why so many people want to come back and play under Mr. Hainlen one more
time~ r think it will be amazing and overwhelming for everyone to see how one person could have touched _
· the lives of so many people just by teaching them to play in orchestra_!

Jim, I thought you would like to read this. Unfortunately,
comments were cut from the
story. I feel terrible about that, especially since she was so nice to put this all together. Best,
Mary.

From:
Sent: To: Subject:-Re: Jim Hainlen

Hi
Thaflks for your e-mails and voice mail. I just got back home; I was out of town for the
we~kend. I would love to chat with you tomorrow morning, ·but I have rehearsals aH day starting
at 9. a.m. and won't be done until 6, and that's- probably too late for your- deadline. So I suppose
e-mail will be. the next best thing.
The first tim~ I met Mr. Hainlen was when I was_in kindergarten at Lake Elmo Elementary. I
played for him in the little orchestra room there ..• I'd venture to say that he probably remembers·
more about m.e playfng for him than I do! What I do know though is.that I've known Mr. Hainlen.
for over 20 years. He has always been so supportive of me both musically and in life in general.
I can't even begin to list all of the wonderful talks we've had over the years, all the invaluabJ~
advice he has given r:ne, and all the support and kindness he has shown towards me.

I think there are so many reasons that Mr. Hainlen is a great teacher. He sees the potential in
every one of his students, and
not talking about the potential to become a professional
musician. I mean the 'potential ·of becoming. a c~ring, compas~onate, and genuine person. He sees every person's strengths and talents and encourages t_flerh to go as far as they can. For
. example, if there's an student with- an amazing visual- arts talent or a great poetry writer, he'll
ask them to draw and write how they feel about the music and include their creations in the
programs for concert.~. Or if there's a stu.dent with great jazz abilities, he'll encourage and guide
that student to explore that aspect of their instrument. Or if there's a student who loves
performing in front of a crowd, he'll. put them in a big furry costume to· be the host of a Lullaby
Concert.
·

I'm

Mr.. Hainlen always made the orchestra room at school a kind of haven from the loud, crowded
halls. You could always go there durin_g your lunch _til'De for some peace arid quiet, do some
homework, tinker on the pian-o, or to put on a CD and just take a break from the hectic life of a
higf:l school kid. It was (and I'm sure it still isl) a place where you can go and know you'll be
accepted for who you are, whether that's a star cross country skier, a math whiz, a chemistry
genius, or a great debater. And in high school, that's really saying a lot. I don't know of any
. other high school activity where you can have a more eclectic group of students. When you walk
in the doors to the orchestra room; it's almost all of the insecurities and pretences that pervade
high sch~_ol life get left o~tside.
He knows how to make high school kids comfortable with themselves. You can always count on
him to be there if you need to have a talk about anything: high school drama, classes, difficult
-----

---

j

times, life decisions. He doesn't pigeon-hole students into tidy little groups of people. He makes
you feel like you have something unique to offer to the group, something that no one else can
offer. And that's what makes orch.estra with Mr. Hainlen such a great experience ..
Mr. Hainlen uses music to teach students about life. Music is the means that Mr. Hainlen uses to
unlock the brains of his students to get them to think about creativity and life.

Anyone who has gone through the orchestra program at Stillwater· also knows that Mr. Hainlen
tries to pass on what he's learned over the years through his own experiences. The one thing
that pops out in my mind is the annual talk he gives to outgoing seniors regarding credit card
debt!: ·
·

One year, there was some curiosity abo~t how music affects the brain. Instead of saying, "Hm,
that sounds interesting," and brushing the matter aside, Mr. Hainlen organized a 3 or 4 dayseminar about "Music and the Brain". It was complete with scientists showing us-brain scans,
·. psychologists talking about their findings, and just a time to learn as much as we could abo.ut the
subject. It was truly amazing and far above and beyond his "duties" as an orchestra teacher-.
He has done s_ome unbelievable things with the orchestra program in the 29 years he's been at
Stillwater. He made the program go from_ a handful of students to one in which it's regarded a.nd ·
respected as o~e of the best full .high school orchestras in the state. He's always the first one ir\
to talk about not cutting district funding of the arts. He is truly devoted to teaching and the arts
all over Stillwater. I'ni sure the list of things he's done for our community outside of the
classroom could fill an entire article on .their own.

I hope it's fairly obvious why so many· people want to come back and play under Mr. Hainlen one
more time. I think it will be amazing and overwhelming for everyone to see how one person
could have touched the lives of so many people just by tea<;:hing them to play in orchestra!
Well, there you have it, my I've-been-on-an-airplane.-all-day _ramblings about Mr. Hainlen. I
don't think that I'm really able to put into words just how special of a person he is to me.

I graduated in 1996 and now play in the Naples (FL) Philharmonic and in the Santa· Fe Opera
during the summers. I also teach young violin students and hope to be able to impact their lives
in just a fractio~ of the way that Mr. Hainlen has impacted the jlives of all of his students~
.

.

Since I'll be running all around tomorrow I e-mail will be the best way to get in t_ouch with me if
y9u have any other. questions. · I'll be sure to check my e-mail periodically to see if you've
written.
·
Thanks. Sorry.for the rambling!

It was Mr. H. (I'm an old-timer from '87 and notice that people dorrt call him that anymore.) I respect ·'
him 100% and appreciate the discipline he had during rehearsals. He knew when I didn't practice and ·
called me on it He gave us responsibilities and held us accountable.
The orchestra room was a safe-haven for us to hang out in. It was home.
And the music. Oh the music! .1 miss playing it I look at the music we copied for. this upcoming concert
and can't believe I could actually read it - much less play it back thenl That was such a powerful thing - to
get aJI dressed up and -perform in front of others. Wrth every concert I could feel the admiration_ and·
respect the audience had for how Mr. H could create this beautiful masterpiece with 15-18 year olds.
One thing I completely admire about him now is how he remembers ALL of usJ You can ask him about
any kid from any class, and he1 II tell you all about them. We were all that important to him.
-·

· There are times in this busy wc>r1d that I wish I could go back to -high school for just one day, sit in the old
orchestra room, and -listen to what we created under his direction.
·
·

>

>
~Hi.My name in 1985 was
Those were
>. the days when we ·had weekly or maybe i t was
> bi-weekly lessons with Mr. Hainle:q.. I always -feel
> bad because I feel like I disappointed him every
> time I told him how· much I practiced. It wasn't
> very much. Rarely was i t the 2 and aha~f
> recommended hours of practice. I fe.1,t like r·was
> letting him down. Looking back .I don't know what I
> was so busy with that I just didn't schedule the
> time to practice. I know r· would have been a much
> better viol-inist_ i-f I had put more practice time. in.
> So much depends on self-discipline.
I think it was
> an emotional thing .. I may have been afraid of
> success. I still enjoy a certain degree of

> anonymity .. and I ~njoy applauding others and seeing
> their successes. I was not competitive. I've just
> often wanted to ~pologize and tell Mr. Ha~nlen that'j
> it wasn't his fault that I didn't dedicate myself
.
> more. I think he puts alot of faith in all his
> students and for many that ins·p~red. them to really
> reach arid grow. to their full potential at musicians.
-> However, as I look at my academic career Mr.
> Hainlen has·always stood out as a remarkable
> teacher. He was on~ of the few that gave me poor
> grades (based on my poor practice times!) and·r
> appreciated his not-giving me too many chances or·
> excuses! I consider him a great teacher who really
> does invest passion and excitement into his
> teaching and life. Congratulations, ;Mr. Hainlen,
> on a fine achievement of years and years as a great
> conductor, musician, scholar, teacher and friend to
> many of your students and colleagues. Best wishes
> to many years of poetry and laughter and enjoy the

> rest of your life with passion!

The mu~ic! I still have some of the music run through my brain while I'm
pe~o~mg everyday mundc'!ne tasks.. and its great going to concerts and
s~ymg I recogrnze that .I thmk we may have played a movement of that in
h1~h school!". A~d Mr. ~ainlen .. having had him as a teacher for 6 years was
umque. And I still keep m touch with a couple people from orchestra. Not
to ~ mundane...has everyone received their music yet? Just wondering and

wanting to get practicing it.Thanks!
·Original Message -

Hi Mr. Hainlen,
I thought of you today while I was in my English class. We are studying po~try right and now, and I came
across the poem Ode to a Greacian Urn. J couldn't help but remember all of the times you would read us
poetry, and to be honest, I never really liked it But it seems as though I have actually taken a liking to it,
and even understand it sometimes. I just want to say thanks for pushing i.ts to always give something new
a chance. The poem today brought back a lot of greatmemories of orchestra. I miss playing so much_ t
never thought .1 would actually miss going to a high school class, but I do, I miss your class.
Thanks for evervthino.
-

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

Claiming several.Jim Hainlen aficionados - students
- as friends,· ·I had to check out the scene - the
Oakland Junior High Orchestra. I jumped at the
chance to play perc~ssion - hang out with friends
for Mr. Hainlen in ninth and.eleventh grade ..
Flashback: ·was that an orchestra director's car,
[Dodge Omni?] mysterio~~lyparked on the median ~t
OLJH?

>
> The song? Copland's Hoedown. The mi~sion? Thirty-two

> percussion instruments played ·in eighteen ~easures > or was i t eighteen in thirty-two? It seems there
> were more instruments the older I get. Scott
> Stebbing and I refused ariy extra hands. We could
> handle it. It was a comedy of errors improvising

> with the few instruments we obtained initially.

> Eventually, we gathered them al~, ctrew precision
> outlines on a table, and amazingly .mastered the
>piece.Once. Fortunately, it was the night of the
> concert - on tape! The real challenge was
> dupl.ic;at.ing the performance at Lowell Park - broken
> knuckle in cast courtesy of a certain viola player.
> We would have done it too, had the starter pistol
> not fired a blank.

>
>
>
>·
>
>

>
>
>

>
>
>

>

Jim, thanks for the memories. I teach math in
Lakeville. If I could go back to fifth grade, I
would have picked up a string bass instead of
drumsticks and would be teaching music instead. I
consider myself part of the music department as
auditorium.supervisor. I set up the shell, lights
and mies Ior the concerts. You will be happy to know
that Lakeville plans on adding orchestra when they
open a· second high school in a little over a ye.ar !
You have obviously inspired many over the years maybe more than
·
you know.

I
I

j
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Mr. Hainlen,
In a few days., all the seniors will have graduated. Many of us will not see each other again until
thedass reunions, some ofus never. This also means that many of your students -will be leaving and
some will never see you ~ain. While I hope that this isn't the-case with me., there is sometJ;ring I have to
tell you, while 1know that I still have the chance.

It is said that the only way to save the world is one person at a time. The impact you have had on
the individual lives of your students is overwhelming. We have each been touched in our own way,,but
none of us will ever be the -same. While other teachers are viewed by their students as an authority figure,
that mayor may not be a decent person, you are more. To each-and every one of us, you are a friend.
Someone we can talk to and trust. s·omeone we respect., not because we are expected to, but because we
love you.
I have personally been struggling with severe depression for the last year. The orch~stra-has been
my sanctuary, a place where all my troubles disappeared. It has, without questio~ saved my life.
You are the most amazing teacher I have ever had. You teach us about more than music~ you
teach us about life. To pursue what makes us happy, not what.others want us to. To gi, e back to the
community. To be everything we are and nothing that we aren't.
0

I see it in the eyes and hear it in the voices of Katie,, The~ Laura and so many others. I red it in
the tears that are running down my cheeks. It resonates from the ·\'.valls of the orc~-rra roo~ v.ilere
others have gone before us. Everv one of us is better for ha~imr kno,-.n vou. the world is better for all
you have done. We can never say ;1:hank youH enou~h
4;,;;i

..•

•

-

-
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Septembe·r 11 , 1987

Dear Mr. Hainlen:
-Last night I had the privilege of hearing the Williams trio perform works by Beethoven, Dubussey and Brahms, during which zillions of thoughts passed
through my mind. - I was trying to figure out wh~t I wanted to include in my
paragraph on why orchestra was '( and still is) important t_o_ me. T_he thoughts,
;feelings, and memories were ~o numerous that my paragraph was bee;innihg t"o look
I
.
.
.
like a long essay. I hope· that I will be able to scrunch it all into a.letter
of reasonabl.e length.
•

•

• 1

First, the core ·objectives of orchestra. I played_the viola eight years ..
During those eight years I progressed ·from "Are You· Sleeping; Brother. John?'' .to
"Variations on a Russian Song of Love" by Handoshlein ... But _it's not_ the
technical ability to play an instrument that·~ cherish as muc~ as 'the ·ability
·to express myself (of course the ·ability to express my~elf would be ~ili
without technical experience/know-how). The viola .l:i~_~ame· a great emotional
- release. Whereas athletic-s provid.ed an outlet for physical- restlessness,
orchestra provided an outlet for emotions. Fut~ermore, .orchestra helped to
nur'ture or compliment emotions in me that I'm .sure -might haye be_en lost or
burried in typical-m~le machoism .had I not ~ad an·nour a day to practice
tenderness, expression, compassion., and sensitivity in the· orches·tra. room •. But
now I'm getting ahead of· myseif..:.r•m supposed to be writing-_a.bout the core
objectives_of orchestra.
One of the purposes of orchestra is to £amiliari~e-students with some of the
great works composed by some of the great ge~iuses of the past. Well; not only
am I familiar with some of the more recognized works· sueh a Beethoven's 1st.,_
5th, 9th symphonies, Bach's Air·, or other's by Dvorak, Nellybell, etc. But. now
I am -able _to hear ·a piece of music, and _am able to ·( pretty well) p.ick out the
time period in which it was written whether it's anj example .of Baroque or
.
Classic music, and am able to.recognize different themes .and motives and hear
the exposition, the "A" theme, "B" t};Leme and recapi_tulation in S(?me works •.. I'm
not all that good at listening, but-it's appreciating orchestra music at a
whole new ·-lev~l. It's more than hearing something that sounds _beautiful and .
saying 11 gee, that sounds real nice" it has.given ~e the ability to be-in the
audience at a concert and still be intellectually fnvolved in the music ••. just ·
as. if I were playing it myself'.
This feeling of involvement is exciting! · It.can be so overw~elming that_! have
found myself actually making bowing motions with my right arm during concerts.·
and conducting Beethoven's 5th while alone in my room, with the lights off.and
stereo blasting. Orchestra exposed me to a great source of energy, ·reeling,
and challenge. Very little is as involving and heart wrenching. I'm not ready
to toss out my tapes of the Beatles, Stones, or Madonna, but ~ow much·more
f'ulf'illing it is to have an appreciation for orchestral music as well.

Orchestra to me was more· than just familiarizing myself wi~h an instrument and
playing Beethoven.. . The orchestra program taught me just as much. about
discipline· and teamwork as did athletics. _I never really thought about 1 t at
the time, but as I reflect back I am amazed that eight or so of us were able toplay Beethoven together in such a way that it was pleasing to listen to and-a
· real thrill to play. I realize now that experiences such as.· practicing·· and
performing.great- pieces of musi~ really drew me close to the_ members of
·.orchestra. Some of by best and closest friends were in the orchestra -·some
stil1 are! Maybe I didn,t shaz:e everything with my friends in orchestra, but
there was a bond· there with many that wasn't unlike the bond I had between my
;cross-country teammates.
There,s· a lot more to say- or so I feel but, I can't t~ink clearly anymore. To
summariz·e Mr. Hainlen, orchestra was probably the best class I ever took at
Stillwater: great people, great curriculum, fabulous instructor. I.miss i~
tremendously! Thanks! Send. my greetings to the gorge.ous bunch of senior women
in the viola section - (God, they're getting old!) ·J miss them. Take care and
keep in touch! .
See you at Christmas!. God Bless!
SinC?erely,

p
·,1

Jan 10, 2005

Dear Mr. Hainlen,

One night after waking from a dream, my semi-conscious mind proceeded to think and
analyze the dream, my life, my experiences and their meanings. I wanted to share tbis
with you. Remember ... the following was written in the wee hours ofthe- morning.
I just had a dream. It was so real. I was in a lesson with you, a. cello lesso~ only this time
I was an adult. I felt very good to hold the cello and bow in my hands again. And the
power of the sound vibrating out when the bow hit the string~ was magnificent. I felt the
excitement and the desire to play ~e piece and this time I was a forty-year-old adult so I
was confident I could and would. When. it came· time to perform, you asked, "Let's hear
it". Then it happened again, like in so many of the ~eoccurring dreams I have had over the
last 25 years, I couldn't play it. I wanted to; so bad, but I couldn't. I could hear it and
hum the entire song in my head. It reminded me of a foxhunt and we talked about the
pjece and all it's :fluctuations in melody and dynamics. Although I was an adult in this
dream, it ended as th~y all do. I promis~d to really practice and you looked at me with
your encouraging. and h,opeful expression and with _a confidence in me that no one else
4as eve~ ~ad and sm.d _''~ hope

so" --

-.

.-

-· ··

.. -

I never was~ great c~Ui.st_(~~~n though you thought_r could be) In_ 1974; I wasjust a·puny
little far.in gid who came. froni a la.rge.family·where rwas the dttly o~e-to p1ay_~ musical
instrument. I ~ad
to. play violin, simply for the reason that my girlfriend was
going to. You talked ine into playing cello. You checked my finger sprea4 ai-,.d were
impressed and thought cello was the instrument for me. I think it
because you didn't
have any cellist starting up that year. I can still remember after 30 years, how proud I was
of my finger spread, I showed everyone after that~ No one seemed to be as impressed by
it as you.were, however. That, I realize now, must have been my first real taste of the
addicting approval and confidence_ that kept me playing for ~- years. I remember so
vividly my l~sson days and how excited I was to s_ee you. I would ruti down the hall of
Afton Lakeland Elementary and you would be standing outside your office door waiting
for me. I would run up and you would give me a flip before we headed into our lesson. I
~ouldn't wait to see you and yoli couldn't wait to see me and hear what Ihad to play.
Those years were great! Then, unfortunately for me, you left I believe it was to further
your degree. My next teacher, whom I also enjoyed, wasn't-really a t~achei. I do not
seem to remember disappointed him with my lack of dedication. I remember talking to
him, as we did in much-of my lesson time, about how teaching was really his parent's
idea. Ya' know, even though he was my teacher probably longer than you, I can't seem to
rememb~r.his name. (Oh yes~ Mr. Woodhouse. Well, what ever.) I remember when you
re~ed and how happy .I WaS. I really wanted to play well. I wanted· to be· as dedicated to
my instrument as you were.to teaching ine.it~ Weli, I never really was. I quit my senior
year. I could no longer take the guilt and disappointment of not applymg myself. I
remember the feeling wishing some miracle would come over me and when I put the
bow to. the strings the notes would be there and you would never _kiiow t had only

wanted

was

of

practiced once that week. You always knew; and I always hated myself for making.and
breaking my promise.
So that is how these reoccurring dreams I.have been having since the early '80's usually
pan out. I go in to a lesson with you, trying to hide the fact that_ I have not been fuUy
dedicated to my task, hoping it will be enough, being ·busted and then ashamed and
disappointed. I'm sure if this dream was analyzed be· the Dream Doctor it would have
nothing to do with playing cello, but more with life's issues. Perhaps I am not giving
enough to some particular aspect of my life. Whatever the case, when I awoke from this
dream I just laid in bed, half sleeping, and thought abqut it. Although I was kind of a
failure at cello, I thought about what I had gained in those years and how I think they
affect me today.
First I thought about my appreci~tion of music. I love music. I love all kinds of music. I
love how it can arouse or compliment all sorts of feelings. It is a beautiful accent to
enrich any moment. Sometimes I like to listen to it loud, like a teenager. My husband will
get in the car after I have driven it and.forgot to tum the volume down, and he will bust
me just like a kid. "Who was driving in here with the music so loud!" he'll say to the kids
"Mom" they'll all report. I love singing (although_l'm not very good at that either). The
first thing I do before mass starts on Sunday .is look up the songs we will be singing. The
music is what moves me the most.
Toe·next thing I.thought a~out was the joy I hav~ in fostering the same appreciation and
love.in my kids. From the time that they were babies we have enjoyed-music together. I
think fondly back to the days that we listene~ to nothing by Raffi and the likes. A fow
years back I bought a used piano and my oJdest daughter started lessons. I loved to here·
~er play. I even started lessons too, (although, guess what, .... didn't practice enough!) I
find so much joy in this particular daughter because I can see such an appreciation for
music in her. We discuss instrument sounds, styles of music, etc. She's always stealing
my CD's! She has recently started playing the Clarinet and i~ doing great. I was so
. emotional at her first band concert this.fall! It brought back so many great memories. I
remember being that age and feeling that being in the orchestra was defining who I was.. I
also had a great experience this Christmas with my 5-year-old son.. After going on a field
trip to the Kinder Concert at Orchestra Hall he began asking for a violin. That is all he
wanted for Christmas and Santa_ brought him the cutest little 114. size violin! I am so
thankful that I had the confidence and know how to get hlm going with it. He is so proud
of it (although he doesn't really know how to play it, he thinks he is great and that makes
me happy!)
The last thing I thought about after this dream was you. Often times I have seen TV
commercials where newscasters name arid thank the teacher that most made a difference
in their lives. Well)n my life, you were that teacher. I may not have been a great cellist
but you taught me many more valuable things. The simplest lesson learned .was: not t9
lie! Or that at least I wasn't good at it. If I lied about my practice time, you always knew.
I.could never pull one over on you. The next lesson I learned was: you must have .
.
dedication to achieve success. Today I cari apply that to everything from an exercise plan

I
1:
if

i

J

r
to my mattiage. And the last lesson learned is: lack of success does not mean failure; ·
there are many wonderful experiences, lesso:Q.S, and knowledge that come from the
journey. You were the teacher that saw something in me that no other teacher or parent
saw. You had so much confidence in me that I often wanted to tuni around and see is
. there was someone behind me you were actually talking to._ But your confidence wore off ~ ·:·- . :Y {./
and despite my lack of musical success; I am very confident and have enjoyed much
success in my life.· When I thlnk back to the years you were my teacher I most admire ~e
passion you possessed. You were a wonderful teacher. What a difference you made in s·o
many peoples lives.
I know you liave medical· conditions that took you out of teaching.· I hope this has been an
easy" transition for you and that you are :finding enjoyment in this part of your life. I wish
you the best of_health and happiness for the future.
·.

Sincerely,
An admiring past student

·.(
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A STORY WRITTEN TO HAINLEN BY HIS STUDENT WHEN SHE GRADUATED
FROM STILLWATER HIGH SCHOOL .
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June 3, .JOOO

One. day, little A11na decided sfle liked music. "limm," sfle
tflougflt, "I like.strings. I tflink I'll play tile violin."
utt\e Anna told Mother she. w<lnted to p\ay the violin. ("lotfler
looked at utt1e Anna and saw the determination in her eye.s. .She
decided to buv little Anna a violin and let her begin lessons. · ·
uttle Anna grew up a little. bit--though some would say she is
still little--btit she kept playing the violin. lier big brothers often got
angry with her bec.ause her practicing was cohsidered a nllisance
while they watched the television, bllt Anna didn't care. .She kicpt
on p\oying.

f hen it was titne for Anna to start high schor 5he was
nervol!s abotit playing in the high school orchestra. On the first
day, Anna thought, ~1 don't know. fhis music is hard and these kids
are big and intimidating. I don't know if I'll make. it." Btit the.
deterttiination tflat Mother saw in little Anna's eyes was still the.re,
and Anna kept on p\aying.

Anna was g\ctd she. kept on p\aying. 5he \oved orchestra c\ass
more. than anything e.\se in high schoo\. She spent more. time in
room B117 than in all her other c\assrootns. Anna \ike.d the. way the.
orchestra rooh) \ooked with its wood floors. 5he. \iked how the.
orchestra room sounded be.cause there was e1lwe1ys some. sort of
music playing. But most of ct\\, she liked how the orchestra room felt.

rt was a\wcys we\coming. 5orneone would a\ways sm_i\e at her when
she we1\ked in the room.
Anna rnade \ots of f rie.nds in orchestra, too. 5he. \oved these.
friends more. than anything in the. wor\d. 5he. enjoyed playing music
with them every day. _5he. a\so enjoyed -p\_anning and going on trips
with these friends. Anna-is sure that the peop\e she met. in
orchestra are the. pe.op\e she wi\\ a\ways be friends with.
Anna made. one specia\ friend in orchestra. fh+ conductor of
the orchestra and Anna a\ways had a spe.cia\ bond. Even though he
often picked on Anna, the. condL1ctor taught·her many things. He
showed her how to tnake stna\\ b\ack notes on o page come. alive..
He taught her how to p\ay a page of music with co\or;

to- have a

picture in her mind while she was playing. Sometimes Anna laughed
at the conductor's cmo\ogies; but re.a\\y, they he.\ped her to make

- I

.

.

the rnu5ic into art. He didn't only teach her about rnu5ic, but he
also taught her about \He.

Here are a few thing:; he ha5 5aid that have 5tuck in her memory,
.

.

and wi\\ for ever:

"Art compresses something rery large into something very small."
January ·4~ 2000

" ... complications fall off and what you co11tribute to life turns out to be simple,
yet profound. "

·
January'!-, 2000

rr

I love yolt guys. ~:
] an-uary 3, 200Q

rt

l~u: re all here because you have artistic sensitivity,:

"Always build the clwrd from the bottom Up."
January 25, 2000

"If you' re going to make a mistake, make it loud"

rr

.And one,

11

two, diree., spiel.

rrJ-tannies
. up. "

rr

rr

Quit being so shy and [.al?e c.lmo-lilw"

JI, lot of rnusic is s~imply steppill9 up and showing everyone what you' re really

capable of. "

J:

1

l

2000.

i i(lTCil.

rrI' m tn.e d.irector, I get to rnterpret
.
. zt·.

1

1_

1

n

1

i ~ ',:tt·L~l··l

• ~ L-Jo-

rr

I look at the

lw-zc

.

I 1rant. "

.

·)OQQ
•

-

faces nurchi119 while we play: and it makes me think that we only

have so much ti-n1e lef'r. Idl go fast. " .
Gap and £own, 1999

Anna is very grate.fu\ for Mr. Hain\e.n and for the music

that has become a part of her life . .She. f e.e\s very \u.cky
and b\e.sse.d

by God.

r
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Dear Jim,
As I sat listening to the Concerto Concert .many thoughts. were going
through my mind.
I thought about how· _wonderful the music sounded, how
poised the soloists seemed, and how in .my time as a high school student no one
even dreamed of a concert like that performed by students of that age.
Then my
~houghts turned to what the orchestra has· meant_ to Anne.
I know that she has
gained a· great deal from her experience in orchestra. · She has had the great
experience of belonging to a group that is truly excellent, and has learn~d what
it takes to create that kind of success.
Anne has learned that music is much
· more than just note's and symbols· on a page, but that it can express . the deepest
feelings of the soul. · She has learned to u·se her time in a disciplined way so· that
she can fit everything she needs to do, like practicing, into the amount of time
she has. (I can't think of a better skill for· someone headed for college.) The
strongest thought I had,
I listened, ·was that all of Anne's good friends are
members of the orchestra.
I know that during a student's high school years the
most influential thing in _their life is their peers._ Anne could not have had a
better group of friends.
I want to thank you for providing an atmosphere that is
attractive to this caliber of individual.
As a father it was so comforting· to know
that Anne was doing things with a group of. friends who seemed t~ have good
judgment,
great attitudes, a sense of adventure about new experi.ences, and a
good sense of humor about all th:fogs in general. When the concert was over we
expected that Anne would be all . excited by the great success of the perfqrmance.
Instead we found a very subdued girl who couldn't quite express how she felt.
As we talked about it later, Kathy and I figured out that· the end of that concert
was the end of something that _has been· very special to ·Anne ·au throug_h _her
school years, and that she was in sort of a state of mourning at the loss of it: Of
course, by the next day she was just fine. That is tpe beauty of that age; you
don't need to dwell on things for too long. -Th~nk
fo~ providing this rich
experience for Anne, and for all of the concerts we ·have been privileged_ to
attend.

as

you .

Sincerely, •

r
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A POEM WRITTEN BY A FORMER STUDENT
FOR HAINLEN ON HIS RETIREMENT
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Dear Mr. Hainle~
I sat down to write you a letter,
but no words
seemed glamorous enough _
to accurately convey
this message of gratitude
that I wanted to send to you. _
I know that I am not much of a poet,
but I have also found
that there is beauty in trying.
I deeply hope $at you enjoy your retirement.
There is beauty

. in the energy
of the last movement ofBrahm's first symphony
. and also in
the strong trumpet proclrumition
of the first few measures of Dvorak:'s ~ -

ttv-t

There is beauty in
the shy girl's
crimson face
while she plays
her solo
in front of the orchestra
because she is courageously
showing the world
a glimmer of her potential.
Beauty is everywhere
Immusic theory.
It is the intelligent placement
of every eighth note and quarter rest,
the passion of the composer,
and the style
of the time period
in which the piece of music was written.
Thankyou
for showing me
.what beauty is
through art..
music,
poetry, and life.

r
. There is beauty
in the heart
of the wise man
who teaches city kids to
read.
There is beauty
in the heart
of the compassionate man
who sings
forgotten babies to
sleep.
There is beauty
in the heart
of the friend
who sat on the
porch steps
ofan
empty house
and listened.
There was beauty
in your eyesthey glimmered
with understanding
and overflowed
with hope.·
There was beauty
on the stage
when you hugged
your crymg sons
at the end of
the
Alumni Concert.

And the overwhelming feeling
in my heart
was beautiful
because I knew
that Y(2?treated aftared
for all ofus
like we were your children
too.

You have shown me
what true beauty
IS

and now
I can say with confidence
that you are
beautiful.
Thank you
for being my
techer,
the force
that inspired
me
to reach higher,
and most of all,
thank you
for being my friend

You will always be remembered.

In Christ's love,

APPENDIXDD

PROGRAM FROM HAINLEN' S RETIREMENT WEEKEND
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ON

SAYING "GOODBYE"

The great pianist, Artur Schnabel was· reported to have said that "he restricted himself to
music that is better than it can be peifonned." Over my 28 years of teaching orchestra in
District 834, I tried to implement that idea with great delight. Looking back, the music
has always exceeded us.: But a wonderful thing often happened; the s~udents rose to meet
the challenge and succeeded beyond my highest hopes.
We have no right to think that we are able to play Brahms, but play Brahms we do. Nor
did we have any right to try Beethoven's fifth, sixth, or seventh symphonies. So we tried
them. The same goes for the Tschaikovsky Violin Concerto, the Saint-Saens Organ
Symphony, Mendelssohn's Hebrides Overture, Phillip Glass' The Voyage, and hundreds
of other pieces. It is so much more satisfying to fail attempting t9 perform great music
than to succeed in playing mediocre

music:

What does it feel like to look out over 85 high· school musicians and sense the intensity
of effort that leads to success? Why do they respond to the slightest tip <?f the conducting
baton? And how can their emotions sound so mature at such a young age?
Each person counts in an orchestra. Without the clarinet and flute melodies _at the end of
the Barber Violin Concerto, the work of the soloist counts for little. Without the first
horn player stating the theme and the third horn player echoing the melody, the Brahms
symphony fails. It is so simple, yet so complex; an orchestra is the perfect metaphor for
life. Each player develops his or her strengths and adds them to the moment. Each person respects the achievements of others and encourages them. Each person plays melody
at some point, but at other times plays the accompaniment. ~at we all take from participation is the inherent emotional bond that music creates./
Thank you to each one for the moments, the music, and the memories.

-James D. Hainlen

Congratulations to Jim Hainlen from his fan, his admirer, his friend
Hainlen the ~onductor calls me to ask if I'd come
read poetry to his high school orchestra.
He's been warming them up for Mozart
with Wallace Stevens and Walt Whitman,
finding the secret connections between
Handel and Emily Dickinson, Dvorak and Neruda.
"Maybe teach them a little;' he asks
"about writing, how poet and composer dig
for the same truth, the same beauty--- .
whether it lives in dictionary or in cello."
I imagine surly students mumbling:
" ... like, you know, cool;' longing for big amps,
heavy metal, fat jobs with oil companies,
winking knowingly at one another as
the nerd conductor reads the daily poem.
I go, but find I have imagined wrong.
Since this man loves beauty with his whole
heart, his students have given him their own.
They play sweetly, all want to read to me
their favorite poem, so we play and sing together.
I want to adopt them all:
forty sons and forty daughters armed
with violins and Leaves of Grass
violas, oboes and Harmonium.
· But the conductor already adopted them,
baptized them with beauty and wisdom.
I think: if this is what the schools do
.·~ Forgive them everything, bless them with money,
but mere money cannot buy this orchestra
because they have grown into whole
human beings. This crazy idealist conductor
redeems the honor of the human race
in this sad hour of war and vialence.

Bill Holm
May2004

A RECITAL AND
FRIDAY, JUNE 11,
7:30 P.M.

ROAST FOR JIM HAINLEN

2004

MASTERS OF CEREMONIES: ANDY KASS, DAVE SCHLEH, AND MOLLY HARDING

RoB McMANus; OBOE ('82)
ANITA LYONS, SOPRANO
MARLENA CHOW

CANTATA

No.

J.S. BACH

202

"WEICHET NUR, BETRUBTE SCHATTEN"

('96), VIOLIN

('98), VIOLIN
KAREN DECKER ('94), CELLO
ERIK CARLSON

LAYTON ]AMES, PIANO

STEVEN HAINLEN

('04), VIOLIN

RONDO

KV373

W.A.MoZART

LAYTON ]AMES, PIANO

MARLENA CHOW

('96), VIOLIN

SONATA IN D MAJOR;

OP. 9, No. 3

J. LECLAIR

LAYTON JAMES, PIANO

DAN FRETLAND

('92),

TRUMPET

G. BALAY

PETITE PIECE CONCERTANTE

[ INTERMISSION ]

GREG ANDERSON

('oo ),

PIANO

LIFE IS MORE TRUE THAN REASON WILL DECEIVE

F.

LISZT

SPEIGEL IM SPIEGEL

A.

PART

CRACKER DANCE

TRADITIONAL

TRANSCENDENTAL ETUDE

ERIK CARLSON

('98 ), VIOLIN

G. ANDERSON

N 0.

17, rCHASSE-NEIGE" .

GREG ANDERSON ('oo ), PIANO

('98), VIOLIN
CHOW ('96), VIOLIN

ERIK CARLSON
MARLENA

('99), GUITAR
('98 ), PERCUSSION

JOANNA PAPPAS
• LIZZIE BROWN

Anyone interested in congregating or congratulating Jim after the roast is encouraged to go to the Dock Cafe in
~owntown Stillwater, which has graciously agreed to extend their normal closing hours to accommodate us.
People of all ages and involvement are encouraged to attend.

ALUMNI ORCHESTRA PERSONNEL
VIOLIN
LEAH ABBE ('01)
LAUREN ANASTOS ('07)
TOM ANDERS ('04)
GREG ANDERSON ('oo)
BECKY BALLANDBY ('03)
ALEX BIRKHOLD ('04)
MATTHEW BIRKHOLD ('04)
ERIN BOESEL ('99)
ERIK CARLSON ('98)
NICHOLAS CECCONI ('98)
BILL CHILDS ('89)
MARLENA CHOW ('96)
ELUE CLARKSON ('04)
EMMA CoNDON ('04)
ROBIN CUTLER ('04)
KELSEY DULUNGER ('05)
MARTA EDMAN ('oo)
LINNEA ENGBLOM ('99)
NISSA ERICKSON ('97)
HANNAH FRIEDLANDER ('04)
DIANA GIORDANO ('01)
.
DANIELLE GoHL ('04)
JULIE GUERBER
STEVEN HAINLEN ('04)
ALEXANDER HALL ('04)
ASHLEY HAMMER ('04)
MOLLY HARDING ('96)
RUSSELL HAYWOOD ('02)
EMILY HECKMANN ('oo)
BETH (HARKLAU) HERZFELD ('83)
SARAH HoNSVALL ('04)
Joy (DuROCHER) IRWIN ('94)
HEATHER JOHNSON ('97)
BETH JOSEPHSON ('oo)
RUPA l<ILAPARTI ('97)
TRAVIS LEE ('99)
STEFANIE (BROWN) McAFEE ('88)
CHARLIE McCARRoN ('04)
HEATHER McDONOUGH ('oo)
JESSICA McGLUAFLIN ('01)
KATIE McMULLEN ('02)
SONIA MERSCH {'96)
DEVAN MORAN ('03)
BRIDGET NELSON ('03)
MARTHA (WAHLIN) NoDORFT ('85)
ASHLEY NORTON ('01)
INGRID 0vERCHUIC ('99)
JOANNA PAPPAS ('99)
MADELYN PEAR!!<m ('99)
SOMA PIERCE-SMIT°'('94)
LISA PLANTE ('99)
ANNIE POSHEK ('01)
NICK RALEIGH ('95)
So_NYA RoEN ('05)
"EMILY RUDEEN ('05)
KATIE (DUNLAP) SIMONET ('95)
ANJA SRIENC ('05)
DIANE (SCHINDLER) STONE ('85)
JENNIE STOW ('85)
KATIE THOMPSON ('98}
MEREDITH TUMULTY ('03)
SHAWN (SIMKINS) VoUGEOT ('90)
ALY WALLBERG ('03)
MEGAN WEISBROD ('03)
LISA WHIPKEY ('94)
CORLETT WOOD ('04)

VIOLA

TIMOTHY BETTS {'98)
LAuRA Buss ('98}
KATIE BLUMER ('05)
EDDIE CHAMBERLAIN II ('02)
ZoE CONDON ('02)
LizDEGER
SHANNON (BURMEISTER) GOLDSTEIN {'89)
MOLLY GULSVIG ('01)
KARLA HARRIS ('88}
JENNA HOELSCHER ('05)
TYLER LAGRAVE ('04)
LEE LANGER ('oo)
SONJA LARSON ('04) .
MADDIE LoDGE ('06)
MEGHAN MAGNE ('94)
MARY MILLIKEN ('01)
MALLORY NELSON ('03)
CAITLIN OLSEN ('99)
KATIE PATER ('01)
JUSTINE REGIMBAL ('05)
THOMAS SCH:t.{OLKE ('04)
KATIE STALLAND ('03)
JANA Srow ('90)
RACHEL SULLIVAN ('02)
AMY THOMPSON ('97)
MATT THUESON ('97)
]ESS ULRICH ('92)
LEAH WAHLIN ('01)
ANNA YESBERGER ('03)
ALISSA YLONEN ('03)
CELLO
KAREN DECKER ('94)
ANDREW DONALDSON ('04)
KATIE DOUGLASS ('05)
MOLLY DUNNIGAN ('o6)
MARJORIE (MEIER) URDMANS ('80)
LAURA FRISTAD ('02)
JEFFREY HAINLEN ('01)
ABBY HANSEN ('02)
TH~ HOLMBERG-JOHNSON ('02)
ALEXANDER KISSELBURG ('04)
JENNIFER KREIN ('98)
LAuRA LEGRAY ('oo)
NEALA (SHAGER) LUNZER ('90)
AUTUMN Mc!<NITE ('03)
KENT MUSSER
BRIANNA OSEI.AND ('01)
LISA PETERSON REVIER ('84)
LELA PIERCE ('04)
ALEX SCHNARR ('89)
]ARED STOW ('97)
SUSAN (WHIPKEY) WARD ('95)
BASS
CHRIS HENSON ('02)
ALEX JOHNSON ('03)
PENATETE JUNKER ('94)
MIKE MAHONEY ('85)
ROBERT MCGARRY ('04)
ELLIOT SALTZMAN ('04)
ANDREWWALLMEYER ('97).
VLADIMIR ZABEZHINSKY

HARP
MEGAN POLLEY ('01)

FLUTE
TIA (ERICKSON) BURNs_ ('91)
]ENNA GIESEKE ('05)
JACKI (Buc:x:) HALL ('82)
MILINDA JAQUES ('05)
KIRSTEN NESSE ('01)
NoRA SHIELDS ('04)
DEB (OPLAND) ToNSAGER ('83)
SARA TONSAGER ('03)
'
JENNIFER (HINTZ) WILLE ('91)
PICCOLO
LINDSAY PEAK ('04)
CLARINET
CHERYL AimNDTS ('99)
MATTHEW BRIGGS ('97)
BECKY GRAMS ('04)
SUSAN HERBST ('90)
ROBBIE HLAVACEK ('05)
LEAH l<NOEPFEL ('oo)
VANESSA NOGLE ('02)
GABRIELLE OTIS ('03)
DIANA ROEN ('02)
LORI (SCHLEIS) TURG~ON ('82)
OBOE
ADRIENNE CHEZIK ('02)
LAUREN FEELY ('03)
ANDREA MULHAUSEN ('05)
MEG ScHMOLKE ('99)
BASSOON
STEPHANIE ANDERSON ('02)
MICHELLE (LAVALLEY) ENGELSTAD ('88)
RAYMUND MARQUARDT ('05)
TRICIA RENNER ('03)

FRENCH HORN
EMILY CHAMBERS ('04)
JENNIFER GREUPNER ('95)
ANGELA HUDACBEK ('04)
LISA ISENBERG ('01)
TIM LAMANNA ('04)
BEN PEPIN ('03)
DARIN SLEITER ('02)
JENNIFER (ANDERSON) WILSON ('99)
TRUMPET
MELISSA BUTLER ('02)
DAN FRBTLAND ('93)
DEVIN KAss ('97)
MIKE LAVALLEY ('85)
BRIAN PLANTE ('02)
JOHN WHALEY ('oo)
TROMBONE
MICHAEL BINKOWSIO ('03)
THERESA HUDACHEK ('98)
]ON SZOPINSKI ('oo)
JAKE UBAN ('o<j)

TUBA
DAN HUDACHEK ('02)
PERCUSSION
JOHN CHOINIERE ('03)
TOM FRIANT ('04)
MATTHEW MAHLER ('04)
IAN OLSEN ('01)
TIMPANI
MATTHEW NYLUND ('03)

ALUMNI ORCHESTRA CONCERTS
SATURDAYJUNE12,2004
3 AND 7:30 P.M.
JAMES

D. HAINLEN,

CONDUCTOR

CAPRICCIO EsPANGOL

NICOLAI RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

RHosYMEDRE

RALPH VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS_

CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA

SAMUEL BARBER

ALLEGRO MODERATO
STEVEN J._HAINLEN ('04), VIOLIN

[INTERMISSION]

CONCERTO FOR PIANO A,ND ORCHESTRA IN

G MAJORLUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN

ANDANTE

GREG AND.ERSON ('04), PIANO

SYMPHONY No.

7

II. ALLEGRETTO
SYMPHONY No. 1
Iv.ADAGIO

HoE

DoWN FROM Ro:t>Eo

NIMROD FROM ENIGMA VARIATIONS

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN

(3 P.M. CONCERT ONLY)
JOHANNES BRAHMS

(7:30 P.M. CONCERT ONLY)
AARON COPLAND

EDWARD ELGAR

Anyone interested in congregating or congratulating Jim after the 7:30 p.m. concert is encouraged to go
to Bakers Square in Stillwater and help continue one of the orchestra's favorite recent traditions with a
post-performance pie or two. People ofall ages and involvemerzt are encouraged to attend.

NOTES ON THE ALUMNI CONCERT MUSICAL -SELECTIONS
JAMES

D. HAINLEN

Each piece has memories for me and a story that goes with its programming.on the Alumni Concert.
Somewhere in the 1980s I decided that the limit on student achievement was an attitude that I came by in my own education. I believed the teacher should be more proficient on each instrument than any student. I realized that I was limiting
students because I couldn't possibly be better than each student. Inste.ad, I changed, trying to help each student reach, and
even exceed, their own goals. Soon I was conducting students who far exceeded my own playing capabilities. It was a fall
parent-teacher conference ~ith Marlena Chow's parents that solidified my new philosophy. They said, "Marlena is excited
to be at the high school; you have much to teach her:' At that moment I understood more deeply the task of helping each
student become the best they could be. The performance of Capriccio Espangol is dedicated to Marlena Chow ('96).
Perhaps unbeknownst to her, I didn't have any idea how to teach the string crossings, ricochet bowings or fingered harmonic passages. As one of the finest players in Stillwater Orchestra history, she moved through the section and helped
each player learn the most difficult 1;>arts. With great kindness and unbelievable skill, Marlena raised the orchestra to a
whole new level.

Rhosymedre has been one of my favorite pieces since I began conducting. It means "beautiful" in Welsh. VaughanWilliams captured with whole and half notes the essence of beauty in life. Each time we have performed this work, stu-dents and parents have been moved by the beauty and truth in music that Keats-echoed in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn:' I
would like to dedicate'"this piece to all of the players from all of the years who have played music to the best of their ability, written poetry when they were in a music class, and have moved audiences to tears· so many times.
The Barber Vi_oJ.!n Concerto begins with the harmonic movement of G major to C major. This chord progression is
heard often in all music, classical and popular. But after stating that, the journey of the Barber concerto begins. There are
striking dissonances, surprise resolutions in E flat major, and a cadenza that pulls us to G major yet denies the resolution
until the last two notes-which aie the reverse of the first two chords, or C to G major. This is the fanious "amen,, cadence
of sacred music, and Barber arrives at spiritual simplicity with a breathtaking moment. The piece is an allegory for life;
the quietness,ef birth, the jarring moments of growth and the vistas of insight which are inextricably tied up with beauty,
family, nature, and delight. The Barber is on this program in honor of Steven J. Hainlen ('04), who surprised me at age
four and said he wanted his father to teach him how to play violin.
The Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4 was the first concerto I played with the University of Minnesota Orchestra as an
undergraduate and it was the first concerto I conducted with a professional pianist (Earl Buys) and the Stillwater
Orchestra. Greg Anderson ('OO) performed the concert~ with the Stillwater-Orchestra in his sophomore year (1997). This
past spring he won the piano competition at Juilliard School of Music in New York and performed the piece in Lincoln
Center. Playing concertmaster on that concert was Erik Carlson ('98), who was completing his master's in performance at
Juilliard. I doubt that combination of performer and concertmaster from one public school has ever happened. at Juilliard
before. The performance tonight is in honor of Greg Anderson, who taught me that it is the courage to enter that counts;
winning will take care of itself. I have I used his example with every student that followed.

·The Allegretto from Beethoven's 7th Symphony is life itself The quarter-eighth-eighth rhythm which underlies the second movement is rhythm as metaphor for nature's heartbe~t. No one can listen to the accretion of intensity and the juxtaposition of 3:2 and 4:3:2 without participating in Beethoven's secret connection with the complexity of our inner lives.
When I conduct this piece I try to exactly match the tempo to the emotional feel of the. orchestra and audience at that
moment in time. It is stunning to feel on stage the musicians and audience as one. This piece is dedicated to the orchestra
parents, my music colleagues, and all those in the St. Croix :Valley community who embrace the importance of legacy and
the vitality that comes from the arts.

Brahms' 1st S~phony is a piece I never thought I would conduct. In graduate school I had a course in the Biahms symphonies, and all I did for the semester was question the professor's judgment. No high school orchestra I had ever heard
should have attempted to plarany :movement of any of.the Brahms symphonies, but the class of 1998 wore me down.
They sang the A theme, they played it on the stereo, and they badgered me until I gave in. In the end, however, it came
down to one person's ability to lead us through the difficult intervals, the impossible runs, and the crazy tempo changes.
Erik Carlson was the person that made this piece possible. He also illustrated to me the difference thaf one person can
make, even in a large group. Ffom the Tschaikovsky Violin Concerto, to his on-stage grin in the Paganini Concerto (when
he played a two octave scale instead of the written one octave scale without telling me ahead of time), to his unbelievable
performance of the Sibelius Violin Concerto, Erik combined immense talent with humility.
The Hoe Down from Rodeo was one of the first unedited pieces of music I programmed at Stillwater. It is all about
· . joy-the physical joy that comes from moving bows and fingers, embouchures and slides, values and keys, mallets and
beaters. It is also about the nervousness and joy that parents feel watching their own children learn. Jeffrey R. Hainlen
('01) was in fifth grade at Oak Park Elementary School when Ms. Deger conducted his first spring concert. I, like.all parents, can flash back to .the moment I understood my children were launched .and beyond my control. Jeff was playing
cello in that hot gym and I understood sitting in the audience that there was rothing I could do to help him through the
mistakes, and that his successes were his own. I was more nervous listening to my own child that night than I have ever
been conducting your children. This piece is for that internal joy of parenthood and is dedicated to my son, Jeffrey.

Nunrod (from the Enigma Variations) became the traditional closing piece for the orchestra in 1996. I can still see in my
mind the seniors passing a box of tissues back through the first violin section the first time we played it. Ultimately, we
have m~sic in our lives because it binds us together in a mysterious way that defies words. All analysis, all aesthetic theory,
and all cognitive explfill:ations can not express what one simple melody can. We, need each other to make it through the ·
tough times in life. We need each other to celebrate the delicate moments ~d good times. We need people who can stand up and solo but we would be lost without the violas, that often control the third of the chord and the cellos and basses
that provide the foundation. I would like to dedicate Nimrod to Matt Thueson ('97), Nathan Vack ('97), Andy Walhneyer
('97), Karen Opland-Gigure ('87), Meg Schmolke ('99), Lisa Simonet ('98), Katie McMullen ('02), Lisa Plante ('99), Jess
Ulrich ('92), Erin Boesel ('99), Molly Harding ('96) and all of the people who carry their humanity close to the surface so
that others benefit from their commitment to life. This is simply the last time we play Nimrod together on stage, not the
last time we play Nimrod together. in our -hearts.

ALUMNI CONCERT SOLOISTS
Steven Hainlen ('04) is currently a senior at Stillwater Area High School. He has been playing

violin for fourteen years; during that time he has studied with James Hainlen, Liz Deger, Rose
Giordano, and Mary West. He is presently studying with Mark Bjork at the Univer~ity of
Minnesota. He has been a member of the Stillwater Area High School Concert Orchestra for
three years and Chamber Orchestra for four years. Steven also has been on the Stillwater Area
High School Music Listening Team for four years and lastyear placed fourth in the state. He
was selected for the past two years to be in Minnesota All-State Orchestra and served as associate concertmaster this past summer. He has participated inthe Suburban East All-Conference
Orchestra for three years and this year was concertmaster. Steven. has performed the Bach
Double Violin Concerto and the Haydn Violin Concerto in G Major as a concerto contest win~
ner with the Stillwater Area High School Chamber Orchestra. He would like to thank Mark
Bjork for his insight and teaching on the Barber Violin Concerto and Minnesota Orchestra
Concertmaster Jorja Fleezanis for her special inspiration-in his life.
Greg Anderson {'00) began studying piano at age eight and made his first concerto appear-

ance at age fourteen with the Stillwater High School Chamber Orchestra. Since then he has
performed with .such orchestras as the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Juilliard Orchestra, the
_Aspen Concert Orchestra, the Millennium Orchestra in Spain, and the Minnesota Sinfonia. He
has been a performer at the Banff Keyboard Festival, Pianofe~t in the Hamptons, Aspen Music
Festival, and Bowdoin Summer Music Festival; and he recently presented solo recitals in New
York, California, Georgia, Minnesota, and Colorado. Additionally, he has been featured on
National Public Radio, performing on "A Prairie Home Companion" and ·"From the Top"
radio shows. As a chamber musician, he has collaborated with violinist Karen Gomyo and
with pianist Elizabeth Joy Roe, toudng in America and Japan.

.·~-

Greg has won top prizes in numerous competitions including the Clara Wells National
Scholarship Auditions, the Juill~ard Concerto Competition, the Lee National Piano
Competition, the MTNA-Yamaha Piano Competition, and the Schubert Club Piano
Competition. Also a composer, he was named the Minnesota Music Educators Association
1999 Composer of the Year and has been a winner in the Juilliard Composition Contests.
Greg was a student of Kim Craig for eleven years at the Saint Paul Conservatory of Music.
He received a Bachelor of Music degree at The Juilliard School as a student of Julian Martin
and will begin graduate school there in the fall. He also pursues studies with Aiko Onishi
in California.

JAMES

D.

HAINLEN

I have lived my life trying to educate my heart and my imagination. It would be naive to say
that tonight is not somewhat about me. But in the most important way it is not about _me. It is
about the mystery of teachers and students. I have been incredibly lucky to match my passion
with my occupation. When. I began teaching I had no idea where the journey would go.
I started teaching in Stillwater in 1973 after living for three years in New York City. I taught at
Oak-Land Junior High, Afton-Lakeland, Baypo_rt, Lake Elmo, Withrow, and Washington
Elementa~ies. This was a half-time job! I generally spent my lunch playing basketball, football,
or skating with the students.
One lunch hour I was stealing hats from kids on the skating rink at Washington Elementary
School and saw the most beautiful woman frowning at me. Those blue eyes still frown when I_
steal hats, but for 28 years we have made·a wonderful pair. Linda has listen.ed to more notes by
_more ;chool orchestras than anyone in town, including me, because sometimes I just couldn't
stand to listen anymore and simply waved my arms until it was over. I want to ~ank Linda for
our lives together. Life would not have been anywhere as good without her.
Out of pure luck I also worked with Greater Twin Cities Youth Symphonies and Dr. William
Jones from 1974 to 1977. It was through observing him that I realized I didn't know anything
about conducting. He guided me to study with Dr. Marvin Rabin at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. The Master's Degree I earned in String Development really began my
education for teaching-before that I was just faking it. After one. year teaching in Wisconsin,
we came back to Stillwater in 1979 and I started teaching at Stillwater High School.
This weekend marks the end of that journey. It has included wonderful studej'ts, supportive
parents, helpful administrators, and great community backing.
.
My biography is really the following six pages of this program. It is all the great music we
have learned together. It is all of the students who have performed all of that great music.
Confucius stated in The Great Digest the most profound statement I have ever read:
· "The great learning is rooted in watching with care the way people grow:' I have watched students intently to try to figure out how they grow. Together we have learned and I trust
that it will go on.

Music PERFORMED BY THE STILLWATER ORCHESTRAS, 1980-2004
198<>
THE BEATLESBEETHOVEN, L
BEETHOVEN, L
BEETHOVEN, L
CoPLAND,A.
CoPLAND,A.
CORELLI,A.
GLIERE, R
GLUCK,
GRIEG, E.
GRUNDMAN, G.
HANDEL, G.F.

w.

HAYDN,F.J.
MoZA.R.T, W
MoZA.R.T, W
MOZART,

.A.
.A.

w .A.

PACHELBEL, J.
WAGNER,R..

LET IT BE (ARR. CHASE)
EGMONT 0vERTURE
FIDELIO 0vERTURE (ARR. ISAAC)
NINTH SYMPHoN'i"·(:ARR. LEIDIG)
HOE DOWN FROM RODEO
VARIATIONS ON SIMPLE GIFTS
CoNCERTo GRosso, OP. 6, No. 8
RUSSIAN SAILORS DANCE (ARR. ISAAC)
DANCE OF THE_BLESSED SPIRITS
PRELUDIO PROM THE HOLBERG SUITE (ARR. ISAAC)
FOLK SoNG RHAPSODY
BuT THou Dms'T NoT LEAVE
MARK KouKKARI
CoNCER.TO FOR CELLO IN C MAJOR
MARGIE MEIER
ANDANTE (AR.R. ISAAC)
CoNCERTO FOR BASSOON AND ORCHESTRA
-PAUL McKINNEY
LAH.GHETTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA
ToDDNoLDE
CANON (ARR. ADES)
DIE MEISTERSINGER (ARR SIENNICKI)

1981
CONCERTO FOR PIANO INC MAJOR-No. 4

BEETHOVEN, L.

EARL BUYS
BIZET, G.
CHASE, B.
CIMAR.OSA, D.
DvoRAK,A.
GABRIELLI, A.
GuNKA,M
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN, F.J.
HOLST, G.
MANCINI,H.
M<>ZART, W .A.
MOZART,
.A.

w

STRAVINSKY, I.
TSCHESNOKOV,
VANHAL,J.
VIVALDI,

p.

A.

1982
ANDERSON, L
BEETHOVEN, L.
BERLI_oz,H.
CLARKE,}.
COAKLEY,D.
GRIEG, E.

HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN, F.J.
HAYDN, F.J.
HovHANEss, A.
MOZA.R.T,
.A.

w

MOZA.R.T, W.A.
OFFENBACH, J.
RODGERS, R.
SCHIASSI, G.
SCHUBERT, F.

_, ~

fARANDOLE FROM L'Alu.ESIENNE (ARR. WILSON)
THE MUPPET MEDLEY
.
SICILIANA FOR OBOE AND ORCHESTRA
AMYGoESER
SYMPHONY No. 8, (4TH MOVEMENT)
ALLA BATTAGLIA
RussLAN AND LUDMILLA (AitR. SoPKIN)
I KNow MY REDEEMER LIVETH
CONNIE CURTIS
GLORIA PROM MAss IN TIME OF WAR
ST. PAUL SUITE (JIG)
THE PINK PANTHER
THE ABDUCTION FROM THE SERAGLIO (ARR. ISAAC).
CoNCERTO FOR HORN AND ORCHESTRA
DALE LoKICESMOE
BERCEUSE AND FINALE (ARR: ISAAC)
SALVATION IS CREATED
CONCERTO FOR VIOLA INC MAJOR
PAUL JENKIN
WINTER FROM THE FOUR SBASONS
DAIVA TAUTVYDAS

SLEIGH RIDE
EGMONT 0vERTURE
HUNGARIAN MARCH
THE PRINCE OF DENMARK'S MARCH
Two CANADIAN FOLK SONGS
NORWEGIAN FIDDLE TUNES (ARR. HENDRICKSON)
(MINNESOTA PREMIERE)
CoNCERTO FOR ORGAN, OP. 4, No. 6
TODD NOLDE
CoNCERTO FOR HORN AND ORCHESTRA
MARTHA MUNDINGER
.SYMPHONY No. 22
PRAYER OF ST. GREGORY
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE IN G MAJOR
JACKI BLACK
EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK
BALLET p ARISIEN
SouND OP Music
WEINACHTS SYMPHONY
ARPOEGGIONE SONATA
EDWARD ADELSON

SMETANA, B.
. DANCE OF THE CoMEDIANS
Cumc WITH MINNEsoTA ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR SIR NEVILLE MARRINER
Srsi!uus, J.
FINLANDIA
SIR NEVILLE MARRINER, GUEST CONDUCTOR
TscHA1KovsicY, P.MARCH FROM THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
WALTZ OF THE FLOWERS FROM THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
1812 0vERTURE (ARR. ISAAC)
VIVALDI;A.
CONCERTO FOR Two VioLINS AND ORCHESTRA
BETH lIARKLAu AND MARY SEIM, vioLINS
WAGNER,R.
OVERTURE TO DIE MEISTERSINGER (ARR. SIENNICICI)
ROBINSON
WILDWOOD FLOWER (ARR. CLEBANOFF)

1983
ANDERSON, L.
BEETHOVEN, L
COPLAND,A.
GABRIELLI, A.
GERSHWIN, G.
GLINKA,M.
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN,F.J.
HAYDN,F.J.
HOLCOMBE
LUTOSLAWSKI, W.
MANCINI,H.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
MOZART,
.A.

w

p ACHELBEL, J.
RIMSKY-KoRSAKov
ROSSINI, G.
STRAUSS, R.
TsCHAiicovsKY, P.
TscHAIKOVSJCY, P.
VITALI,A.
VIVALDI,A.
WAGNER, R.
WILLIAMS, J.

CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
SYMPHONY No. 1 (1ST MOVEMENT)
VARIATIONS ON A SHAKER MELODY
ALLA BATTAGLIA
SUMMERTIME
RuSSLAN AND LUDMILLA (ARR. ISAAC)
THE MEssIAH WITH HUDSON CHORALE SocIETY
CoNCERTO FOR PIANO IN D MAJOR
MARX HERZFELD
SYMPHONY No. 93
INTERNATIONAL DIXIELAND }AMBORE~
5MELODI
THE PINK p ANTHER
NOCTURNE PROM A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
SYMPHONY No. 5 (4TH MOVEMENT)
CoNCERTO FOR FLUTE AND ORCHESTRA
NIDA TAUTVYDAS
CANON
PROCESSION OF THE NOBLES (ARR. ISAAC)
WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE (ARR. ISAAC)
B!.UE DANUBE
ALTZ
DANCE OF THE SUGAR PLUM FAIRY
FROM THE NUTCRACKER
TREPAK FROM THE NUTCRACKER
CHACCONE FOR VIOLIN
BETH HARKLAU
SPRING FROM THE FouR SEASONS
MARY SEIM
0vERTURE TO DIE MEISTERSINGER (ARR. SIENNICXI)
THEME FROM E.T. (ARR. PLOYHAR)

w

1984
BACH,J.C.

CONCERTO FOR VIOLA IN C MINOR

KATHY MILNAR
BEETHOVEN,

1.

CONCERTO FOR PIANO; No:1
ANJA KOHLER
BERLlNyI.
WHITE CHRISTMAS (ARR. BENNETT)
BERLIOZ, H.
HUNGARIAN MARCH
BRITTRN,B.
SIMPLE SYMPHONY
CHASE,B.
THE MUPPET MEDLEY
CLARJC, L.
HOOKED ON CLASSICS (ARR. BURDEN)
COPLAND,A.
HoE DoWN FROM RoDEO
CORELLI, A.
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 6
DvoRAK,A.
SLAVONIC DANCE No. 6
GLUCK,
DANCE OP THE BLESSED SPIRITS
GRIEG, E.
HOLBERG SUITE (1ST MOVEMENT)
HANDEL, G.F.
0vERTURE TO SAMSON (ARR. MULLER)
liAYMAN,R.
POPS HOE DOWN
CoNCERTINO FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA
JANOS, D.
SARA AGAR
OFFENBACH,
BALLET p ARISIEN (ARR. ISAAC)
ROBINSON
WILDWOOD FLOWER (ARR. CLEBANOPF)
ScHIASSI, G.
WEINACHTS SYMPHONIE [CHAMBER]
STRAVINSKY, I.
BERCEUSE AND FINALE (ARR. ISAAC)
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
MARCH FROM THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
TSCHAIKOVSKY, P.
1812 OVERTURE (ARR. ISAAC)
TsCHESNOKov, P.
SALVATION 1s CREATED
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS RHOSYMEDRE

w.

J.

CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN A MINOR
TRAVIS PETERSON
CONCERTO FOR Two VIOLINS AND CELLO IND MINOR
DIANE SCHINDLER, ANNE KNOCHE, VIOLINS;
SARA AGAR, CELLO
CONCERTO FOR OBOE AND BASSOON
ROBERT McMANus, OBOE; JACK DUROCHER, BASSOON

VIVALDI,A.
VIVALDI,A.

VIVALDI,A.

1988
CONCERTO FOR VIOLA IN C MINOR

BACH, J.C.

KARLA HARRIS
BEETHOVEN, L
CoPLAND,A~

w.

GLUCK,
-GRANDJANY,

M.

1985
BACH,J.S.
CORELLI,A.
GoULD,M.
HAYDN,F.J.
MASSENET, J.
MENDELSSOHN,
MOZART, W.A.

F.

MOZART, W.A.
NELHYBEL, V.
ScHUBERT, F.
TELEMANN, G.

TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
VANHAL, J. -

CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN E MAJOR
DIANE SCHINDLER
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 7
AMERICAN SALUTE
CoNCER-TO FOR CELLO IN C MAJOR
SARA AGAR
MEDITATION FROM THAIS (ARR. SIENNICKI)
WEDDING MARCH FROM A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
CoNCERTO FOR PIANO IN B FLAT MAJOR DEAN JOHNSON
EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK
A MIGHTY FORTRESS
SYMPHONY No. 8 (1sT MOVEMENT)
CONCERTO FOR Two VIOLINS AND BAssooN IND MAJOR
ANNE KNOCHE~ KIM STONE, VIOLINS;
MATT McKINNEY, BASSOON
TREPAK FROM THE NUTCRACKER
CONCERTO FOR VIOLA IN C MAJOR
Eruc STONE

1986,
AIR FROM SuITE No. 3
SYMPHONY No. 5 (1ST MOVEMENT)
LEs RosEs n'IPSAHAN
ANNE KNOCHE
THE PRINCE OF DENMARK'S MARCH (ARR. LAWTON)
CLARICE,
HANDEL, G.F.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS FROM THE MESSIAH
Ail.A BATTAGLIA
GABRIELLI, A.
GEMINIANI, F.
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 3, No. 1
KAREN OPLAND
MOZART,
.A.
ExsULTATE JUBILATE
RUTH SPIEGEL
A MIGHTY FORTRESS
NELHYBEL, V.
MAGNIFICAT
PERGOLESI, G.
THE BLUE BELLS OF SCOTLAND
PRYOR,A.
TONY COLLINS
RIMSICY-KORSAKOV
POLANAISE FROM THE CHRISTMAS EVE SUITE
SAINT-SAENS, C.
THE SWAN FROM CARNIVAL OP THE ANIMALS
HEIDI STELTZNER
ScHUBERT, F.
MASS IN G MAJOR VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS FANTASIA ON GREENSLEEVES
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS_ RHosYMEDRE
VIVALDI, A.
SPRING FROM THE FOUR SEASONS
MARK l<IRSCHEMAN
BACH, J.S.
BEETHOVEN,
FAURE, G.

L.

J.

w

1987
BACH, P.D.Q.
BERLIN, I.
CoAKLEY,D.
CoRELLI,A.
DEPEARSALL, R.
Dvotlic,A.
Dvotlic,A.
HANDEL, G.F.

"EROTICA" VARIATIONS FOR BANNED INSTRUMENTS
WHITE CHRISTMAS (ARR. CHASE)
DIRECTIONS NORTH [VARSITY]
CoNCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 7 [VARSITY]
PRELUDE ON IN DULCI JUBILO [VARSITY]
SLAVONIC DANCE OP. 46, No. 8
SYMPHONY No. 8 (4TH MOVEMENT)
LET THE BRIGHT SERAPHIM
LISA OLSON
HAYDN,F.J.
MISSA BREVIs SANCTI Jo.ANNIS DE DEo
CoNCERTO FOR PIANO IN D MAJOR
HAYDN,F.J.
THOMAS DICKINSON
HAYDN,
SYMPHONY No. 93
CONCERTO FOR BASSOON
MOZART, W.A.
MATT McKINNEY
MOZART, W.A.
SYMPHONY No. 29 (1ST MOVEMENT)
ROSSINI, G.
WILLIAM TELL 0vERTURE (ARR. LEHMEIER)
RHOADS,
EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL [VARSITY]
DANCE OF THE COMEDIANS
SMETANA,B.
SONATA FOR TRUMPET
STRADELLA, A.
MATT BEUME]l
TscHAIKOVSICY, P.
SwAN LAKE BALLET, SCENE ONE
THE FIRST LULLABY CONCERT

F.J. -

w.

GRIEG,E.
HANDEL, G.F.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
MOZART,
.A.

w

MOZART, W .A.
NELHYBEL, V.
PIERPONT, J.
RIEDEL, G.
TSCHAIKOVSKY, P. VIVALDI, A.
LULLABY CONCERT

OVERTURE TO CoRIOLAN
QUIET CITY
SARA SWENSON, OBOE; MIKE WHIPKEY, TRUMPET
DANCE OF THE BLESSED SPIRITS
ARIA IN CLASSIC STYLE FOR HARP
CAROL CHURCHILL
CoNCERTO FOR PIANO-AND ORCHESTRA
HERMAN KLAAs
Music PROM THE ROYAL FIREWORKS
SYMPHONY No. 5 REFORMATION (4TH MOVEMENT)
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN,A MAJOR
TAMMY PETERSON
SYMPHONY No. 25 ALLEGRO (1ST MOVEME~)
A MIGHTY FORTRESS
TINTINABULATIONS (ARR. PlJNWAR)
CONVERSATION PIECE
ALTZ OF THE FLOWERS FROM THE NUTCRAGKER BALLET
GLORIA WITH CONCERT CHOIR [ CHAMBERt

w

1989
AIR FROM SUITE No. j
OVERTURE TO CoRIOLAN
SUITE FOR STRINGS [VARSITY]
CARMEN SUITE No. i [TCSC]
BYE BYE LovE (ARR, BARNETT)
(WORLD PREMIERE, COMMISSIONED BY STILLWATER 0RCH.)
CHAsE,B.
THE MUPPET MEDLEY
COPLAND, A.
AN OUTDOOR OVERTURE [TCSC]
CORELLI, A.
CoNCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 8 [VARSITY]
CORELLI,A.
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 10 [VARSITY]
CoRELLI,A.
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 11
DEIRO, P.
CoNCERTO FOR ACCORDION IN A MAJOR
KIM ABRAHAMSON
DRAGONETTI, D.
CoNCERTO FOR BASS IN A MAJOR
JoN0LSEN
FERRANDINI, G.
WEIHNACHTSSINFONIE [ CHAMBER]
OVERTURE INC MAJOR [CHAMBER]
Fux,J.
GouLn,M.
G6oo KING WENCESLAS
GouLD,M.
SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD
ARIA IN CLASSIC STYLE FOR HARP
GRANDJANY, M.
CAROL CHURCHILL
AWAY IN THE,MA.NGER [CHAMBER]
HARRIS
ST. ANTHONY CHORALE (ARR. DACKOW) [VARSITY]
HAYDN, F.J.
'
HELLEM, M. (ARR.)
THREE SPANISH CHRISTMAS UROLS [VARSITY]
JACOB, G.
A NoYsE OF MINSTRELLS
MASCAGNI, P.
INTERMEZZO FROM CAvALLERIA RusTICANA
MOZART, W.A.
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND HARP [CHAMBER]
.
SARAH BOETTCHER, FLUTE; CAROL CHURCHILL, HARP
SAMMARTINI, G.
SYMPHONY ING MAJOR [CHAMBER]
SCHUMANN, R.
SYMPHONY No. 1 (1sT MOVEMENT)'-SMETANA, B.
DANCE OF THE CoMEDIANS
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS RHoSYMEDRE [VARSITY]
VIVALDI, A.
MAGNIFICAT WITH CONCERT CHOIR [CHAMBER]
VIOTTI, G..
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN No. 23 ING MAJOR
DEBBIE HANSEN
LULLABY, CONCERT WITH APPLE VALLEY HIGH ScHOOL DANCE ENSEMBLE
M_.:NNESO'rA Music EDUCATORS STATE CoNVENTION
FINE ARTS FESTIVAL - ]OAN MONDALE, GUEST SPEAKER
BAcH, J.s·.
BEETHOVEN,
BERGER,J.
BIZET, G.
BRYANT,F.

L.

1990
BEETHOVEN,
BEETHOVEN,
BEETHOVEN,

1.

L
1.

BERLIOZ, H.
BRAHMS,
CORELLI,A.
HANDEL, G.F.
HANDEL, G.F.
LALO,E.

J.

SYMPHONY No. 5 (4TH MOVEMENT)
SYMPHONY No. 9 FINALE (ARR. LEIDEG)
CoNCERTO IN C MAJOR FOR VIOLIN, U!LLO, AND PIANO
NATASHA ENGBLOM, vmuN; NEALA SHAGBR, cEµ.o;
STEPHAN KLAAs, PIANO
HUNGARIAN MARCH
HUNGARIAN DANCES No. 1, 2, 10 [TCSC]
CoNcERTo GRosso, OP. 6, No.11 [CHAMBER}·
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No •.1
Music FROM THE RoYAL FIREWORKS [TCSC]
CONCERTO FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA
PAUL KosowER

LA.NGEY, 0.
LECLAIR, J.
DAVIS, C.
MASCAGNI, p.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
MOZART, W.A.

THE. EMERALD ISLE
ALLEGRO [VAR.SITY]
STILLE NACHT
INTERMEZZO FROM CAVALLERIA RusncANA [ CHAMBER]
WEDDING MARCH
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN A MAJOR
NATASHA ENGBLOM
MOZART, W.A.
OVERTURE TO Cos1 FAN TUTTE
OFFENBACH, J.
ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD [VARSITY]
REED,A.
GREENSLEEVES
ROBERTS, C.
CHRISTMAS BELLS (AB.R. RAPEE)
SCHUBERT, F.
ROSAMUNDE OVERTURE (ARR. DACKOW) [VARSITY]
STRAUSS, R.
CoNCERTO FOR HoRN IN E FLAT, No. 1
]ENNY FRETLAND
TSCHAIKOVSKY, P.
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN D MAJOR
SHAWN SIMKINS
WARD'BATES
AMERICA THE BE.i\UTIFUL (ARR. DRAGON/HAINLEN)
THE "LULLABIES AND ALL THAT JAZZ" LULLABY CONCERT
(BENEFIT FOR THE }AC<,>B WETTERLING FoUNDATlON)
1991
BACH, J.S.

BIST DU BEi MIR (ORCHESTRATED LUCK)
PAMELA WAGNER .
SYMPHONY No. 5 INC MINOR (4TH MOVEMENT) [TCSC]
VARIATIONS ON A SHAKER MELODY [TCSC]
SYMPHONY No. 9 (FINALE)
AMERICAN SALUTE
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 1
LARGO PROM XERXES
SARAH CHURCHILL, HARP
HAYDN, F.J.
CoNCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN G MAJOR
TRACY CLARK
HovHANEss, A.
ARMENIAN RI.IAPSODY No. 3
KOHAUT, K.
CONCERTO FOR GUITAR IN F MAJOR
ToNYHAusER
MOZART,
.A.
CONCERTO FOR BASSOON AND ORCHESTRA
DEREKDEBE
MOZART,
.A.
EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK
PERGOLESI, G.
MAGNIPICAT
PIERPONT, J.
TINTINABULATIONS (ARR. PUNWAR)
PURCELI;; H.
Music FOR QUEEN MARY
SAINT-SAENS, C.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO~ No. 2
STEPHAN KI.Ass
SIBELIUS, J.
FINLANDIA [TCSC]
SMETANA, B.
THE MOLDAU FROM MY FATHERLAND
THE "ANIMAL" LULLABY CONCERT
B_EETHOVEN, L.
COPLAND,A.
DvotlK,A.
GOULD,M.
HANDEL, G.F.
HANDEL, G.F.

w
w

199.2
ANDRES,B.
BEETHOVEN,
BERLIOZ, H.
BIZET, G.

L.

COPLAND,A.
CoRELLI,A.
DONIZETTI, G.
DVORAK,A.
FAURE, G.

-·~

HANDEL, G.F.
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN, F.J.

KORLACH,J.
MASCAGNI, P.
MOZART, W.A.
MOZART, W.A.
p ALESTRINA, G.
REED,A.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
SAINT-SAENS, C.
SIBELIUS, J.

AQUANTINETES FOR HARP
Au.ISSA BAGLEY
EGMONT OVERTURE
SYMPHONY FANTASTIC (MARCH TO THE SCAFFOLD)
THE CHANGING OF.THE GUARD FROM CARMEN
(ARR. CARLIN) [VARSITY}
HOE DOWN FROM RODEO [TCSC]
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 5
OVERTURE ro DoN PASQUALE
SYMPHONY No. 9 (4TH MOVEMENT) [TCSC]
ELEGIE FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA
ELLEN F ARSETH
MARCH AND GAVOTTE FROM Juuus CAESAR
PIANGERO, LA SoRTE MIA FROM JuLius CAESAR
PAMELA WAGNER
THEME AND VARIATIONS FOR HARP
ANGELA HAGEN
MINNESOTA SUITE IND MINOR (WORLD PREMIERE)
INTERMEZZO FROM CAVALLERIA RusTICANA
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN A MAJOR
GEORGE Kl.AAS
SERENADE No. 9 "PosTHORN» [VARSITY]
ADORAMUS TE (TRANSCRIBED STOKOWSKI)
GREENSLEEVES
POLONAISE FROM THE CHRISTMAS EVE.SUITE
INTRODUCTION AND RONDO CAPRICCIOSO
MARLENA CHOW
. V ALSE TRISTE [TCSC]

VIVALDI, A.
WARLOCK,P.
WIENIAWSJCI, H.

WINTER FROM THE FOUR SEASONS [CHAMBER]
CAPRIOL SUITE [ CHAMBER]
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN OP. 22, No. 2
TRAVIS PETERSON
THE "ANIMAL" LULLABY CONCERT
MINNESOTA Music EDUCATORS STATE CONVENTION ,
RETREAT WITH LIBBY LARSEN AND BILL HOLM
("THE LANGUAGE OF Music AND THE Music OF LANGUAGE"')
1993
BEETHOVEN,

L.

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, OP. 73
TOBY KOHLER
BEETHOVEN, L.
SYMPHONY No. 8 (4TH MOVEMENT) [TCSC]
HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE FORUM WITH THE VALLEY CHAMBER CHORALE
BRUCH, M.
KOL NIDREI FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA
}ANET HORVATH, ADAM CATHCART, CELLOS
CoPLAND, A.
LAURIE'S SONG FROM THE TENDER LAND
CARRIE SWANSON, SOPRANO
HAYDN,F.J.
SINFONIA SEMPLICE (AB.R. BAUERNSCHMIDT) [VARSITY
MOZART,
.A.
OVERTURE TO LUCIO SILLA (ARR. DACKOW1 [VARSITY]
PEDERSEN, A.
THE BROKEN CIRC1rE (MINNESOTA PREMIBRE)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
PROCESSION OF THE NOBLES (ARR. ISAAC) [TCSC]
SAINT-SAENS, C.
DANCE BACCHANALE FROM SAMSON AND DALILA
STRAVINSKY, I.
BERCEUSE AND FINALE FROM THE FIREBIRD SUITE
TORELLI, G.
SONATA FOR TRUMPET AND STRINGS No. 1
DANFRETLAND
THE GUTHRIE THEATER REDEDICATION JUNE 3, 1993
HANDEL, G.F.
ENTRANCE OF THE QUEEN OF SHEBA FROM SOLOMON
[CHAMBER]
MOZART,
.A.
· SYMPHO;NY No. 29 IN A MAJOR [CHAMBER]
CoRELLI,A.
CoNCERTo GRosso, OP. 6, No.10 [CHAMBER]
TORELLI, G.
SONATA A CINQUE No.1 [CHAMBER]
DAN FRETLAND
NEW STILLWATER AREA HIGH SCHOOL OPENED
CHRISTIANSEN, P.
Tmi RIVER Fi.ows ON WI'.rH THE CHOIR
(WORLD PREMIERE)
BEETHOVEN, L.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO, VIOLIN AND CELLO
LISA WHIPKEY, VIOLIN; ADAM CATHCART, CELLO; MARLENA
CHOW,PIANO
BEETHOVEN, L.
CORIOLANUS OVERTURE OP. 62
CORELLI, A.
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 1 IN D MAJOR
MOZART,
.A.
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND HARP
BETH LAMMERS,.FLUTE, ANGELA HAGEN, HARP
. SAINT-SAENS, C.
DANSE MACABRE OP. 40
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
WALTZ OF THE FLOWERS FROM THE NUTCRACKER
WESSMAN,H.
WATER UNDER SNOW IS WEARY
(WITH LILY LAKE CHORUS) [CHAMBER]
LULLABY CoNCERT
OPENING OF THE MINNESOTA STATE LEGISLATURE AT THE STATE CAPITOL-

l

w

w

w

1994
BACH, J.S.
BACH, J.S.
BAcH,J.S.
BoCCHERINI, L.
COPLAND,A.
CORELLI,A.
CORELLI, A.
CURNOW,}.
DAVIS (ARR.)
DEPEARSALL, R
DvotlK,A.
ELGAR,E.
HAYDN, F.J.
HAYDN,F.J.
HAYDN,F.J.
HOLST, G.
HoLST,G.
KABALEVSICY, D.
LEBENBQM, E.
LEYDEN,N.

CONCERTO FOR Two VIOLINS 1N D MINOR [CHAMBER]
MARLENA CHOW, ERIK CARLSON, VIOLINS
JESU, Joy OP MAN's DESIRING (ARR. STONE~ [VARSITY]
TOCCATA AND FUGUE IND MINOR
( TRANSCRIBED STOICOWSKI)
SINFONIA No.13 [CHAMBER]
HOEDOWN FROM RODEO
CoNCERTo GRosso, OP. 6, No.1 [CHAMBER]
CONCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 8 [VARSITY]
PHOENIX OVERTURE [VARSITY]
DECK THE HALLS
PRELUDE ON lN DULCI ]UBILO [VARSITY]
SYMPHONY No. 8 ING (4TH MOVEMENT) [TCSC]
CoNCERTO FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA
ADAM CATHCART
CONCERTO FOR TRUMPET AND ORCHESTRA
MARKO Foss
CONCERTO FOR CELLO IN C MAJOR [CHAMBER]
KAREN DECKER
SYMPHONY No. 22 [CHAMBER]
JUPITER FROM THE PLANETS
JUPITER FROM THE PLANETS (ARR. LEIDIG) [VARSITY]
CoLAS BREUGNON OVERTURE, OP. 24 [TCSC]
GAMATRIA (MINNESOTA PREMIERE)
SERENADE FOR STRINGS ( CAKEWALK) [VARSITY]

MASCAGNI, P.
MENDELSSOHN, F.

INTERMEZZO FRO.M CAVALLERIA RusTICANA [TCSC]
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN E MINOR
LISA WHIPKEY
MENDELSSOHN, F.
CoNCERTPIECE FOR Two CLARINETS AND ORCHESTRA
CARRIE SWENSON AND STACEY HOPPE, CLARINETS
Noc-TURNE FROM A MmsuMMER NIGHT's DREAM
MENDELSSOHN, F.
SOMA PIERCE, STUDENT CONDUCTOR
MoLIQUE,B.
CoNCERTO FOR FLUTE IN D MAJOR
AMBRECRIM
BOUREE FROM fLORILEGIUM PR.IMUM
MUFFAT, G.
( TRANSCRIBED BOWEN) [VARSITY]
"VA, ToscA" FROM ToscA
PUCCINI, G.
GREG SANTA
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
CAPRICCIO ESPANGNOL
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
SERENADE FOR STRINGS OP. 48 (ANDANTE, ALLEGRO)
[CHAMBER]
.
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
SwAN LAKE, SCENE 1
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS CONCERTO FOR OBOE AND ORCHESTRA
RACHEL BECK
.
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS F1vE VARIANTS OF 'DIVES AND LA.zA.Rus' FOR Two HARPS
ALLISSA BAGLEY, ANGELA l{.AGEN, HARPS
WIENIAWSKI, H.
ScHERZo-TARENTELLE FOR VIOLIN
ERIK CARLSON

1995
ANDERSON,
BACH, J.C.

L.

BACH, J.S.
BEETHOVEN, L.
BERNSTEIN, L
BoccHERINI,

L.

BRITTEN, B.
CHOPIN, F.
CLAPTON,E.
DEL _BORGO (ARR.)
BRYANT,F.
. FRESCOBALDI, F.
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN, F.J.
HELLEM, M. (ARR.)
HOFELDT,
KHACHATURIAN, A.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
OFFENBACH, J.
PXRT,A.
SAINT-SAENS, C.
VIEUXTEMPS, H.

w.

SLEIGH RIDE
.SONATINA IN D MAJOR [VARSITY]
MOLLY HARDING, STUDENT CONDUCTOR
BMNDENBRUG CONCERTO No. 6
OVERTURE TO CoRIOLAN [TCSC]
OVERTURE TO CANDIDE
WILLIAM FEMAL, GUEST CONDUCTOR
CONCERTO FOR CELLO IN B FLAT
SUSAN WHIPKEY
SIMPLE SYMPHONY
LIZ DEGER, GUEST CONDUCTOR
CoNcERTo FOR PIANO No. 2 IN F MINOR
ANDREADEBE
TEARS IN HEAVEN [VARSITY]
DONA NOBIS PACEM [VARSITY]
BYE BYE LOVE (ARR. BARNETT) [TCSC]
TOCCATA (ARR. fIIGGINS) [VARSITY]
WILLIAM FEMAL, GUEST CONDUCTOR
SUITE FROM MESSIAH (ARR. CUSTER) [VARSITY]
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN G MAJOR
KATIE DUNLAP
THREE SPANISH CHRISTMAS CAROLS [VARSITY].
THE GIFT [VARSITY]
SABRE DANCE FROM GAYNE BALLET
SYMPHONY No. 4 (ALLEGRO VIVACE)
ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD
CANTus IN MEMORY. OF BENJAMIN BRITTEN
DANSE BACCHANALE [TCSC]
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN OP. 37 No. 5
MARLENA CHOW

1996
ANDERSON, L
ANDERSON, L.
BACH, J.S.
BARBER,
BEETHOVEN, L
BERLIOZ, H.
BIZET, G.
CUSTER, C. (ARR.)
ELGAR, E.
GLiNKA,M.
GoRECKI,H.

s.

GRAINGER, P.
HAYDN,F.J.
IBERT, J.
KARAM,E.

0 LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM [VARSITY]
PASTORES A BELEN [VARSITY]
BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 3
ADAGIO FOR STRINGS [CHAMBER]
SYMPHONY No. 7, ALLEGRETTO
ROMAN CARNIVAL 0vERTURE
HABANERA FROM CARMEN (ARR. SIENNICKI) [VARSITY]
CANADIAN BRASS CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
NIMROD FROM ENIGMA VARIATIONS
RussLAN AND LUDMILLA [TCSC]
.
ALREADY IT Is DusK FOR STRING QUARTET (1sT MVMT.)
ERIK CARLSON, LIZ SCHROEDER, VIOLINS;
TIM BETTS, VIOLA; MATT DUDZIK, CELLO
SHEPHERD'S fuy (ARR. .Al.SHIN) [VARSITY]
THEME AND VARIATIONS (ARR. BoWEN) (VARSITY]
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND ORCHESTRA
JOEY KIMBALL
"STAY 'N' SEE

MARTINU,B.
MENDELSSOHN, F.

MEMORIAL TO LIDICE
CONCEJTO FOR PIANO IN G MINOR
MARLENA CHOW
MOZART, W .A.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO No. 23
GREG ANDERSON
MOZART, W.A.
ExsuLTATE JUBILATE, K 165
LILA OLSON
SINFONIA CoNCERTANTE, K 364 FOR VIOLIN AND VIOLA
MOZA.RT, W.A.
VANESSA HARRIS, VIOLIN; TIM BETTS, VIOLA
MOZART, W .A.
SYMPHONY No. 29 IN AMAJOR (1sT AND 2ND MOVEMENTS)
[CHAMBER]
CONCERTO FOR TRUMPET IN E FLAT
NERUDA,J.
KATIE A.AKER
P ACHELBEL, J.
CANON [VARSITY]
PAGANINI, N.
.CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN OP. 6, No. 1
ERIK CARLSON
PUCCINI, G.
0 MIO BABBINO CARO (ARR. DACKOW) [VARSITY]
RACHMANINOFF, S.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO IN C MINOR No. 2
EMILY HANSON
REED,A.
GREENSLEEVES [TCSC]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
RUSSIAN EASTER OVERTU~E, OP. 36
,
RUSSIAN MSTER OVERTURE (ARR. ALsHIN)-[VARSITY]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
RosAuRo,N.
CONCERTO PARA MARIMBA
MARKUS RHOTEN
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
MARCHE SLAVE, OP. 31 [TCSC]
WAGNER, R.
OVERTURE TO RIENZI (ARR. DACKOW) [VARSITY]
THE "CoURAGE" LULI.ABY CoNCERT
.
OPEN REHEARSAL WITH MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR EI11 OuE
C
(MEMORIAL TO LIDICE)
NATIONAL Music EDUCATORS CONFERENCE IN l<ANsAs CITY
Music AND NEUROLOGY CONFERENCE
1997
ATWELL,S.
BACH, J.S.
BUXTEHUDE, D.
CAGE, J.
CoPLAND,A.
·COPLAND, A.
DRAGONETTI, D.
DvoRAK,A.
DVOitA.K, A.
DvoRAK,A.
HAYDN, F.J.
HoFELDT,

W.

IVES, C.
KHACHATURIAN, A.
MARTINU,B.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
OFFENBACH, J.
SAINT-SAENS, C.
SAINT-SAENS, C.
SAINT-SAENS, C.
SHOSTAKOVICH, D.
TSCHAIKOVSKY, P.
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
TSCHAIKOVSKY, P.
VON WEBER, C.
WALTON,W.

MODUS A 4 (VARSITY]
KARIN KIMBLE, GUEST CONDUCTOR
ToCATTA AND FUGUE IN D MINOR (ARR. STOKOWSKI).
• [TCSC]
.
BRASS FANFARE

4'3:;"'
HOE DOWN FROM RODEO
SATURDAY NIGHT WALTZ FROM RODEO
CONCERTO FOR BASS IN A MAJOR
JON COLE
SYMPHONY No. 8 IN G MAJOR (ARR. CHASE) [VARSITY]
SYMPHONY No. 8 ING MAJOR (4TH MOVEMENT)
W ALDESRUHE FOR CELLO
MATT DUDZIK
SYMPHONY No. 4i ~'FA.RE\V.ELL" (4TH MOVEMENT)
[CHAMBER]
THE GIFT [VARSITY]
KARIN KIMBLE, GUEST CONDUCTOR
FUGUE IN FOUR KEYS (ON THE SHINING SHORE)
[CHAMBER]
SABRE DANCE (ARR. FROST) [VARSITY]
MEMORIAL TO LIDICE [TCSC]
NOCTURNE FROM A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
OVERTURE TO DIE SCHONE HELENA [TCSC]
DANSB BACCHANALE FROM SAMSON AND DELILA
DANSE BACCHANALE (ARR. PORTER) [VARSITY]
KARIN KIMBLE, GUEST CONDUCTOR
ORGAN SYMPHONY (4TH MOVEMENT)
LAuRAEDMAN
CONCERTO FOR CELLO IN E FLAT
MATT DUDZIK
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN (1ST MOVEMENT)
ERIK CARLSON
SERENADE FOR STRINGS (ARR. DACKOW) [VARSITY]
WALTZ OF THE FLOWERS FROM THE NUTCRACKER
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET No. 2 IN E FLAT
MATT BRIGGS
CoNCERTO FOR VIOLA IN A MINOR
AMY THOMPSON

1998
COME, SOOTHING DEATH (ARR. F. MELIUS CHRISTIANSEN)
KoMM SussER Ton (TRANSCRIBED STOKOWSKI)
CoNCERTo FOR PIANO, No. 4
L.
GREG ANDERSON
BIZET, G.
L'ARLESIENNE SUITE ¢2 [TCSC]
BORODIN,A.
NOCTURNE [VARSITY]
BRAHMS,].
SYMPHONY No. (4TH MOVEMENT)
CoPI.AND, A.
HOE· DOWN FROM RODEO, [VARSITY]
CoUPERIN, F.
OVERTURE AND ALLEGRO FROM LA SuLTANE SUITE [TCSC]
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
DICKSON,R
DONIZETTI, G.
OVERTURE TO DoN PASQUALE
ELIGIE FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRAFAURE, G.
JENN KREIN
A NIGHT PIECE
Foori,A.
ERIKA LAMMERS,
Cos1 FAN TUTTI, "UNA DONNA A QUIDICI"
MOZART,
.A.
ERIN KORISH
MoZA.B.T, W .A.
RONDO DIVERTIMENTO, K. 138 [VARSITY]
LOCUST STREET RAG [VARSITY J
NUNEZ, C.
pALESTRINA, G.
ADORAMUS TE (SUNG)
ANCIENT AIRS AND DANCES [VARSITY]
RESPIGHI, 0.
RIMSICY-KORSAKOV
PoLANAISE FROM THE CHRISTMAS EVE SuITE
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN
.
SIBELIUS, J.
ERIK CARLSON
FINLANDIA [TCSC]
SIBELIUS, J.
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS FIVE VARIANTS OF DIVES AND 1Az.ARUS
VERDI,G.
OVERTURE TO NABUCCO
Co'.NCERTO FOR FoUR VIOLINS [VARSITY]
V1vAi.m,A.
LEAH ABBE, MAE FOSTER,
DIANA GIORDANO, KIRSTEN NESSE
THE "TRAIN" LULLABY CONCERT
BACH, J.S.
BACH, J.S.
BEETHOVEN,

1

w

1999
BRANDENBRUG CONCERTO No. 3 (1ST MVMT.) [VARSITY] ·
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN, CELLO, AND PIANO
MARLENA CHOW, VIOLIN; ADAM CATHCART, CELLO;
GREG ANDERSON, PIANO
EGMONT 0vERTURE {VARSITYJ
BEETHOVEN, L.
CURNOW,].
PHO ENI~ OVERTURE [VARSITY
PETITE SUITE (ARR. MILLER)
DEBUSSY, C.
CONCERTO FOR BASS IN A MAJOR
DRAGONETTI, D.
MATT CHERNYAEV
SUITE FROM THE .MESSIAH [VARSITY]
HANDEL, G.F.
.CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN G MAJOR
HAYDN, F.J.
TRAVIS LEE
SYMPHONYNo.17 [CHAMBER]
HAYDN, F;J.
STAY 'N' SEE
KARAM,E.
SABRE DANCE (ARR. FROST) [VARSITY]
KHACHATURIAN, A.
5 MELODI [CHAMBER]
LUTOSLAWSKI, W.
STRAIGHT LINE (WORLD PREMIERE)
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN A
MOZART,
.A.
CHERYL ARENDTS
MOZART, W.A.
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN D MAJOR
_! ~ LINNEA .ENGBLOM
MoZA.RT, W.A.
· EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK [CHAMBER]
PERGOLESI, G.
MAGNIFICAT WITH THE TRINITY LUTHERAN CHOIR
[CHAMBER]
GREENSLEEVES
REED,A.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO, No. 2
SAINT-SAENS, C.
GREG ANDERSON
STRAVINSKY, I.
BERCEUSE AND FINALE FROM THE FIREBIRD SUITE
TscHAIKOVSKY, P.
SYMPHONY No. 5 IN E MINOR
VON WEBER, C.
CHORUS OF THE HUNTSMEN (ARR. DACHOW) [VARSITY]
THE "ANIMAL" LULLABY CONCERT
LEGACY CONCERT AT Music EDUCATORS NATIONAL CoNFERENCE IN CINCIN?:lATI
BACH, J.S.
BEETHOVEN,

L.

1

MAcr,c:

w

2000
ANDERSON, L.
BACH, J.S.

SUITE OF CAROLS FOR STRING ORCHESTRA [VAltSITY]
CoNCERTo FOR Two VIOLINS IND MrNoR [CHAMBER}
STEVEN HAINLEN, I.CATIE McMULLEN, VIOLINS
BACH, J.S.
WACHET AUF (SUNG)
BEETHOVEN, L
CoNCERTo FOR PIANO No. 5
KYLE KNOEPPEL
BERLIN, I.
WHITE CHRISTRAS [VARSITY]
BIZET, G.
DANSE BoH:£ME PROM CARMEN SUITE No. 2
CHOPIN, F.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO No. 1
. GREG ANDERSON
DICKINSON, R
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
DRAGONETTI, D.
CONCERTO FOR BASS IN A MAJOR
BRENDAN KANE
ELGAR,E.
NIMROD FROM ENIGMA VARIATIONS [TCSC]
ELLINGTON, D.
A DUKE ELLINGTON MEDLEY
FAURE, G.
SICILIENNE FROM PELLIAS ET MELISANDE
HANDEL, G.F.
LARGO FROM XERXES [VARSITY]
HANDEL, G.F.
SmTE III IN G MAJOR FROM WATER Music [VARSITY]
HANSON,].
A FESTIVAL PRELUDE: REJOICB (WORLD PREMIERE) [TCSC]
KHACHATURIAN, A.
THREE DANCES FROM GAYANEH [TCSC]
MARTINU,B.
MEMORIAL TO LIDICE
MOZART, W.A.
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE IND MAJOR
]ENNY KRAMER
NELHYBEL, V.
A MIGHTY FORTRESS [VARSITY]
NERUDA,].
CONCERTO FOR TRVMPET
]OHNWHALEY
PART, A.
CANTUS IN MEMORY OF BENJAMIN BRITTEN
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
CAPRICCIO ESPAGNOL
SAINT-SAENS, C.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO No. 2
GREG ANDERSON
SoLovrnv-SEDOY, V. Moscow NIGHTS (ARll. PUNWAR) [VARSITY]
SCHUMANN, R
CoNCERTPIECE FOR FoUR HoRNs AND ORCHESTRA
DARIN LEITER, USA ISENBERG,
GRAHAM MILLER, AARON ULLAND
..
WESSMAN, H.
WATER UNDER SNOW IS WEARY WITH LILY LAKE CHORUS
'..
[CHAMBER]
THE "FRIENDsmp" LULLABY CONCERT WITH MARINE ELEMENTARY CHORUS
STEINWAY GRAND PIANO DEDICATION CONCERT
MINNESOTA Music EDUCATORS STATE CoNVENTION
2001
BEETHOVEN,
BERLIOZ, H.

L.

EGMONT OVERTURE [TCSC]
HUNGARIAN MARCH FROM THE DAMNATION OP FAUST
[VARSITY]
BRAHMS,].
HUNGARIAN MARCH No. 5 (TRANSCRIBED PARLOW)
COPLAND,A.
SATURDAY NIGHT WALTZ FROM RODEO [TCSC]
CORELLI,A.
CoNCERTO GRosso, OP. 6, No. 8 VARSITTY
GLASS, P.
MECHANICAL BALLET FROM THE VOYAGE
HAYDN,F.J.
SYMPHONY No. 94 [CHAMBER]
HAYDN,F.J.
SYMPHONY No. 104 THE LONDON [CHAMBER]
HOFELDT,
DANCE PARHELIA [VARSITY]
HOLST, G.
JUPITER FROM THE PLANETS
HOPKINS, J.
KINGS OF ORIENT
VARSITY
KREISLER, F.
PRAELUDIUM AND ALLEGRO FOR VIOLIN
LEAH ABBE
LANGER, F.
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE IN G MINOR (MINNESOTA
PREMIERE)
KIRSTEN NESSE
MENDELSSOHN, F.
HEBRIDES OVERTURE
WEDDING MARCH FROM A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
MENDELSSOHN, F.
[VARSITY]
RIEDEL, G.
CONVERSATION PIECE (CHANTED)
SAINT-SAENS, C.
DANCE BACCHANALE [TCSC]
TSCHAIKOVSICY, P.
WALTZ OF THE FLOWERS FROM THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS RHoSYMEDRE [CHAMBER]
VIVALDI, A.
CoNCERTO FOR GUITAR IN D MAJOR
WILLIAM SCHUBERT
VON WEBER, C.
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN F MINOR
LAURA ODEGAARD
THE «HERO" LULLABY CoNCERT WITH MARINE ELEMENTARY CHORUS
SOUND WAVES CONCERT AT MINNESOTA HISTORY CENTER

w.

I
:2002

BARTOK, B.
BERNSTEIN, 1.
BRAHMS,J.
BRITTEN, B.
BRUCH,M.
CHASE, B.
CoPLAND,A.
CoRELLI,A.
DOPPLER,A.
GRIEG, E.
HANDEL, G.F.
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN, F.J.
HAYDN, F.J.
HAYDN, F.J.
HOLST, G.
HovHANESs, A.
HusA, K.
KuMMER,A.

P.~

MASCAGNI,
MOZART,
.A.
MOZART,
.A.
PuRCELL, H.
RESPIGHI, 0.
·RossINI, G.

w

w

SAINT-SAENS, C.

RUMANIAN FOLK DANCES [CHAMBER]
OVERTURE TO WEST SIDE STORY
AVE MA.RIA [CHAMBER]
SERENADE FOR TENOR, HORN, AND STRINGS
DARIN SLEITER, FRENCH HORN
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN IN G MINOR
KATIE McMULLEN
THE MUPPET MEDLEY
LINCOLN PORTRAIT [SEC]
SAM SHEPARD, NARRATOR
.
CoNCERTO GRosso OP. 6, No. 7 [SYMPHONIC]
F ANTASIE pASTORALE HoNGROISE
BETH PERMENTIER
HOLBERG SUITE OP. 40 [CHAMBER]
CoNcERTO GRosso OP. 6, No.1 [VARSITY]
ENTRANCE OF THE QUEEN OF SHEBA [CHAMBER]
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN ING MAJOR [CHAMBER]
STEVEN ~NLEN
CONCERTO FOR CELLO IN C MAJOR
MATTDUDZlK
SYMPHONY FOR 104 LONDON SYMPHONY [CHAMBER]
ST. PAUL SUITE (JIG) [VARSITY]
.
SYMPHONY FOR MoUNT ST. HELENS No. 50
VIER KLEIN STUCKE [CHAMBER]
ADAGIO SosTENUTE OP. 24 [CHAMBER].
DIANA ROEN, VANESSA NOGEL, CLAlUNETS;
LARA Cox, FLUTE
INTER!>fEZZo FROM CAvALLERIA RusTICANA [COMBINED]
OVERTURE TO THE MAGIC FLUTE [CHAMBER]
SYMPHONY NO. 29 (1ST MOVEMENT) [VARSITY]
OVERTURE FOR TRUMPETS FROM THE FAIR QUE~
ANCIENT AIRS AND DANCES [CHAMBER]
INTRODUCTION, THEME, AND VARIATiONS
KATIE BUETBL, CLARINET
CoNCERTO FOR CELLO IN A MINOR No. 2
LAURA FRISTAD .
.

SAINT-SAENS, C.
~
SIBELIUS, J.
SMETANA, B.
STOHLBERG, D.
TscHAIKovsKY. P.
VON SuPPE, F.
WAGNER,R

DANCE BACCHANALE
FINLANDIA [VARSITY]
THE MOLDAU FROM MY FATHERLAND
ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH [CoMBINED]
TREPAK FROM THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE [SEC]
OVERTURE TO DIE MEISTERSINGER (ARR. SIENNICKI)
[VARSITY]
'
WARD, H.
BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC
WARD'.BATES
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL (ARR. DRAGONIHAINLEN) [SEC]
VETERANS MEMORIAL CONCERT WITH MARINE CHORUS AND SAHS BAND

OVERTURE TO RussLAN AND LUDMILLA
PEER GYNT SuITE OP. 46, No. 1 [SEC]
I KNow MY REDEEMER LIVETH (FROM THE MESSIAH)
PASSACAILE (ARR. CLARKE) [SYMPHONIC]
SYMPHONY No. 103, THE DRUM Ro LL [ CHAMBER]
A CANADIAN BRASS CHRISTMAS
PROLOGUE HYMN AND DANCB [SYMPHONIC]
MARS FROM THE PLANETS
KINGS OF ORIENT [SYMPHONIC]
CONCERTO FO:R VIOLIN OP. 48
BRIDGET NELSON
iCARUS FLIES (WORLD PREMIERE)
MEDITATION FROM THAIS [VARSITY]
THE HEBRIDES OVERTURE [CHAMBER]
CoNCERTO FOR FLUTE AND HARP [SYMPHONIC}
KARISSA JOHNSON, FLUTE; AMANDA SAMSON, HARP
CoNCERTO ING MAJOR FOR FLUTE [CHAMBER]
. LINDSAY PEAK

GLINKA,M
GRIEG,
HANDEL, G.F.
HANDEL, G.F.
HAYDN,F.J.
HENDERSON
HOLESOVSKY, J.
HOLST, G.
HoPKINs,J.
KAeALEVSICY, D.

E:

MAcr,C.
MASSENET, J.
MENDELSSOHN, F.
MOZART,

·W.A.

PERGOLESI, G.

ROSSINI, G.
OVERTURE TO THE BARBER OP SEVILLE
SCHUBERT, F
MAss No. 2 ING MAJOR [CHAMBER]
SMETANA, B.
POI.KA FROM THE BARTERED BRIDE [SYMPHONIC]
SMITH, C.
PREL:uDE ON AN AMERICAN HYMN TUNE [VAksITY]
STRAUSS, R
DER RosENKAVALIER WALTZ (ARR. DouGLAs) [SEC]
TRADITIONAL
ONCE IN DAvm's ROYAL CITY [VARSITY]
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS. RHos~EDRE [CHAMBER]
VERDI, G.
OVERTURE TO NABUCCO [VARSITY]
THE "FAIRY TALE" LUI.I.A.BY CoNCERT
CLlNIC WITH ACADEMY OP ST. MAR.TINS IN THE FIELD
CoNDUCTOR S1:a NEVILLE MARRINER
2004

AMUNDSON,
BACH, J.S.

BARBER,

s.

SoLA GRATIA [SEC]
CoNCERTO FOR HARPSICHORD IN A MAJOR [CHAMBER]
BRIAN ODEGAARD
CoNCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA
STEVEN HAINLEN
.
EGMONT OVERTURE [S~C]
SYMPHONY No. 7 (2ND MOVEMENT) [SYMPHONIC]
HUNGARIAN DANCE No. 5 [SEC]
SYMPHONY No. I (4TH MOVEMENT)
CoNCER"FO Gaosso OP. 6, No. 5 [SYMPHONIC]
0vERTURE TO DON PASQUALE
MEDLEY FROM THE MUSICAL "CHICAGO"
NIMROD FROM "ENIGMA VARIATIONS"
SYMPHONY No. 104 [CHAMBER]
UPON ENCHANTED GROUND [VARSITY]
AMANDA SAMSON, HARP; KARISSA JOHNSON, FLUTE
CONCERTO FOR VIOLA ON ELIJAH (WORLD PREMIERE)

S.

BEETHOVEN, L.
BEETHOVEN, L:
BRAHMS, J.
BRAHMS, J.
CoRELLI,A.
DONIZETTI, G

EBB,E

.

E'LGAR,E.
HAYDN,F.J.
HovHANESS, A.
LAGRAVE, T

TYLER LAGRAVE
I HEAR Music [SYMPHONIC]
MEDITATION FR.OM THAIS [CHAMBER]
SHARON ZIERATH
MENDELSSOHN, F.
NOCTURNE FR.OM MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM [VARSITY]
PXRT,A.
FRATRES
REINECKE, C.
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND ORCHESTRA
NORA SHIELDS
SMETANA,B.
DANCE OF THE COMEDIANS [VARSITY]
STRAVINSICY, I.
BERCEUSE AND FINALE FROM THE FIREBIRD SUITE
[VARSITY]
VIVALDI,A.
CONCERTO FOR BASSOON
KAnElIND.
STILLWATER ORCHESTRA WEEJtEND
··1

:2003
BACH, J.S.
BACH, J.S.
BARBER, S;
BEETHOVEN.

1.

BEETHOVEN. L.
BLOCK, R
BRAHMS,J.
BRUCH,M.
BUXTEHUDE, D
CARLSON,E.

COPLAND,A.
DAVID,F.
Dvotlx:,A.
ENESCO, G.
FISCHER, J.

BRANDENBURG CoNCERTO No. 3 (1ST MVMT.) [VARSITY]
FUGUE ING MINOR (THE GREAT) [SYMPHONIC]
ADAGIO FOR STRINGS [CHAMBER]
CONCERTO lN C MAJOR FOR VIOLIN, CELLO, AND PIANO
STEVE HAINLEN, VIOLIN; ALEX KISSELBURG, CELLO;
BRIAN ODEGAARD, PIANO
OVERTURE TO EGMONT [CHAMBER]
SUITE FOR VIOLA AND ORCHESTRA
CANDY EMBERLEY
SYMPHONY No. 4 (ARR.LEIDIG) (4TH MVMT.) [VARSITY]
KoL NIDREI [CHAMBER]
HANNAH SHEPARD
FANFARE FROM "IHR LIEBEN CHRISTEN" [CHAMBER]
CHANT (BASED ON MONTEVERDI VESPERS) [CHAMBER]
(WORLD PREMIERE)
KATIE DOUGLAS
SATURDAY NIGHT WALTZ AND HoE DoWN FROM RoDEO
[VARSITY]
CoNCERTINO FOR TROMBONE
MICHAEL BINKOWSKI
SYMPHONY No. 9 ING MAJOR OP. 88 (4TH MOVEMRNT)
RouMANIAN RHAPSODY
SYMPHONY FOR EIGHT TIMPANI
MATT NYLUND

LANE,B.
MAssENET,J

TCSC - TWIN CITIES SUBURBAN CONFERENCE ALL-CoNFERENCE ORCHESTRA
SEC - SUBURBAN CONFERENCE EAsT ALL-CoNFERENCE ORCHESTRA

THE STILLWATER ORCHESTRA LEGACY FUND
Though the true legacy of the Stillwater Orchestra and Jim Hainlen resides in the people
. they touched, orchestra alumni, parents, and community members thought it would be
fitting to recognize the group's past accomplishments and help ensure its continued
excellence through the establishment of a fund that will be used to address- needs and
otherwise enrich the musical education of present and future orchestra stud~nts.
Working together with The Partnership Plan for Stillwater Area Schools, orchestra alumni and parents created the Stillwater Orchestra Legacy Fund with the hope it will continue to grow in coming years, benefitting generations of Stillwater students. Gifts from the
fund will be used to address needs identified through close collaboration with District
834 orchestra staff, with a focus on enhancing primary and secondary orchestral education efforts, promoting continued participation in the fine arts, and engaging students in
unique learning experiences, such as those that come from working with guest clinicians
and other artists.
In addition to the support you give the. O!chestra by your very attendance at this event,
your presence also benefits the Legacy Fund, which will be established with the proceeds
from Orchestra Weekend events and private donations.

If you wish to make an additional tax-deductible donation to the Legacy Fund, you may
send a check to:
The Partnership Plan
57-01 Stillwater Blv& N.
Stillwater, Mimi., 55082
Please make checl<s payable to The Partnership Plan with a note designating your contribution for the Stillwater Orchestra Legacy Fund.

I
HONORARY AND MEMORIAL DONATIONS
The Orchestra Weekend ticket order fo°:1 for gave attendees the option of making additional donations to the Legacy
Fund and dedicating their gift to the honor or memory of individuals of their choice. We would like to thank these people for their help in establishing the fund and recognize the individuals who continue to inspire th~i! commitment to
Stillwater o:i:chestras.
PAT ALBERTSON IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

En & LILA LINN.ER ·

A.LL STRI.NGS ATTACHED

KATHLEEN MACY

GEORGE ANASTOS

BETSY ,McDONOUGH IN MEMORY OF DR. Ro BERT Bo~oN

CHARLES & BEVERLY ANDERS IN HONOR OF THEIR MUSICAL
GRANDCHILDERN: JACOB, THOMASON AND MARIT ANDERS

SHARON & ToM REITER MIYAMOTO
ANDREA MuLHAUSEN IN HONOR OF BoB MuLHAUSEN

ANONYMOUS I~ HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

ROBIN NELSON IN MEMORY OF ]E~IFER NELSON

MAC BARLASS

DORIS NELSON IN HONOR OF JIM lfA.INLEN AND IN MEMORr OF

MARGARET BLOMBERG IN MEMORY OF PATRICIA

L.

POST,.

JENNIFER NELSON

JOHN & CINDY BOESEL IN HONOR OF ERIN BOESEL

MARTHA NoooRFT

SUZANN & JAMES BROWN IN HONOR OF JIM'S LIFETIME GIFT
OF MUSIC TO TH.E STILLWATER COMMUNITY
.

DR. THOMAS & MARY ANN 0KNER IN HONOR OF MARLA 0KNER

CATHY'S Music STUDIO

En OTIS IN HONOR OF GABRIELLA & BRIANNA Ons

BRENDA Os.ELAND IN HONOR OF BRIANNA Os.ELAND
-

-

REXFORD & LYNN CATTANACH

KATHLEEN & RALPH PISCITELLO

]AMES & BARBARA CHRISTOPHERSON

JENNIFER BRAUN PIXLEY IN HONOR OF THE CHl1:DREN AND

NANCY & GERALD CONDON IN HONOR OF ]IM HAINLEN.

GRANDCHILDREN OF FLOYD AND ELIZABETH PERSON

JANE E. DICKINSON IN HONOR OF ]IM HAINLEN

DIANE POLLEY

JOHN & LISA DWYER IN HONOR OF ANDREW DONALDSON

JoHN POST IN MEMORY OF

LAURA EDMAN IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

COLETTE PREIMESBERGER IN HONOR OF KAREN PREIMESBERGER

p ATRICIA L. PosT

STEVE ElKEVIK IN HONOR OF JIM HAfNLEN

CLEONE PRITCHARD IN HONOR OF HER SON, ANDREW PRITCHARD

SoNIA & W1LUAM EscH IN HONOR OF JIM lliINLEN

SHELLEY RI.SCHE

RUTH & LYMAN GEARY IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

TED & KATHY SALTZMAN

ROSALIE GIORDANO

]AMIE SAMSON IN MEMORY OF DAVID QUAMMEN

HELEN GOLDBERG IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

ANNE SCHUELKE

CATHERINE GOULD

MIKE SLAGTER IN HONOR OF CHAD SLAGTER

('02)

NORM & JULIE GRAMS IN HONOR OF REBECCA GRAMS

CATHY SLBITER IN HONOR OF DARIN SLEITBR

]IM GRAU~NER

SANDY SN.ELLMA* IN HONOR OF MOLLY SNELLMAN

BOB AND DIANE HAGSTROM

RoNALD & SusAf.t STow IN HONOR OF

('85) VIOLIN, JONATHAN Srow ('89) BASS,
('90) VIOLA, AND JARED STOW ('97) CELLO

LYND4 HALBERT IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN

JE~NIFER STOW

NANCY B. HAUSCHILD

JANA STOW

TOM & .CHRISTINE HERMANSON IN HONOR OF ANDY W ALLMEYER

ANN THOMPSON MCCARRON

DOUG '& CHRISTY HLAVACEK

MATT THUESON

TRACY HOWIESON IN HONOR OF TRACY & MICHELLE CLARK

TRESTMAN Music

CHRISTINE JENSCH IN MEMORY OF JENNY NELSON

MARY TSCHIDA

LOUISE ]ONES

]BAN MARIE & PETER ULLAND IN HONOR OF JIM lfA.INLEN

BETH JOSEPHSON

JESS ULRICH

ANDREW W. JUNKER IN MEMORY OF MARK W. JUNKER

ANNE VOIGHT

ANoREwKAss

CHRIS WALLBERG IN HONOR OF ALY WALLBERG

CLAUDIA KAUL

ANDREW WALLMEYER IN HONOROF JIM HAINLEN

ELLY KIMMEL IN HONOR OF HER FORMER STUDENTS

DAVID & JANET WETTERGREN

KATHY KING IN HONOR OF THE STILLWATER ORCHESTRA

GARY & MARY WILLIAMS IN HONOR OF MARIA,

RICHARD KREIN
GINNY

KRusE

KATHY & BILL LAMANNA IN HONOR OF JIM HAINLEN
JOHN LEGRAY IN MEMORY OF BETSY LEGRAY
LIST CURRENT AS OF JUNE 1

ANNE & KATHERINE WILLIAMS
SANDY & JIM WOLFE Woon IN HONOR OF
THE ENTIRE DISTRICT 834 MUSIC FACULTY

HISTORY OF THE STILLWATER ORCHESTRA
· The history of the orchestra program in Stillwater goes back to 1918. Beatrice Saftenberg
started the orchestra and taught until 1933. The 1925 Stillwater High School Orchestra
included six violins, one piano, one xylophone, one banjo, two comets and one drum1 mer. The group played for the daily high school chapel services and performed every
Monday and Wednesday during the student lunch break. Beginning in 1934, Mr. Bastien
conducted both the band and the orchestra. The Stillwater Kabekonian yearbook report- ·
ed in 1944 that the orchestra performed-for Red Cross meeting~ and school plays.
Evj.dently, enrollment declined at the end of World War II and in 1945 the orchestra was
dropped.
The orchestra program was started again in 1972, with John Pickart as the elementary
s~hools teacher. By 1977.the Orchestra was meeting at Stillwater High School. James.
· Hainlen became the director in 1979 and during the past 25 years the entire Stillwater.
0:r:chestra program has earned a statewide reputation for excellence. The orchestra added
a chamber ensemble in 1984, and expanded to include a varsity orchestra in 1987. The
orchestra was selected as the Meritorious Orchestra Program by the Minnesota Chapter
of the American String Teachers Association in the mid 1990s. Hainlen was also the
Minnesota Music Educators' Music Educator of the Year in 1994 and the American
String Teachers Association's Educator of the Year in 1996. The Stillwater Orchestra program added a symphonic orchestra, its fourth performing ensemble, in 2003.

ABOUT THE WEEKEND
The idea of a Stillwater Orchestra reunion concert has been suggested a number of times
over the past twenty years, and probably well before that, typically by former students
_, who stopped for a moment to consider their time in the remarkable group, and the effect
it had on their lives.
Long relegated to idle chatter, the concept took on a sense of urgency once Jim
announced his impending retirement at the end of the 2003-04 school year, and alumni began talking in earnest about the feasibility of such an event and what would be
required to put it all together. At the same time, a number o_f community members
who felt Jim deserved some kind of special recognition for his years of hard work and
dedication were discussing ways to honor him at the dose of his career. The two
groups quickly found each other, and this weekend is the result of their collaboration
over the past several months.
· As Jim would be the first to tell you, these events are not meant solely as a tribute to
him, but to the program as a whole and the hundreds of people that have worked so
hard·to make it what it is today. Still, separating the man from the.institution he built
is an impossible task; he personifies the passion, excellence, and humanity that are"its
hallmarks, and his example has inspired others to give themselves freely t~- the orchestra and each other, enabling them to receive more than they could have imagined in
return.

With that in mind, we would like to thank you for coming and celebra~g with us. The
. support you have given the Stillwater Orchestra over the years:> as audience members,
performers, teachers, family, and friends, has laid the foundatipn for everything the
ensemble and its members have achieved, _and it is very much appreciated.

-The Alumni Organizers

Ii
THANKY'ou
Over the past eight months, dozens of people have spent hundreds of hours to assemble this weekend's events. Though
countless people have helped out in innumerable ways, we would like to extend a special thanks to some of the most
prominent volunteers. Without their hard work, this.weekend wouldn't have been possible.
Overall Coordination
Communi<;ations
Orchestra Legacy Fund

Roast Masters of Ceremonies

Music Mailing Managers
Web Site Software Developer
Technical Director
Stage Designer
Stage Manager
Alumni Contact Project Leader
Ticket Sales Managers
Slideshow Producer
Piano Tuning
Historical Displays
Orchestra Librarian
Stillwater Area Schools String Faculty ,

Stillwater High School Band Directors
Stillwater High School Choir Directors

Superintendent of Schools
School Board

Stillwater Area High School Administrators

Matt Thueson ('97)
Andrew Wallmeyer ('97)
Matt Thueson ('97)
Kathy Saltzman (Parent '04)
Meg SchmoIke ('99)
Andrew Wallmeyer ('97)
Lynda ~albert, The Partnership Plan for Stillwater Area Schools
Molly Harding ('96)
Andy Kass (parent '96, '97)
Dave Schleh
Jess Ulrich ('92)
Karen Opland-Gigure ('87)
Nathan Yack ('97)
Scott Keever ('89)
Lisa Pl~te ('99)
Dennis Lindsay, Stillwater Band Teacher
Erin Boesel ('99)
Meghan Magne ('04)
Ashley Hammer ('04)
Lisa Simonet ('98)
Ken Hannah (parent '98, '00)
Katie McMullen ('02)
Steven H~nlen ('04)
Julie Guerber
Kent Musser
MarlaOkner
Lisa Whipkey ('94)
Wayne Feller
Dennis Lindsay
Erik Christiansen
Angela Mitchell
Dr. Kathleen Macy
David ((Choe" Junker, Chair
George Thole, Vice Chair
Christopher Kunze, Treasurer
Andree M. Aronson, Clerk
Roland Buchman
Nancy Hoffman
Carol Tollefsrud
Chris Lennox
Mary Pat Cumming
Don Kirkpatrick
MaryTiciu
Sherman Danielson

And we would also like to thank Tom Fredrich and Jerry Norton for their care of the orchestra room and auditorium.

